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Resumo
A tomografia por emissa˜o de positro˜es baseada em detectores do tipo caˆma-
ras de placas resistivas (RPC-PET) foi proposta para aplicac¸a˜o em ensaios
com pequenos animais e na pra´tica cl´ınica. Neste trabalho, apresentamos
primeiramente resultados experimentais obtidos a partir de um proto´tipo
RPC-PET de alta aceitac¸a˜o para pequenos animais.
Foram obtidas imagens de fontes do radioiso´topo 22Na, uma quase pontual e
outra planar. Usa´mos dois mo´dulos de detectores RPC com uma a´rea activa
de 6.4 × 6.4 cm2 e uma espessura de 5 mm, constitu´ıda por 6 vidros empilha-
dos e 5 espac¸os gasosos definidos entre eles. Os dados adquiridos inclu´ıram
linhas de coincideˆncia (LORs) inclinadas ate´ um aˆngulo de 58 ◦, tornando
essencial a medida precisa da profundidade de interacc¸a˜o. A identificac¸a˜o
dos espac¸os gasosos onde ocorreram as avalanches permitiu demonstrar a
auseˆncia de erro de paralaxe nas medidas realizadas com o RPC-PET para
pequenos animais. A partir da reconstruc¸a˜o dos dados processados com o
algoritmo maximum likelihood expectation-maximization (MLEM), obtive-
mos uma resoluc¸a˜o espacial com largura a meia altura (FWHM) de 0.4 mm,
excelente e esta´vel. Em paralelo, continua´mos a estudar as potencialidades
de um proto´tipo RPC-PET de corpo inteiro e cama u´nica, orientado para
pessoas. Ja´ foi anteriormente demonstrado por simulac¸a˜o que um scanner
RPC-PET com 2.4 m de campo de visa˜o axial (AFOV) e´ via´vel e permi-
tira´ o aumento de sensibilidade de pelo menos uma ordem de grandeza em
relac¸a˜o aos scanners PET com cristais. Duas outras virtudes do RPC-PET
sa˜o a sua capacidade de medic¸a˜o do tempo de voo (TOF) dos foto˜es e a
elevada resoluc¸a˜o espacial ao n´ıvel do detector.
Na segunda parte deste trabalho apresentamos um algoritmo de reconstru-
c¸a˜o, totalmente tridimensional, capaz de processar LORs muito inclinadas
em sistemas com um AFOV longo, como e´ o caso do RPC-PET. Este al-
goritmo acrescenta um kernel ao algoritmo MLEM, baseado na informac¸a˜o
de TOF. Com uma resoluc¸a˜o temporal de 300 ps FWHM, ja´ experimental-
mente comprovada, e´ poss´ıvel rejeitar 63% dos eventos dispersados no corpo
humano. Exibimos imagens reconstru´ıdas obtidas a partir de simulac¸o˜es do
fantoma antropomo´rfico, NCAT, com leso˜es oncolo´gicas situadas em dife-
rentes locais do corpo humano. A comparac¸a˜o entre imagens conseguidas
com resoluc¸o˜es temporais de 300 ps e 600 ps FWHM, permite observar uma
detectabilidade acrescida associada a` melhor resoluc¸a˜o de TOF. Por u´ltimo,
sa˜o estudados os tempos de convergeˆncia da reconstruc¸a˜o. Um me´todo ino-
vador e alternativo, que consiste na divisa˜o dos dados do corpo humano
em nove regio˜es e na reconstruc¸a˜o independente desses dados com recurso
a unidades de processamento gra´fico (GPUs), permite uma reconstruc¸a˜o
seis vezes mais ra´pida do que a reconstruc¸a˜o de corpo inteiro tambe´m com
o aux´ılio de GPUs. A partir de dados de 1.6 × 1010 aniquilac¸o˜es ocorri-
das durante uma aquisic¸a˜o de 7 minutos e para uma actividade injectada
de 2 mCi, um scanner RPC-PET com uma resoluc¸a˜o temporal de 300 ps
FWHM permitira´ obter uma imagem reconstru´ıda apenas 4 minutos apo´s
o fim da aquisic¸a˜o. Podemos assim concluir que o RPC-PET esta´ bem
colocado para competir no mercado dos scanners PET comerciais.
Abstract
Positron emission tomography based on resistive plate chambers (RPC-PET)
has been proposed for both preclinical and clinical applications. We firstly
present imaging results of needle-like and planar 22Na sources obtained with
a prototype of a high-acceptance small-animal RPC-PET.
The two detector modules utilized in this experiment had an effective front
face of 6.4 × 6.4 cm2 and consisted of 5 gas gaps and 6 glass electrodes with
a total thickness of 5 mm. The data included lines of response (LORs)
inclined up to 58 ◦, and the depth of interaction (DOI) was accurately mea-
sured, demonstrating the parallax-free property inherent to RPC-PET. The
maximum likelihood expectation-maximization (MLEM) reconstruction of
the acquired data yielded an excellent and stable resolution of 0.4 mm full
width at half maximum (FWHM). Concurrently, we pursued studies of a
suggested whole-body single-bed RPC-PET. It has been shown by simula-
tion that RPC-PET with an axial field-of-view (AFOV) of 2.4 m is feasible
and yields an absolute sensitivity at least one order of magnitude superior
to that of typical crystal-based PET scanners. In addition, RPC-PET of-
fers an important time-of-flight (TOF) advantage and provides a potentially
very-high spatial resolution at the detector level.
In the second part of this work, a fully three-dimensional reconstruction
algorithm capable of processing the very inclined LORs from large AFOV
systems such as RPC-PET is demonstrated. It relies on the application of a
TOF-based-kernel into the MLEM algorithm. With the 300 ps FWHM time
resolution, already experimentally demonstrated, a rejection of 63% of the
body-scattered events is obtained. We present reconstructed results from
blind simulations corresponding to the anthropomorphic phantom, NCAT,
with oncological lesions introduced into different locations within the human
body. A comparison between 300 and 600 ps FWHM TOF reconstructed
images is performed, with an increasing detectability being observed for a
better TOF resolution. We finally compare issues related to image con-
vergence speed. An alternative new approach, which consists in dividing
the full-body data into nine different image regions that are reconstructed
independently with graphical processing unit (GPU) assistance, provides
a six times faster reconstruction compared with a GPU-based whole-body
reconstruction. For a 300 ps FWHM RPC-PET scanner, this allows reach-
ing a reconstructed image, that results from 1.6× 1010 annihilations within
7 minutes and upon injection of 2 mCi, just 4 minutes after the end of data
acquisition. We conclude that RPC-PET is well oriented to compete with
other commercial PET scanners in the global market.
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1Introduction
1.1 Overview
Positron emission tomography (PET) has been dominated by scintillation crystals since
its creation in the mid-1970s. In the same decade, the first gamma ray detecting system
based on gaseous detectors for applications in nuclear medice has been proposed [1].
The problem for the application of multi-wire proportional chambers (MWPCs) in
PET was their low efficiency in conjunction with difficulties in matching the perfor-
mance of scintillation detectors in terms of counting-rate, timing resolution or energy
resolution [2].
In 2000, Fonte et al. developed timing RPCs (tRPCs) [3], opening perspectives of
affordable and reliable high-granularity large-area TOF detectors, with an efficiency
and a time resolution comparable to existing, at the time, scintillator-based TOF tech-
nology, but with significantly, up to an order of magnitude, lower price per channel. In
2003, Blanco et al. addressed the feasibility of PET based on RPCs (RPC-PET) [4].
The extremely good time and position resolutions of RPCs were, at the time, already
very promising.
Later, the time resolution of the tRPCs intended for a TOF-PET system was mea-
sured [5], demonstrating a very competitive TOF resolution of 300 ps full width at
half maximum (FWHM), for photon-photon coincidence. The image spatial resolu-
tion has also been measured by means of a first small animal RPC-PET prototype,
demonstrating sub-millimeter resolutions of 0.51 mm FWHM using filtered backpro-
jection (FBP) and 0.31 mm FWHM after reconstruction by a maximum likelihood
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expectation-maximization (MLEM) type algorithm [6].
Concerning sensitivity, simulations of an optimized complete small-animal RPC-
PET system suggest values of up to 2.1% at the center of the field-of-view (CFOV) [6].
Monte Carlo (MC) simulations aiming at full-body human PET systems with an axial
field-of-view (AFOV) in the order of 200 cm indicate that the sensitivity of such systems
may exceed the present crystal-based PET technology by a factor up to 20 [7]. This
result is dominated by the solid angle, and it grows strongly with the AFOV and with
the axial acceptance angle [8]. This sensitivity enhanced value was obtained with the
NEMA NU-2 1994 protocol which, however, does not correlate directly with lesion
detectability. For that reason, we assessed the planar (slice) sensitivity with a NEMA
NU2-2001 line-source phantom, which is better correlated to lesion detectability [9].
For 1.5 m scans (head to mid-legs), the planar sensitivity of RPC-PET is expected to
outperform 16-cm (22-cm) AFOV scanners by a factor 9.2 (5.3) without considering the
TOF benefit. An additional sensitivity gain, by a factor 4 to 5 in respect to non-TOF
scanners, is expected when the 300 ps FWHM TOF resolution of RPC-PET is taken
into account.
The simulations also suggest that scatter fraction is almost independent from the
geometry of the scanner [8]. Object scatter in an anthropomorphic phantom seems to
be similar for RPC-PET and modern, scintillator-based scanners [9]. In this work, we
will show that RPC-PET benefits further if its TOF information is utilized to exclude
scatter events occurring outside the anthropomorphic phantom.
System count rate performance simulations for the small-animal RPC-PET indicate
a peak noise equivalent count rate (NECR) up to 320 kcps for a total activity of
88 MBq in the phantom [6]. The peak NECR of the whole-body single-bed RPC-PET,
following the NEMA NU-2 2001 protocol, is expected to be of 167 kcps at 7.6 kBq/cm3
(τps = 3 µs). For a 1 µs dead time in the position signals (τps), no peak NECR was
found, the NECR being 349 kcps at 7.6 kBq/cm3 [10].
The main contributions of our group to the development of RPC-PET technology
here summarized have been fully reviewed by Crespo et al. [11].
Spatial resolution is a major feature of small-animal PET. The limit, so far, remains
within the 0.8 mm FWHM (e.g. [12, 13, 14, 15, 16]). Moreover, commercial preclinical
PET systems do not yet go beyond what is necessary to accurately study the functioning
of the small structures of small-animal organs, like the ones of mice brain. A different
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well-established concept is explored and developed here in order to provide PET images
with very high resolution at lower cost. We believe that RPC-PET is well positioned
to compete in the short term with existing scanners in the global market.
Present reconstruction algorithms are not prepared to handle lines of response
(LORs) within a large AFOV of 2.4 m. Therefore, a different reconstruction algo-
rithm must be implemented in order to deal with whole-body single-bed RPC-PET
needs. This algorithm should be tailored to the TOF capabilities of RPC-PET and ca-
pable of integrating the attenuation correction calculated from computed tomography
(CT) data. Due to the high sensitivity of such large AFOV systems, a much lower dose
has to be injected into the patient, and the acquisition time will be shortened. To test
the performance and assess image quality, we simulate one popular anthropomorphic
phantom used in medical imaging research, the NURBS-based cardiac-torso (NCAT)
phantom. By inserting simulated lesions in the phantom, we can perform a lesion
detectability study and evaluate the advantages of a 300 ps FWHM TOF resolution.
Finally, the fact that reconstruction speed is a major issue, pushed us towards deliver-
ing reconstructed images in the shortest time possible. The reconstruction algorithm
developed within this thesis is proven to meet such needs.
1.2 Objectives
The objectives pursued with the present work are the determination of the image spatial
resolution of a small-animal RPC-PET prototype and the development of a reconstruc-
tion routine tailored to the capabilities of human whole-body single-bed RPC-PET.
The motivations for this work emanate from the increasing potential of PET technol-
ogy in the assessment of novel drug therapies (small-animal RPC-PET) and detection
of smaller lesions in the largest number of patients possible for diagnosing oncological
disease in the shortest scan time possible (human RPC-PET).
Since it is possible today to mimic a plethora of human diseases in small animals, as
well as to study their underlying physiological mechanisms, preclinical imaging devices
are experiencing an exponential growth in research facilities around the world. Spatial
resolution and sensitivity are two essential features in small-animal PET that distin-
guish a current scanner from an outstanding one. We will focus on the former of those
features, keeping in mind, e.g., the efforts of neuroscientists to differentiate the small
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structures of mice brain. By reaching our sub-millimeter target, we believe that we are
prepared to rise to the challenge of penetrating in the preclinical imaging market.
The proposed fully-3D reconstruction algorithm must be capable of processing the
very inclined lines of response from large axial field-of-view systems, such as RPC-
PET. We will present a direct-TOF implementation of the MLEM and ordered subsets
expectation-maximization (OSEM) algorithms allowing for all events acquired with
RPC-PET being directly processed without rebinning, and directly inserted inside the
object image by means of a TOF kernel. Such kernel avoids slow voxel-wise image
navigation, and permits handling list-mode data. Time consumption in both data
acquisition and image reconstruction is a major concern in the clinical field. Pedroso
de Lima considers that the main goals of the functional studies with radioisotopes
are the detection and quantification of the radioactive tracers in the human body as
a function of time. He thus looks at time as the most important and characteristic
variable in nuclear medicine [17]. Therefore, this work tries to emphasize the time needs,
together with lesion detectability capabilities of an RPC-PET system. We believe that
the reduction of the time required to obtain a PET image combined to an increasing
detectability are of fundamental importance given the challenges of providing a fast
and accurate diagnostic imaging.
In the first part of this thesis, we present the steps taken from detector construction
towards system spatial resolution determination. In the second part, we develop the
whole-body reconstruction routine by means of simulated data and present several
reconstructed images. The following objectives for this work were defined:
Aim 1: To produce 40 RPC detector modules, 10 for each of the 4 heads
of the scanner. These modules complete the small-animal RPC-PET scanner. Each
detector consists of six stacked glass electrodes defining five 0.35 mm gas gaps.
Aim2: To assemble an experimental setup with two modules parallel to each
other, separated by 4 cm, and image a source placed between them. The
setup assemblage also includes handling with dedicated front-end electronics for charge
signal amplification and time signal read-out. A step motor is used to move the source
in the vertical direction by remote control. A data acquisition (DAQ) system provided
by the HADES group [18] permits to collect the charge signal in 192 ADC channels.
Several hardware measurements to ensure proper operation of the RPC detectors and
the overall system are performed.
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Aim3: To outline a processing chain capable of providing the charge and
time signal information for coincidence events. The time consumed in this step
should be minimized. Therefore, faster codes to decode and digitally process the data
must be conceived. Most random events are removed at this stage, the remaining
being eliminated afterwards by software cuts on the time spectra. For this study of
small-animal RPC-PET, no scatter or attenuation correction are involved.
Aim4: To develop an event analysis capable of identifying the gap where the
avalanche developed and its fine positioning in the detector. We make use of
clustering and multivariate statistical techniques (“k-means” algorithm and principal
component analysis (PCA), respectively) to measure the depth of interaction. Following
the approach of other authors [19, 20, 21], the fine positioning method determines the
position distribution of the triggered events in the detector.
Aim5: To develop a reconstruction routine tailored to the needs of the
small-animal RPC-PET scanner and determine its image spatial resolu-
tion. Although reconstruction time is not as critical as in human RPC-PET, the
reconstructed images should be obtained in reasonable short time. We simulate two
phantoms and recreate the experiment in order to validate the reconstruction. The
data obtained from the imaging of two sources are reconstructed and the point spread
function profiles determined, allowing to extract the image spatial resolution.
Aim6: To develop a reconstruction routine tailored to the needs of the
human RPC-PET scanner. The anthropomorphic phantom NCAT (adapted to
Geant4) is used to validate the reconstruction routine. We have used a voxelized ver-
sion of the NCAT phantom to simulate the whole-body activity distribution and the
attenuated photon emission from the human body. We simulate 1.6 × 1010 annihi-
lations corresponding to an injected activity of just 2 mCi for an acquisition time of
440 s. Six lesions with 10 mm diameter are simulated in the anthropomorphic phantom
with a lesion to background activity ratio of 10:1. A method to reject the scattered
events based on its TOF information is investigated. Then, a proper attenuation cor-
rection based on the NCAT attenuation phantom is performed. A study on the TOF
kernel filling determines the number of samples inside the Gaussian kernel of 300 ps
FWHM. The list-mode data is reconstructed with MLEM and OSEM, including a TOF
probability density function. To accelerate the convergence speed of the algorithm, a
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multi-threaded GPU-based parallelization of the reconstruction code is proposed. Addi-
tionally, a TOF-assisted data division method is suggested with the data being divided
into nine different body regions. This permits to reconstruct the data from those re-
gions independently and in a much faster way. Several reconstructed images of the
whole-body NCAT phantom are shown and the contrast recovery coefficients of the six
lesions are calculated.
1.3 Outline
This thesis, Imaging Techniques in RPC-PET, lies within the project of construction of
a prototype for small-animal and for a human RPC-PET. It is divided in two parts: (i)
small-animal RPC-PET imaging (experimental results); (ii) human RPC-PET imaging
(simulation results).
Chapter 2 was designed to be the framework for the imaging techniques presented
in the following chapters. This chapter begins by reviewing the physical principles
inherent to the interactions of photons with matter. Then, it presents the concepts
underlying PET technology and subsequently integrates those concepts with the results
achieved in our RPC-PET group. Sections 2.3 and 2.4 describe the state of the art of
RPCs applied to PET [11]. A summarized description of state of the art small-animal
PET scanners, and a brief review on the image reconstruction methods are addressed
in sections 2.5 and 2.6, respectively.
The aim of chapters 3 and 4 is to determinate the image spatial resolution of a
small-animal RPC-PET prototype. Chapter 3 describes the experimental setup and
reports the hardware utilized to measure the charge and time signals induced by the
avalanches developed in the RPC detectors. A detailed description of the different
stages of detector construction and of the structure of a 22Na needle-like source are
presented. A brief summary of the attributes of the DAQ system and its adaptation to
the RPC-PET needs is explored and some hardware measurements are made in order
to verify the proper operation of the detectors and the front-end electronics (FEE).
Chapter 3 concludes by presenting the estimated relative activity of the sources utilized
in this work. Chapter 4 complements the previous chapter with software tools to decode,
process, analyse and reconstruct the data obtained from the imaging of three radioactive
sources: disk, needle-like and planar. The raw data provided by the DAQ system is
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decoded and digitally processed in the shortest time possible. Software analysis tools
were developed to identify the fine positioning of the photon hits in the detectors and
the gap where the avalanche developed. By acquiring accurate information on the 3
coordinates (X,Y, Z) of the hits, we reconstruct the image with a custom-made MLEM-
based algorithm. Then, we assess the spatial resolution of the system by taking profiles
along the Y coordinate and through the maximum intensity voxel of the reconstructed
images. By placing two detector at a distance of 45 cm from each other, we attempt
to measure the contribution of the non-collinearity effect to the spatial resolution. The
content of chapters 3 and 4 gave rise to a paper “Towards Very High Resolution RPC-
PET for Small Animals” by P. Martins et al., that is currently under consideration for
publication in Journal of Instrumentation [22]. This work was also presented, in the
form of posters, to the 2012 IEEE Nuclear Science Symposium and Medical Imaging
Conference (NSS/MIC), to the 2013 IEEE NSS/MIC and partially published in the
respective conference proceedings [23, 24].
Chapter 5 presents the results of a reconstruction routine tailored to the potential-
ities of a whole-body single-bed human RPC-PET. In order to cope with data from
the whole AFOV and incorporate the TOF information in a reconstruction algorithm,
we choose an iterative algorithm capable of processing that data in list mode format:
the TOF-weighted MLEM and the TOF-weighted OSEM. An attenuation correction
based on the NCAT attenuation phantom is coupled to the reconstruction. To study
this phantom, 1.6 × 1010 annihilations are simulated in Geant4, corresponding to an
injected dose of 2 mCi for an acquisition time of 440 s. An alternative cylindrical
phantom corresponding to a patient with a large body mass index is also simulated.
Both simulations assume 18F-FDG as the decaying solution and the list-mode outputs
are constructed for an RPC- PET system with 120 gaps and, based on previously
published simulation studies [9], and a singles detection efficiency to 511 keV perpen-
dicular gamma rays of 19.4%. Datasets of lesions are inserted by simulation in the
anthropomorphic phantom in order to study the lesion detectability performance of
the reconstruction. A method of scatter rejection based on TOF information is pre-
sented, which combined to the lower efficiency of an RPC-PET detector with 121 plates
to scattered events, permits to reject a high fraction of such events. A study of the
number of samples inside the TOF kernel is performed in order to trade-off the image
improvement stabilization and the reconstruction time. Taking into account the time
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needs of such reconstruction, a TOF-assisted method for the division of the data into
nine different body regions is proposed. Such method together with the performance
capabilities of GPUs permits to deliver reconstructed images in a remarkably short
time. A comparison between images obtained with a 300 ps FWHM TOF resolution
(provided by RPC-PET) and a 600 ps FWHM TOF resolution (given by state of the
art PET scanners) is presented. We put a focus on the most critical lesions, i.e., axil-
lary and inguinal lesions and show axial slices containing those lesions. The contrast
recovery coefficient (CRC) values are calculated for all lesions as a means of assessing
image quality and lesion detectability. The material in this chapter is based on a paper,
“A Direct Time-of-Flight Reconstruction for Whole-Body Single-Bed RPC-PET” by P.
Martins et al., that is currently under consideration for publication [25]. This work was
also presented, in the form of posters, to the 2011 IEEE NSS/MIC, to the 2012 IEEE
NSS/MIC and partially published in the respective conference proceedings [26, 27].
The conclusions from this thesis, together with future work suggestions, are pre-
sented in chapter 6.
Several appendices complementing this work were left out from the main body of
the thesis for ease of reading. In order to support sections 2.4, 2.5 and 2.6 of the
framework chapter, we explore, respectively in appendices A, B and C, the advantages
of a true whole-body PET, the applications in small-animal PET and the current
trends in image reconstruction. A summarized theoretical framework of the statistical
techniques utilized in chapter 4 for gap identification and fine positioning is presented
in appendices D and E.
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This chapter, divided into seven different sections, provides an overview on the topics
discussed in the following chapters. The contents of the sections seek to follow the
structure of the thesis. The physical principles of the interactions of photons with mat-
ter are briefly addressed in section 2.1, thus providing a guidance for the understanding
of positron emission tomography (PET) concept, which is fully exposed in section 2.2,
where an extensive presentation of the concepts underlying PET technology is carried
out. Data correction performed in chapter 5 is also discussed in this section. Section 2.3
summarizes the main properties of resistive plate chambers (RPCs) and the contribu-
tion of our group towards the development of RPC-PET. The principal advantages
provided by a true whole-body imaging scanner covering the whole human length such
as RPC-PET are introduced in section 2.4. The benefits in terms of diagnostic accuracy
are also addressed to justify the investment in such technology. Section 2.5 proceeds
with the review of the features of the small-animal PET systems and their main appli-
cations. These devices are expanding briskly all over the world, so a special attention
is given to the developments in this segment. Section 2.6 concludes with an overview
over the reconstruction algorithms, with special focus on the iterative methods to be
adopted in chapter 5.
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2.1 Interaction of photons with matter
Medical imaging is originally focused on the visualization of the anatomical structures
or physiological functions of the human body. To understand the image formation
process, the underlying physical principles must be previously addressed. Sources of
radiation are often used in medical imaging to provide images of the internal anatomy or
physiology of a patient. The emitted radiation travels through the patient and interacts
with radiation detectors to provide the information necessary to form the images of
the patient [28]. The radiation transfers energy to the surrounding material when it
interacts with matter. Ionization or excitation of the atoms usually happens through the
path of the radiation in the absorbing material, being more probable with a larger mass
of the emitted particle. High-energy photons, being massless, are highly penetrating.
Depending on their energy, four major types of interactions may take place: Rayleigh
or coherent (rayl) scattering, photoelectric effect (τ), Compton (σ) scattering, and
pair production (κ). There are other mechanisms, such as triplet production (tripl)
and photo-nuclear reactions (nph), where gamma rays induce decay in the nucleus, and
which require energies greater than ∼10 MeV. The only relevant physical interactions
for PET are the photoelectric effect and the Compton scattering.
2.1.1 Coherent scattering
Coherent (Rayleigh) scattering involves the interaction of a photon with a bound elec-
tron of an atom in which the direction of the incident photon is changed with essentially
no loss in energy, very little energy being transferred to the target atom. During the
coherent scattering event, the electric field of the incident photon’s electromagnetic
wave expends energy, causing all electrons in the scattering atom to oscillate in phase.
The atomic electron cloud immediately radiates this energy, emitting a photon of the
same energy but in a slightly different direction. This interaction occurs mainly with
very low energy x-rays, like those used in mammography (15 to 30 keV), and for events
involving atoms with high atomic number. In soft tissue, coherent scattering accounts
for less than 5% of x-ray interactions above 70 keV and only accounts for at most 12%
of interactions at approximately 30 keV [29].
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2.1.2 Photoelectric effect
The photoelectric effect is an interaction of photons with orbital electrons in an atom.
The photon transfers its total energy to an electron, usually, a inner shell electron. The
energy of the incident photon hν overcomes the binding energy of the electron EB, and
the latter is ejected from the atom with a kinetic energy Ee = hν − EB. An electron
from a higher shell will then drop down to occupy the vacancy, releasing energy in the
from of x-rays, or emitting a second electron (Auger electron). The total photoelectric
cross section strongly depends upon atomic mass Z, and hν [30]. N.C. Rasmussen has
determined the empirical exponent of Z which best fits a power law for the photoelectric
cross-section
στ ' CZn (2.1)
for fixed values of hν. The exponent n is found to increase from about 4.0 to 4.6 as
hν increases from 0.1 MeV to 3 MeV. Davisson [31] has found the best approximate
theoretical values of the photoelectric cross section to be those obtained by blending
the Sauter-Stobbe values below 0.35 MeV [32, 33], the Hulme results between 0.35 MeV
and 2 MeV [34], and Hall’s high-energy approximation above 2 MeV [35, 36, 37].
The photoelectric effect dominates in human tissue at energies below ca. 100 keV.
With the development of combined PET/CT, it is extremely important to understand
the physics of photoelectric effect when adjusting the attenuation factors from the x-
ray CT to the values appropriate for 511 keV radiation. Because of the much lower
average Z of glass, the Compton effect in RPC-PET is much more pronounced than in
crystal-based PET scanners.
2.1.3 Compton scattering
Compton scatter involves the interaction of a photon with a “free” electron in which
only a portion of the incident photon energy is absorbed, another photon being re-
emitted with a reduced energy. The photon undergoes a change in direction and the
electron is ejected from the atom. Its energy after the Compton scattering is given by
hν ′ =
hν
1 + hν
m0c2
(1− cosθ) , (2.2)
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where m0c
2 is the rest-mass energy of the electron (511 keV), hν is the energy of the
incident photon and θ is the angle of the scattered photon. The angular distribution
of the scattered γ-rays is predicted by the Klein-Nishina formula for the differential
scattering cross section [38]:
dσ
dΩ
= Zr20
(
1
1 + α(1− cosθ)
)2(1 + cos2θ
2
)(
1 +
α2(1− cosθ)2
(1 + cos2θ)[1 + α(1− cosθ)]
)
,
(2.3)
where α = hν/m0c
2 and r0 =
1
4pi0
e2
mec2
is the so-called classical electron radius [39].
The scattering probability decreases with an increasing scattering angle and reaches
its minimum value for θ = 180◦. For low energies, i.e., for very small values of α,
equation 2.3 reduces to
dσ
dΩ
=
r20
2
(1 + cos2θ), (2.4)
which is the Thomson equation [40]. For positron annihilation radiation (511 keV,
α = 1) in tissue, equation 2.3 can be reduced for first-order scattered events to give
dσ
dΩ
=
(
1
2− cosθ
)2(
1 +
(1− cosθ)2
(2− cosθ)(1 + cos2θ)
)
. (2.5)
Fig. 2.1 (left) is a polar plot of equation 2.3. There is a tremendous increase in the
fraction of forward-scattered photon, as α increases. Fig. 2.1, right, plots the functions
in equations 2.2 and 2.5 in the range 0− pi (rad) [41].
2.1.4 Pair production
When a γ-ray exceeds in energy a value corresponding to twice the electron mass
(2mec
2 ' 1.02MeV) the process of pair (e+e−) production (also called γ-conversion)
becomes energetically possible, the energy in excess of 2mec
2 being shared as kinetic
energy of both e+ and e− [42]. The cross section for pair production is proportional to
Z2. At high energies it becomes independent of the energy of the photon and screening
of the electric field of the nucleus by the atomic electrons has to be taken into account.
Then the cross section becomes [43]
σpair ≈ 7
9
A
NA
1
X0
(2.6)
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Figure 2.1: Compton effect. Left: Differential cross section per unit solid angle for the
number of photons scattered at the angle θ [Eq. 2.3 ]. From [31]. Right: Differential
scattering cross section (broken line) and energy of the emitted photon (solid line) for
Compton-scattered annihilation photons.
This effect dominates at energies above 100 MeV for carbon [44]. Pair production is of
no consequence in diagnostic x-ray imaging because of the high energies required for it
to occur [29].
The relative importance of the three major types of γ-ray interaction (photoelec-
tric effect (τ), Compton effect (σ), pair production κ) is shown in fig. 2.2, being the
shadowed region the one relevant for PET.
Figure 2.2: Relative importance of the three major types of γ-ray interaction. The lines
correspond to values of Z and hν for which two effects equal probability. Adpated from [30].
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2.1.5 Photon attenuation
The total atomic cross section is given by the sum of the cross sections for all of the
individual processes [45]
σtot = στ + σσ + σrayl + σκ + σtripl + σnph (2.7)
An example of the total cross-section as a function of photon energy for carbon is shown
in fig. 2.3.
Figure 2.3: Contributions of (a) atomic photo-effect τ , (b) coherent (Rayleigh) scattering,
σrayl, (c) incoherent (Compton) scattering, σσ, (d) nuclear-field pair production, κn, (e)
electron-field pair production, κe, and (f) nuclear photo-absorption, σnph, to the total
measured cross section, σtot (circles) in carbon over the photon energy range 10 eV to 100
GeV. From [46].
After presenting the major processes by which photons interact with matter, we
can now examine some of the overall effects of these processes on a beam of photons as
it passes through an absorber.
The probability of a photon traversing a given amount of absorber without any kind
of interaction is just the product of the probabilities of survival for each particular type
of interaction. Thus, a collimated γ-ray beam of initial intensity I0 after traversing a
thickness x of absorber will have a residual intensity I of unaffected primary photons
equal to
Ix = I0e
−µ0x, (2.8)
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where the quantity µ0 is the total linear attenuation coefficient. This attenuation
coefficient is a measure of the number of primary photons which suffer interactions
per unit path length in a medium. For example, for 100 keV photons traversing soft
tissue, the linear attenuation coefficient is 0.016 mm−1. This means that for every 103
mono-energetic photons incident upon a 1 mm thickness of tissue, approximately 16
will be removed from the beam, either by absorption or scattering [29].
For any type of interaction, the mass attenuation coefficient is the linear coefficient
divided by the density. The mass attenuation coefficient is related to the total cross
section by
µ/ρ (cm2 · g−1) = σtot
u ·A, (2.9)
where u is the atomic mass unit and A is the relative atomic mass of the target ele-
ment [45]. These mass attenuation coefficients are really of more fundamental value
than are the linear attenuation coefficients, because the former are independent of the
actual density and physical state of the absorber. Fig. 5.13 shows the mass attenuation
coefficients for soft tissue as function of energy.
Figure 2.4: Graph of the photoelectric, Compton, Rayleigh, pair production, and total
mass attenuation coefficients for soft tissue as a function of energy. Adapted from [29].
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2.2 Fundamentals of positron emission tomography
Positron emission tomography (PET) is an outstanding functional imaging technique
for the quantification and localization of physiological and pathophysiological activities
and processes in vivo [47]. The basic insight for the development of PET consisted on
the recognition that positron decay provides the opportunity for a coincidence detection
system. This can be achieved by setting detectors that are able to capture photons,
emitted in nearly 180◦, originating from the annihilation process that follows the decay
of a β+ radionuclide. These detectors were originally configured on a circumferen-
tial array with an associated read-out electronics and a mathematical algorithm was
conceived to reconstruct three-dimensional images of the analyzed biological probes of
the living body. By labelling biochemical molecules with positron-emitting isotopes
of carbon, nitrogen, oxygen, or fluorine, it was possible to image biological processes
in animals and humans. These insights led Phelps to invent the first PET scanner in
1973 [48].
The medical applications are vast, ranging from the imaging of the metabolic func-
tion of the living, developing or aging brain and heart, to the changing metabolic states
occurring in diseases such as Alzheimer’s disease and cancer. PET provides early diag-
nosis and monitors the therapeutic responses in several types of cancer. PET imaging
probes of neurotransmitters are employed to study the neuronal functions in neuro-
logical and psychiatric diseases, such as multi-infarct dementia, Huntington’s disease,
Alzheimer’s disease, Parkinson’s disease, depression, and adult and childhood epilep-
sies.
As the field of medical imaging rapidly evolves towards interdisciplinary, new tech-
niques have emerged, combining the anatomical information provided by the computed
tomography (CT) and by the magnetic resonance imaging (MRI) to the functional in-
formation provided by PET. Nowadays, PET is already a well-established world-wide
medical diagnostic tool present in advanced hospitals and diagnostic centers.
2.2.1 Positron annihilation
The γ-rays are electromagnetic radiation emitted from the nucleus after a spontaneous
nuclear decay and are typically associated to the emission of an α or β particle. More-
over, they can be originated from the positron-electron annihilation process, with the
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resulting annihilation radiation being produced outside of the nucleus, and often out-
side of the positron-emitting atom. The energy of the produced radiation is equivalent
to the sum of the rest mass of the electron and positron. That energy is carried out
by the two emitted photons travelling nearly at 180◦. PET explores the almost perfect
collinearity of the emitted photons to define the line of response (LOR) of the event
that intersects two points in the detectors and crosses the point where the annihilation
took place [41].
In 1895, Ro¨ntgen produced the first X-rays, and a year later Becquerel observed the
spontaneous radiation emission from uranium. In 1899, Rutherford distinguished the
α-rays from β-rays, as two different particles emitted from natural radioactive decays.
He would coin the term γ-ray for the most penetrating radiation, an emission from
radium already discovered by Villiard in 1900. The β-decay involves the emission of an
electron or a positron from the nucleus, together with another particle, firstly proposed
by Pauli, in 1931, named neutrino. The general equation for positron decay from an
atom is
A
ZX → AZ−1Y + 01β+ + νe +Q (+e−), (2.10)
where Q is the energy released during the positron emission shared between the daugh-
ter nucleus, Y , the electron neutrino, νe, and the positron, 01β
+.
According to the Fermi theory of β decay, the shape of an allowed β-ray spectrum
is given by
N(η)dη =
(
64pi4m5oc
4g2
h7
)
|P |2F (Z, η)η2(Wo −W )2dη, (2.11)
where η e W are respectively the momentum and the total energy (including the rest
energy m0c
2) and are related by W 2 = η2 + 1. N(η)dη is the probability for the
emission of a β-ray whose momentum lies between η and η + dη, when the nuclear
disintegration energy is W0 = (Emax/moc
2) + 1 and screening by atomic electrons is
neglected. In a non-relativistic scenario, the Fermi function FN (Z, η) ' 2piy/(1−e−2piy),
where y = −Zα(W/η), with α ' 1/137 being the fine-structure constant and |Z| the
nuclear charge of the decay product. The squared modulus of the transition matrix
element |P |2 can be interpreted as the degree of overlap of the nucleon wave functions
for the initial and final states, which is of the order of unity for allowed transitions [30].
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The so-called Fermi coupling constant g is related with the coupling constant of the
weak interaction gW and the mass of the W -boson mW by the following expression
g
(~c)3
=
√
2g2W
8m2W
= 1.16637(1)× 10−5 GeV −2. (2.12)
Experimental tests of eq. 2.11 have been made. A nearly ideal case is Cu64
β− + 30Zn64 Emax = 0.57 MeV
↗
29Cu
64
↘
β+ + 28Ni
64 Emax = 0.66 MeV
(2.13)
which emits allowed β− and β+ spectra of comparable energy. In fig. 2.5, it is depicted
the momentum and kinetic energy spectra of positrons emitted in the decay of 64Cu.
Figure 2.5: Momentum and kinetic energy spectra of positrons emitted in the decay of
64Cu. From [49], after [30].
Fig. 2.6 shows the calculated energy spectra for several nuclides used in PET imag-
ing and the table 2.1 presents some of their most important features.
After being emitted from the nucleus, the positrons lose kinetic energy by interac-
tions with the surronding matter, being the innelastic colisions with atomic electrons
the dominant mechanism, thus inducing a deflection in the positron path. The positron
eventually combines with an electron when both are essentially at rest and then the
emisson of the γ-rays occurs. A metastable intermediate species, called positronium,
may arise resulting from a bound state between the positron and an electron. It has a
mean life of approximately 10−7 s and occurs with high probability in gases and metals,
but represents just one-third of cases in water and human tissue.
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Figure 2.6: Calculated spectra of some positron-emitting nuclides of interest in PET.
From [50].
Nuclide T1/2 Emax (MeV) β+ branching ratio Use in PET
11C 20.4 min 0.96 100% Labeling of organic molecules
13N 9.97 min 1.2 100% 13NH3
15O 122 s 1.73 100% 15O2, H215O, C15O, C15O2
18F 109.8 min 0.63 97% [18F]-DG, 18F
22Na 2.6 y 0.55 91% Assessing system spatial resolution
62Cu 9.74 min 2.93 97% [62Cu]-ATSM, [62Cu]-PTSM
64Cu 12.7 h 0.65 18% [64Cu]-DOTA-trastuzumab
68Ga 67.6 min 1.89 88% [68Ga]-EDTA, [68Ga]-PTSM
76Br 16.2 h 3.98 54% Imaging of Norepinephrine Transporter
82Rb 1.27 min 3.4 95% Generator-produced perfusion tracer
86Y 14.7 h 1.4 33% Quantitative imaging
94mTc 52 min 2.4 72% β+-emitting version of 99mTc
124I 4.17 d 2.13 22% Iodinated molecules, quantitative imaging
Table 2.1: Properties of some positron-emitting nuclides of interest in PET. From [41].
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2.2.2 Positron range and non-collinearity
The distance travelled by the positron after emission adds some uncertainty to the
localization of the decaying nucleus, which is the main goal of PET. This uncertainty is
a consequence of the positron range and increases with increasing initial energy of the
released positron. Due to the tortuous path of the positron in matter, it is difficult to
estimate the range of the positrons based on their energy alone. Therefore, empirical
measurements must be performed in order to determine the mean positron range in a
specific material. For instance, the mean positron range in water varies from 0.6 mm
for 18F (Emax = 0.63 MeV) to 5.9 mm for
84Rb (Emax = 3.4 MeV). The blurring effect
on PET images ranges from a few tenths of a millimeter up to several millimeters [2].
Despite the long path length travelled by positrons, in what concerns PET imaging
only the perpendicular distance from emission position to the line-of-response matters
and causes mispositioning (see fig. 2.7).
Figure 2.7: Illustration of the error in the determination of the location of the emitting
nucleus due to positron range and photon non-collinearity. Adapted from [2].
An extensive research on the contribution of the positron range distribution (PRD)
to the RPC-PET sinogram and image spatial resolution1, as well as the calculation
1The acquired data may be represented in a sinogram, i.e., the angle φ versus the distance to the
center of the scanner, D, of LORs with the same polar angle, θ. The relationship between the point in
the plane, (X,Y ), and the point in the sinogram, (φ,D) is given by: D = Xcosφ+ Y sinφ. The point
spread function (PSF) on the sinogram, PSFs, is obtained by integrating the sinogram, S(φ,D), along
the φ axis (sum of all projections). The PSF in the image, PSFi, is calculated as the 1D profile across
the maximum of the reconstructed image. The positron range PSFs and PSFi (pPSFs and pPSFi) were
calculated for each isotope by Blanco [50] and contain the contribution of positron range to both PSFs.
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of the dependence of the spatial resolution on the energy of the positron emitted by
seven radioisotopes, have been both carried out by Blanco [50]. Several groups have
also measured [51], computed [52], or simulated [53] the distribution of the positron
annihilation sites. It reveals a non-Gaussian nature, being best fitted by exponential
functions.
Positron range limits the ultimate resolution attainable by PET. This constraint
could be overcome by using strong magnetic fields [54, 55, 56, 57]. A magnetic field
collinear with the axis of the scanner may improve the spatial resolution in the plane
orthogonal to the axis. When the magnetic field strength increases up to 10 T, the
system spatial resolution in directions orthogonal to the field for 15O, 68Ga and 82Rb
is comparable to that of 18F without the magnetic field [57]. The positron range distri-
bution may also in theory be deconvolved from the PET image [58, 59]. However, such
approach requires high statistics, otherwise deconvolution leads to noise amplification.
An alternative way is the inclusion of the positron range distribution information into
iterative reconstruction algorithms.
The non-collinearity effect comes from the fact that positron and electron are not
completely at rest when they annihilate. The initial energy of the positrons is irrelevant,
since they lose most of that energy before they annihilate, becoming independent of
the radionuclide but dependent on the temperature. Although the error introduced by
non-collinearity effect is mainly dependent on the diameter of the PET scanner, it does
not largely influence the spatial resolution of small-animal PET systems and for the
state of the art clinical PET scanners is still far from significantly interfering with the
system spatial resolution.
The small net momentum of the electron and the positron before annihilation means
that the emitted annihilation photons will not be at exactly 180◦, but rather with a
distribution of angles around 180◦. The distribution of emitted angles in water is
Gaussian with a full width at half maximum (FWHM) of approximately 0.5◦ [58, 60].
However, PET imaging assumes that the emission is exactly back to back, leading
to an error in the corresponding LOR. The angular uncertainty resulting from non-
collinearity causes a Gaussian blurring whose magnitude (in mm FWHM) is given by
0.0044R, where R is the radius of the tomograph detector ring [61]. In section 4.7, we
will further develop this concept and present some measurements with the small-animal
RPC-PET system.
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The non-collinearity contribution can also be reduced by a factor of 1.5 by cooling
room temperature to -4 ◦C, and by a factor of 5 by cooling down to -144◦C [62]. While
this represents a substantial improvement, it is not a practical solution for in vivo
studies.
2.2.3 Coordinate system and body planes
The dimension along the scanner axis is usually referred to as axial (see fig. 2.8). The
dimensions within the plane perpendicular to the axis, the transaxial plane, are referred
to as tangential if vertical, or radial if horizontal. The angle that the transaxial (x− y)
plane makes with the z-axis is referred to as the polar angle θ, and the rotated (x− y)
plane defines an azimuthal angle φ, around the object. In 2D PET, data are acquired
for θ ≈ 0◦, while in 3D PET, the polar angle can be opened up to the desired acceptance
for trading-off between sensitivity gain and scatter increase.
Figure 2.8: Coordinate system of a full-ring PET scanner (left) and planes of the body
used in anatomical terminology (right). Adapted from [41] and [63].
In what respects anatomical terminology, we have the following body planes:
(i) Coronal Plane (or Frontal Plane): a vertical plane running from side to side, thus
dividing the body or any of its parts into anterior and posterior;
(ii) Sagittal Plane (or Lateral Plane): a vertical plane running from front to back,
thus dividing the body or any of its parts into right and left sides;
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(iii) Transverse Plane (or Axial Plane): an horizontal plane, dividing the body or any
of its parts into upper and lower parts.
For a better visualization of the body planes, see fig. 2.8. This terminology will be
adopted in chapter 5 to show the reconstructed images of the anthropomorphic phan-
tom. In chapter 4, the reconstructed images of the radioactive sources will have a slight
alteration in the terminology employed, with the axes X and Z interchanged. The axial
plane, at right angles to the long axis of the small-animal body, will be defined by the
Y − Z axes, and the sagittal plane will be defined by the X − Y axes.
2.2.4 Type of detected events
Event detection in PET relies on electronic collimation (electronic coincidence detec-
tion). Two photons are detected by two opposite detectors, which are connected elec-
tronically, thus being capable to generate a valid event (coincidence) within a predefined
electronic time window. The subsequent LOR formed between those detectors must be
within a valid acceptance angle of the tomograph. This angle defines a volume where
the positron annihilation may take place, and which is called the field-of-view (FOV).
This is characterized by an area in the transaxial plane, transaxial FOV, and a dis-
tance along the axial axis, axial FOV (AFOV). Crystal-based PET scanners are able to
measure the energy of the photons within a certain window, and the criteria for both
photons being within the selected energy window must be also fulfilled to consider the
event as valid.
All the events that meet the above requirements are called prompts. However, most
of them are unwanted events as illustrated in fig. 2.9.
The terminology commonly used to describe the different types of events in PET
is:
(i) A single event is a single photon counted by a detector. A PET scanner typically
converts between 1% and 10% of single events into paired coincidence events[64]
(ii) A true coincidence is an event that emerges from a single positron-electron anni-
hilation. The two annihilation photons both reach detectors on opposite sides of
the tomograph without interacting significantly with the surrounding atoms and
are recorded within the coincidence timing window;
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Figure 2.9: Illustration of the four main coincidence event types. The black dot indicates
the annihilation point. From left to right: true coincidence, where both photons are
detected without interaction with the object; scattered coincidence, where one or both
of the photons undergo a Compton interaction (arrow); random coincidence, resulting
from two annihilation positrons in which one photon from each positron annihilation is
considered; multiple coincidence, arising from two positron annihilations in which three or
more photons are counted. Adapted from [64].
(iii) A random coincidence occurs when two nuclei decay at approximately the same
time. After annihilation of both positrons, four photons are emitted. Two of
these photons from different annihilations are counted within the timing window
and considered to correspond to the same positron, while the other two are lost.
The amount of random events is a function of the activity, and their count rate
between two detectors a and b is given by:
Rab = 2τNaNb, (2.14)
where Ni is the single event rate counted by detector i, and 2τ is the coincidence
window width. The random event rate is approximately proportional to N2.
There are typically two methods for removing random events: by estimating the
random event rate from measurements of the single event rates, or by employing
a delayed coincidence timing window. Anyhow, both methods lead to an increase
of the statistical uncertainty in true coincidence rates, so it is importante to keep
the coincidence time window reasonably narrow. Further developments on the
rejection of these type of events for an RPC-PET system will be addressed in
section 2.4.2;
(iv) Multiple events happen when more than two photons are detected by distinct
detectors within the same coincidence time window. Such events, whose rate
depends on the detector count rate, are usually discarded;
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(v) Scattered events arise when one or both photons from a single positron annihila-
tion detected within the coincidence timing window have undergone a Compton
interaction. Compton scattering may occur either within the imaged object or
within the detector. The LOR assigned to the scattered event is uncorrelated
with the position of the annihilation event. This is a common concern shared
by RPC-based and crystal-based PET scanners. In chapter 5, we will develop
the method of rejection of the body-scattered events by an RPC-PET system.
Since Compton scattering causes a loss in the photon energy, it is important for
crystal-based PET scanners to provide a good energy resolution in order to reject
scattered events. Despite the absence of energy resolution in the RPC-PET sys-
tem, its lower efficiency to low-energy photons (see fig. 2.36 (right)) contributes
to the rejection of those unwanted events. If not corrected, the scattered events
produce a low spatial frequency background that reduces contrast. This is prob-
ably the most difficult correction to perform in PET. The fraction of scattered
events can range from 15% to well over 50%, depending on the size of the object,
and on the geometry and energy resolution (or energy sensitivity) of the PET
scanner [2].
2.2.5 Features of PET systems
PET systems exhibit many variations in design and different type of detectors may be
employed. Despite this work focuses on the RPC detectors, the most common detec-
tors used in PET are scintillators. The configuration of these systems varies greatly
from restricted axial field of view, discrete (block-detector) systems to large, open, 3D
designs. With such a range of variables, assessing performance for the purposes of
comparing the capabilities of different scanners is a challenging task [64].
To objectively compare the performance of different clinical PET systems, the Na-
tional Electrical Manufacturers Association (NEMA) has developed guide-lines on how
certain performance parameters, such as spatial resolution and sensitivity, should be
evaluated and presented [65, 66, 67, 68].
2.2.5.1 Spatial resolution
Spatial resolution measures how closely two points can be resolved, i.e., the shortest
distance at which two point sources are still seen as distinct [2]. It is usually character-
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ized by measuring the FWHM of the profile obtained when one point source is imaged,
the PSF.
In RPC-PET, the spatial resolution is mainly conditioned by the positron range
and the non-collinearity effect, while in crystal-based PET scanners, other sources of
error may contribute to the spatial resolution degradation.
The non-collinearity related blurring for an 80 cm diameter whole-body PET scan-
ner with a typical acceptance angle of 45◦ is about 2 mm, but for a 12 cm diameter
small-animal PET scanner this reduces to 0.3 mm [69, 70].
In a PET camera with 3 mm system spatial resolution, the loss of spatial resolution
due to the positron range accounts for 1.3% in bone and 3.5% in soft tissue, but increases
up to 22.5% in lung tissue for 18F. The corresponding figures are, respectively, 2.9%,
9.3% and 45.0% for 11C and 37.9%, 68.9% and 167% for 82Rb [70, 71].
From the hitherto mentioned blurring effects, there are other contributions to the
degradation of the spatial resolution only present in crystal-based PET scanners. The
width of the detector element is usually the dominating factor, because of its relation
with the solid angle coverage and the initially unknown position of interaction within
the crystal. Additionally, optical multiplexing possibly employed to reduce the number
of electronic channels may cause imperfect decoding. Finally, the sampling error that
arises from a non uniform sampling of the LORs in the scanner FOV, creates a degra-
dation factor that has been empirically observed to multiply all the other contributions
by a factor of 1.25 [72].
Although the response functions of these effects are not described by a Gaussian
(notably the detector response and the positron range), it is assumed that the intrinsic
reconstructed spatial resolution G, for a point source located at a radius r from the
center of a detector ring is given by
G = 1.25
√
(d/2)2 + s2 + (0.0044R)2 + b2 +
(12.5r)2
r2 +R2
(mm FWHM), (2.15)
where d is the crystal width, s is the positron range, b is the crystal decoding factor,
and R is the detector ring radius [61].
Moses considers that the ultimate spatial resolution just relies on the crystal width,
the positron range, and the non-collinearity terms [61], the fundamental uncertainties
that cannot be overcome. According to the author, considering a zero width detector,
the positron range and the non-collinearity factors would combine to 0.67 mm FWHM
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for preclinical PET cameras and 1.83 mm FWHM for clinical PET scanners. These
would be the fundamental limits of spatial resolution, despite his assumption that
practical PET cameras could nonetheless be made with resolutions of 2.36 mm FWHM
and 0.84 mm FWHM for clinical and pre-clinical PET cameras, respectively [61].
After all, contrary to Moses predictions, Blanco has demonstrated a sub-millimeter
spatial resolution uniform on the entire FOV of approximately 0.5 mm FWHM, exper-
imentally measured with a point-like 22Na source for a system diameter of 60 mm [50].
In chapter 4, we will present additional results of the spatial resolution of the small-
animal RPC-PET system in line with Blanco’s achievements.
The spatial resolution of a human wide AFOV RPC-PET system has been studied
by Couceiro [73]. Considering the photon non-collinearity effect, a detector depth
of interaction resolution of 3.44 mm, and detector readout binnings of 1 and 2 mm,
the spatial resolutions computed as the mean of FWHM of PSFs in three orthogonal
directions (X, Y , and Z) were 1.47 ± 0.0 and 2.17±0.1 mm, respectively. The detailed
simulations suggest that the physically limited image spatial resolution for full-body
FOV RPC-PET will be less than 1 mm FWHM, including detection-process and non-
collinearity errors. This study also indicates that the attainable resolution will be
dominated by the accuracy of the readout system.
Depth of interaction The thick scintillation detectors used for PET imaging suffer
from a geometric effect, which is referred to as depth of interaction (DOI), associated
to the varying penetration depth of the photons in the scintillator (see fig. 2.10). Since
many PET systems do not measure the DOI within the crystal, the measured position
of intersection is projected to the entrance surface of the detector.
As shown in fig. 2.10, the photons impinging the ring detector at an oblique angle
lead to an asymmetric blurring, occurring in the radial direction, with a progressive
increase as the point source moves radially outward (radial elongation) [72]. For a
bismuth germanate (BGO) whole-body scanner, measurements show that the spatial
resolution worsens from 4.5 mm near the center of the scanner to about 8.9 mm at a
radial distance of 20 cm [74].
A thin crystal with high stopping power is desirable for the reduction of parallax
error in the acquired images, despite the concurrently reduction of the scanner sensi-
tivity.
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Figure 2.10: Schematic representation of parallax error introduced in the measured po-
sition due to the unknown depth-of-interaction of the photons within the detectors for a
flat detector (left) and ring-based system (right). Gamma rays impinging normally to the
detector ring (travelling horizontally in the right) interact in the crystal and independently
of penetration depth, the tangential projection of source remains narrow. Those imping-
ing at an oblique angle (travelling vertically in the figure) can even interact with different
crystals, depending on penetration depth, therefore radial projection of the source becomes
wide. Adapted from [41].
Research envisaging the development of PET detectors with depth-of-interaction
measurement capabilities is being carried out since a long time. For instance, the
phoswich detector [75] involves stacking thin layers of different scintillators on top
of each other, instead of using a single layer of just one type. A recent experiment
with a small-animal PET scanner using dual-scintillator phoswich detectors for DOI
correction proved to reduce radial resolution loss and improve the spatial resolution in
the central FOV [76]. Another technique consists of placing photo-detectors at both
ends of a thick scintillator [77]. More recently, position sensitive avalanche photodiodes
(PSAPDs) coupled to 294,912 1× 1× 1 mm3 lutetiumyttrium oxyorthosilicate (LYSO)
scintillation crystal elements have been used to achieve a 1 mm3 resolution clinical PET
system for breast cancer imaging [15, 78]. Concerning clinical TOF PET systems, a
two-layer LaBr3 detector has been designed, exploiting the dependence of scintillator
rise time on Cerium in LaBr3:Ce, while maintaining coincidence time resolution below
250 ps [79]. Nevertheless, a recent article suggests that the introduction of a given
two layer DOI-correction only provides a modest improvement in image quality, when
compared to the increasing TOF resolution [80].
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In what concerns RPC-PET, the DOI has been accurately measured [6], rendering
RPC-PET essentially parallax-free. In chapter 4, we will develop further this issue
demonstrating a technique to accurately measure the DOI in the small-animal RPC-
PET system.
Voxel size The image quality of a whole-body PET scanner can be improved sig-
nificantly by reducing the transverse pixel size from 4 to 2.6 mm [80]. The pixel
dimension should be of at most 0.1 × the anticipated FWHM [2]. In chapter 4, we will
present reconstructed images with bin sizes of 25 µm and 50 µm in order to achieve
an expected spatial resolution of 0.5 mm. As reported by Hoffman & Phelps [81], res-
olution improvements must be accompanied by an approximately third-power increase
in sensitivity. A two fold improvement in resolution decreases the effective resolution
volume in each coordinate by two and therefore a 23 increase in sensitivity would be
required to maintain equivalent signal-to-noise ratio per voxel. Nevertheless, image
quality in PET is a strongly nonlinear function of spatial resolution [16]. According
to Muehllehner [82], a 2 fold improvement of spatial resolution may compensate for a
32 fold reduction of statistics. Metzler et al. [83] concluded that a spatial resolution
improvement by a factor 2 may compensate a 4 times worse sensitivity and produce
improved image quality.
2.2.5.2 Sensitivity, scatter-fraction and count-rate performance
Sensitivity of a PET scanner represents its ability to detect the coincident photons
emitted from inside its FOV. It has traditionally been measured for comparing 2D
scanners, using a line source of 18F, in a water phantom. However, with the advent
of 3D scanners, and the corresponding larger influence of scatters, it became necessary
to measure the absolute sensitivity that is not affected by scatter and attenuation.
A method has been developed to make these absolute sensitivity measurements in
PET [84], and has been adopted in the NEMA testing procedures [65]. The scanner
absolute sensitivity η, and trues sensitivity ηT , are thus defined as
η = events detected/events started, (2.16)
and
ηT = true events detected/events started, (2.17)
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The units of this measurement are cts·sec−1MBq−1 (counts per second and MBq).
The sensitivity is determined by two parameters of the scanner design: its geometry
and the efficiency of the detectors for 511 keV photons. Since it is dominated by the
solid angle and grows strongly with AFOV and with the axial acceptance angle, we
estimate a sensitivity enhancement for RPC-PET by a factor up to 20 when compared
with standard PET scanners (see fig. 2.11) [7].
Figure 2.11: Absolute trues sensitivity as function of the AFOV of the RPC-PET to-
mograph for several values of the acceptance on the axial angle of the LORs, considering
RPCs made with 60 or 120 glass plates ( = 11.0% and  = 19.4%, respectively) and the
gain sensitivity owed to TOF [4]. The results are compared with the ones obtained experi-
mentally and by simulation for the GE Advance tomograph in 3D mode (AFOV = 15 cm).
From [7].
The assessment of the practical interest of extended AFOV PET systems requires
that the simulations do not only take into account the sensitivity, but also random and
multiple coincidences and dead-time effects.
Scatter fraction Scatter fraction, SF , is defined as the fraction between the amount
of scattered coincidences, S, and the total coincidences, S + U ,
SF =
S
S + U
, (2.18)
where U is the amount of non-scattered coincidences. The random coincidences are not
included in the calculation, thus assuming that they were previously corrected for [85].
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The scattering may be of either, or both, of the annihilation photons, but it is
predominantly scattering of one photon only. In general, scattering happens: (i) within
the object containing the radionuclide; (ii) off mechanical components; (iii) within the
detectors.
Scatter in 2D-PET is usually relatively small and typically less than 15% of the total
events, while in 3D-PET it raises from 20% to 50%. One of the earliest demonstrations
of scattered radiation in an open PET geometry was measured on the first positron
tomograph PC-1 [86].
The scatter fraction depends on object size, density, acceptance angle, energy dis-
criminator settings and radiopharmaceutical distribution.
The simulation for RPC-PET demonstrate that the scatter fraction is similar to
the one obtained with crystal-based PET scanners. Additionally, it was found to be
almost independent of the AFOV and LOR axial acceptance angle (see fig. 2.12) [8].
Figure 2.12: Scatter fraction vs. AFOV, L: for several values of the axial acceptance
angle θ, computed as the ratio of true to true+scattered LORs, for a low level discriminator
of 400-650 keV and a phantom with d = 10 cm, l = 175 cm (left); for an RPC-PET system
with 60 and 120 plates, and a GE Advance tomograph (right). Adapted from [8, 87].
Count rate performance and NEC Count rate performance refers to the finite
time the system takes to process detected photons. After a photon is detected, a
series of electronic processing steps happen, each of which requires a finite amount
of time. The dead time accounts for the combination in series of these time delays.
Thus, counting losses due to dead time may arise in PET systems. The purpose of
defining count rate performance is motivated by the need of assessing the impact of
increasing count rates on image quality. Comparison of the count rate performance
of different tomographs have been difficult to achieve because of the vastly different
physical components of the measured data (e.g., scatter, randoms) and the strategies
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for dealing with them. The noise equivalent count (NEC) rate [88] provides a means for
making meaningful inter-comparisons that incorporate these effects. NEC is the count
rate which would result in the same signal-to-noise ratio for the data in the absence of
scatter and random events and is defined as
NEC =
T 2
T + S + 2fR
, (2.19)
where T , S and R are the true, scatter, and random coincidence counting rates, and
f is the ratio of the source diameter to the tomograph’s transaxial field-of-view. The
factor 2 comes from on-line randoms subtraction. The NEC provides a parameter
which permits comparisons of count rate and is, therefore, an index for comparing
image quality between systems.
The planar sensitivity and the NEC of a whole-body single-bed TOF-assisted hu-
man RPC-PET will be addressed in section 2.4. The relationship between NEC and
AFOV for crystal-based PET scanners with reduced and extended AFOV has also been
investigated [89]. The NEC also plays an important role in the determination of the
optimum injected dose for 2D and 3D whole-body PET [90].
2.2.6 Time-of-flight
The idea of using time-of-flight information was originally proposed in the early stages
of PET scanner development [91, 92, 93], and the first TOF-PET systems were devel-
oped in the 1980s [94, 95, 96, 97, 98]. These systems used caesium fluoride (CsF) and
barium fluoride (BaF2) scintillators and were able to deal with high-count-rate demands
of research brain and heart studies with short-lives isotopes. However, they could not
achieve neither the spatial resolution nor the sensitivity of conventional PET scanners
with BGO scintillators. TOF-PET is particularly advantageous for whole-body imag-
ing, since it has the potential to improve the image quality in heavy patients. The
development of new scintillators that combine fast timing decay with high light output
and high stopping power lead to the resurgence of TOF in PET [99, 100]. The LSO
and LYSO have desirable properties for PET without TOF, so their good timing reso-
lution should increase already good performance [101]. Additionally to the appearance
of more appropriate scintillators, there have been developments in more cost-effective
photomultipliers (PMTs) and on the stability of the electronics. Image reconstruction
algorithms have also suffered a huge progress.
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Figure 2.13: Principle of the time of flight technique in PET. The filled circle depicts
an annihilation located 7.5 cm from the middle of the LOR between two given detectors,
a and b. This corresponds to a photon path difference of 15 cm. The spatial resolution
obtained with TOF-PET is half the coincidence time resolution, τ∆t, of its detectors times
the speed of light. Adapted from [102].
2.2.6.1 Principles of the time-of-flight technique
Good timing resolution of a PET detector, besides of reducing the number of random
coincidences, can also be used to constraint the position of the annihilation point along
the LOR by means of the difference in detection times of the two photons. The physics
principle inherent to TOF-PET is illustrated in fig. 2.13.
Given the coincidence time resolution provided by the detectors and read-out elec-
tronics of a PET scanner, we may utilize the time difference between the detection
of the annihilation photons at each detector to restrict the position of the annihila-
tion point within the formed LOR. The distance from the center of the LOR to the
annihilation point, x, is given by
x = (tb − ta) · c
2
, (2.20)
where tb and ta are, respectively, the two annihilations photons arrival times at detectors
b and a, with c being the speed of light [102].
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The timing RPCs (tRPCs) provide a FWHM coincidence time resolution τ∆t = 300 ps,
equivalent to σt = 90 ps, for 511 keV photon pairs [4, 5]. Thus, the uncertainty asso-
ciated to the location of the annihilation point is ∆xFWHM = 45 mm.
The effective sensitivity gain due to TOF was estimated [103, 104] at the center of
a uniform distribution to be proportional to f = D/∆x, where D is the diameter of the
patient. For thin (D = 20 cm), average (D = 27 cm), and heavy (D = 35 cm) patients,
the calculated sensitivity gain for a uniform distribution and a time resolution of 300 ps
are, respectively, 4.4, 6.0, and 7.8 [101]. Another estimate for sensitivity gain using a
variance reduction argument was given by Tomitani as being D/(1.6 ·∆x)[105].
Hypothetically, with perfect TOF information, reconstruction would be unneces-
sary, since the position of the annihilation point could be identified on the basis of
only online pair and time difference information. Nevertheless, even imperfect timing
information helps to improve reconstruction, reducing convergence time propagation of
noise along the LOR. The statistical noise in the analytical reconstruction process is
reduced by the same factor f [106]. The contribution of scattered and random photons
arriving from outside the FOV is also greatly reduced, therefore enhancing the signal
to noise ratio of TOF-PET images [107].
2.2.6.2 Current trends
Currently, TOF is implemented in commercially state of the art PET scanners, such as
Philips Gemini TF PET/CT (∆t =585 ps) [108], Siemens mCT time-of-flight PET/CT
(∆t =527.5 ps) [109], GE PET/CT Discovery-690 (∆t =544.3 ps) [110].
Several studies about the TOF benefits for both lesion estimation and detectability
have been carried out [111, 112, 113]. The trade-off between TOF gain and number
of counts was also studied, showing that the TOF gain can be used as a sensitivity
amplifier [114], despite the limitations at very low counts [115]. The influence of TOF
on the reconstruction speed has also been reported [102, 116]. In chapter 5, we will focus
on the convergence speed of a reconstruction routine dedicated to human RPC-PET
and on the detectability benefits provided by a TOF resolution of 300 ps FWHM.
2.2.7 Data correction
PET has since long been regarded as a quantitative imaging tool. That is, the voxel
values of reconstructed images can be calibrated in absolute units of radioactivity con-
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centration with reasonable accuracy and precision. To produce an image volume in
which each voxel value represents the true tissue activity concentration, a number of
corrections has to be applied to the raw data. These corrections provide a true re-
flection of the underlying physiology and enable the use of tracer kinetic methodology
to model the time-varying distribution of a labelled compound in the body. In what
concerns large AFOV PET systems covering the entire human length, such as human
RPC-PET, kinetic tracing assumes an increased importance, since dynamic heart im-
age data may provide some input function information in a dynamic function study of
a tumor [117], with all tasks being performed in a single-bed examination [9].
The various sources of measurement error in PET and the methodological ap-
proaches to correct them will be summarized next. The ability to accurately measure
or model these sources of error and correct for them, while minimizing the impact
on signal-to-noise ratio, determines the accuracy and precision of PET images. We
will follow the order in which the various corrections are typically applied: random
coincidences; normalization; dead time; scatter; and attenuation.
Random coincidences result in additional events being recorded as LORs [118].
They arise because of the finite width of the electronic time window used to detect true
coincidences. This finite width allows two uncorrelated single detection events occur-
ring sufficiently close together in time to be mistakenly identified as a true coincidence
event [119]. Without correction, these events: add a relatively uniform background
across the reconstructed image, suppressing contrast; adversely affect quantification;
and may produce significant image artifacts [2, 120]. The two main approaches to
correct these errors result from the estimation of the singles counting rate for a given
coincidence time window, or from the direct measure of the random coincidences, which
can be achieved by adding a parallel coincidence circuit to the one measuring the prompt
coincidences, but with the logic pulse from one of the two detectors delayed in time [2].
The first method for estimation of random coincidences is based on eq. 2.14. This
method produces a statistically superior estimate of the number of random events with
a smaller statistical noise level due the higher single events rate, which is typically of an
order of magnitude greater than that of coincidence events. This method requires that
each detector continuously monitors the rate at which is detecting single events [120].
The second method estimates the random coincidence by delaying the coincidence tim-
ing window by a time that is much greater than its width. For a typical coincidence
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timing window of 4-12 ns, if the two photons arrive within this time interval, they are
recorded as a valid coincidence. A coincidence 12 ns timing window delayed by 64 ns
will just accept events with arrival times separated by between 64 and 76 ns. The
trues and scattered events will not be detected in the delayed window, and the rate of
random coincidences will be the same in the undelayed and delayed windows. Finally,
the delayed window count is subtracted from the total number of coincidence events
for the detector pair. As we will show in section 4.2.2, for small-animal RPC-PET, the
removal of random events is performed in the digital pulse processing stage.
Normalization methods utilized in different PET scanners make use of models
that decompose the detectors response in several components which are independent
from each other [121]. These components characterize specific physical features which
are defined by parameters that can be determined separately. The utilized model and
the respective components depend on the features of the scanner. These components
comprehend the crystal intrinsic efficiency, the detection rings efficiency, systematic
efficiency variations due to the geometry of the detection system and dead-time effect.
The first normalization techniques implemented in PET were based on the direct ef-
ficiency measurement for each LOR, by exposing each pair of detectors to a source of
known activity for a certain period of time [85]. This is usually accomplished with a rod
source (e.g., 68Ge) spanning the entire axial FOV and rotating it around the periphery
of the FOV. One revolution of the rod source around the FOV would expose all detector
pairs to the same number of photon pairs, and each detector pair would ideally record
the same number of counts. In practice, some detector pairs record more counts and
some record less counts because of efficiency variations [120]. After a normalization
scan, the correction factor, NFij , is calculated as the ratio between the average number
of counts per LOR and the number of events in each LOR between detectors i and
j. During the patient scan, the normalized number of events are obtained from the
multiplication of the raw number of events in the LOR between detectors i and j and
the correction factor, NFij [122]. This approach, known as direct normalization [123],
is very time-consuming for present PET scanners, due to their high number of LORs
(108 in a modern PET scanner operating in 3D mode), leading to very long acquisi-
tions (∼55 hours) in order to obtain a reasonable number of counts per LOR and a
good accuracy in the efficiency estimation. Therefore, the PET scanner normalization
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is usually done at installation, then annually, or after major service, whenever deteri-
orating image quality requires a new normalization [122]. The normalization methods
have evolved to a small number of determined parameters, by modeling the correlation
among the LORs, thus providing a better estimation statistics for each parameter and
a reduction of the acquisition time [121, 124, 125]. The model utilized to normalize
the data should replicate as well as possible the LORs efficiency variation, making
use of a small number of measurable parameters [85]. Scattered coincidences also re-
quire a different normalization [126]. Meanwhile, some iterative methods have been
developed [127, 128], and the influence of the geometry of the sources has also been
studied [129, 130].
Dead time influence on a PET system is highly dependent on its design and
architecture. PET scanners may be regarded as a series of sub-systems, each of which
requires a minimum amount of time to elapse between successive events for them to be
registered as separate [119]. In an ideal system, the net true count rate of the system
should increase linearly with increasing activity in the field of view. However, the
different components in the detection chain will experience some level of dead time as
the activity increases [2]. Since radioactive decay is a random process, there is always a
finite probability that successive events will occur within dead time and, at high count-
rates, the fraction of events falling in this category may become very significant. The
main consequence of this phenomenon is to reduce the number of coincidence events
counted by the PET scanner and, since the effect becomes stronger as the photon flux
increases, the net result is that the linear response of the system is compromised at
high count-rates [119]. In section 2.4.2, we will present the simulation results about
the influence of dead time on the NEC in the human RPC-PET system.
Scatter correction is probably the most difficult correction that is required in PET,
mainly because a scattered event is indistinguishable from a true one except on the basis
of energy and TOF [2]. Scatter correction is always mandatory if an absolute PET
quantification is required in 3D mode. In 2D mode, due to the lower scatter fraction,
this correction may be ignored. The scatter correction involve the correct estimation
of the form and amplitude of the scatter distribution. In single scatter simulation 1
(SSS1), this distribution is then subtracted from the total of detected events, mostly
at the projection level and before the reconstruction [131]. It is also possible to apply
the correction after data reconstruction (SSS2 method) [132].
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Several methods were proposed to correct scattered radiation by Compton effect
in PET, which are fully described by Bailey [133]. They are divided in three main
categories: energy discrimination methods, convolution and deconvolution methods,
and simulation and modeling methods.
Among the energy discrimination methods, the most utilized are the Dual Energy
Window (DEW) [134] and the Estimation of Trues Method (ETM) [135]. There are
additional methods just available in certain non-commercial PET systems, such as
the Triple Energy Window (TEW) [136] and the multispectral method [137]. All these
methods are based on the assumption that scattered photons have lower energy than the
un-scattered ones. The energy resolution determines the effectiveness of such methods.
The deconvolution techniques allow recovering the un-scattered distribution from
the measured one [138, 139, 140], while the convolution methods estimate the scat-
tered distribution through the convolution of the real activity distribution with an
adequate response function [141, 142]. Both methods are based on the premise that
the spatial distribution of the scattered events varies slowly along the space, thus being
obtained from the real activity distribution with an adequate filtering on the high-
frequencies [85].
Since the physics of photon interactions in matter is well understood, it is possible
to model these processes and estimate the scatter contribution to projections given
an accurate map of attenuation coefficients in the scattering medium and an initial
estimate of the scatter-free radioactivity distribution [2]. The analytical simulation
methods assume that the scatter distribution can be calculated from the emission and
transmission measurements. The proposed models [143, 144, 145] assume that only
one of the annihilation photons forming a coincidence undergoes a Compton interac-
tion, representing 75 to 80% of the total scattered coincidences [146, 147, 148]. The
SSS method uses the preliminary images obtained from the emission and attenuation
distributions, reconstructed with lower resolution, to estimate the scatters. A regular
grid of points is then disposed over the attenuation image, typically spaced by 2.5 cm,
and it is assumed that those scatter points locate the single Compton interaction that
lead to the detection of the scatter coincidence by the detector pair. Then, those points
are slightly and randomly displaced from their initial position to avoid artifacts result-
ing from the rotational asymmetry of a cartesian grid of points. The estimation of
the scattered coincidence is done for a limited set of line coincidences and scattered
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points. The complete calculation is fully described by Ferreira [85]. The Monte Carlo
method [149] is a very accurate and practical approach to scatter correction in PET, but
also more time consuming. However, dramatic improvements can be made in the com-
putational efficiency of Monte Carlo simulation by making reasonable approximations
and using implementation techniques without compromising the accuracy of scatter
estimation [150, 151].
With the appearance of TOF-PET scanners, the SSS method, originally proposed by
Watson, was conveniently implemented by the same author onto those TOF capable
systems [152]. Meanwhile, other researchers have also implemented the TOF-based
scatter correction into TOF list-mode PET reconstruction routines, with an improved
uniformity of scatter correction over scaled non-TOF scatter correction [153].
Work aiming at a proper scatter correction in RPC-PET has already been deployed
within our group [154, 155, 156]. It has been concluded that the SSS method is the most
appropriate to be implemented in RPC-PET, since RPCs do not possess energy resolu-
tion and such tomographs will not provide the adequate data for a convolution method.
Simulation studies pointed out that large AFOV tomographs, such as RPC-PET, have a
Single Compton Fraction of ∼71.9%, which is in line with the values presented before.
The integrated CT planned for RPC-PET system, besides providing multimodality
imaging, will also supply the data necessary to estime the object-scattered events. A
scatter correction combining the body-scattered and detector-scattered events is cur-
rently under study.
Attenuation and scatter are manifestations of the same physical process, apart
from photoelectric interaction. A coincidence event requires the simultaneous detec-
tion of both photons arising from the annihilation of a positron. If either photon
is absorbed within the body or scattered out of the field of view, a coincidence will
not occur. Therefore, the probability of detection depends on the combined path of
both photons. Correction involves removing scattered events from the LORs and the
subsequent correction of each LOR for the fraction of events that were scattered, or
attenuated, from that LOR.
Let us consider a point source located at an unknown depth x in a uniform atten-
uating medium with attenuation coefficient µ (see fig. 2.14). The probability that the
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annihilation photon 1 will escape the object is the result of equation 2.8:
p1 =
I(x)
I0
= e−µx, (2.21)
and for a thickness D of the object along the LOR, the probability that annihilation
photon 2 escapes is:
p2 =
I(D − x)
I0
= e−µ(D−x). (2.22)
The probability that both annihilation photons escape the object is the product of the
former individual probabilities:
p1× p2 = e−µD. (2.23)
Figure 2.14: The photons emitted by a source located at an unknown depth x in an uni-
form volume of thickness D may escape the object depending on its attenuation coefficient
and on the thickness of the object along the LOR.
The attenuation correction factor, fatti , that need to be applied to the portion of
LOR i is given simply by the reciprocal of equation 2.23:
fatti = e
µDj , (2.24)
where Dj is the 3D length of the portion of the LOR corresponding to the touched
voxels. Equation 2.24 will be adopted for the attenuation correction presented in chap-
ter 5.
The attenuation correction can be measured using coincidence or singles transmis-
sion data or can be directly calculated, which saves the time needed for transmission
scans. However, with the advent of dual modality scanners capable of acquiring PET
and CT data during the same imaging session, one can make use of CT data for PET
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attenuation correction. The statistical quality and spatial resolution of CT data is far
superior to conventional transmission data used in PET, and calculated attenuation
correction is prone to bias when applied to most regions of the body, due to their
non-uniform density. Additionally, nowadays we can have CT image in a few seconds,
resulting in a much more comfortable solution. Nevertheless, the speed of the CT scan-
ning in comparison to PET scanning is also a potential pitfall, once in CT a snapshot
of respiratory motion is obtained, rather than a time-averaged image. Without due
care, this can lead to substantial artifacts in the reconstructed images [157]. Artifacts
are also caused by misregistration between the CT and PET data when the patient
moves between scans. CT images are normally calibrated in Hounsfield units and must
first be converted to µ values. This challenge can be addressed by segmenting the CT
images into a discrete set of tissue types [158].
2.2.8 State of the art PET scanners
The main properties of the high-end clinical PET scanners from the three major man-
ufacturers are summarized in table 2.2.
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2.3 Resistive plate chambers in positron emission tomog-
raphy
As in many other branches of applied science, high energy physics met the medical
needs, making use of detectors originally designed for a different specific purpose, by
adapting them to radiological and nuclear medicine diagnostic. The application of
resistive plate chamber technology [3] to positron emission tomography (RPC-PET) [4]
is a successful example. RPC-PET has been growing in two parallel research lines:
for human imaging, being capable of performing a single-bed scan covering an axial
field-of-view of 2.4 m, and assisted by time-of-flight capability down to an experimental
coincidence timing resolution of 300 ps FWHM; for small-animal imaging, providing
sub-millimeter spatial resolution down to a few hundreds of micrometer, and depth-of-
interaction measurement, rendering images essentially paralax-free.
2.3.1 Historical introduction
A resistive plate chamber (RPC) consists of a gas gap delimited by two parallel elec-
trodes one of which, at least, is mandatorily made of resistive material [50]. The current
between the two parallel electrodes at a certain differential voltage, and for a small num-
ber of released electrons, was firstly measured by Townsend, in 1910 [160]. He observed
an exponential growth of the electrons with an increasing voltage beyond a certain
threshold, and explained these measurements as a consequence of the multiplication
phenomenon. This occurs when the electrons originated in the primary ionization gain
enough energy from the applied electric field to ionize the gas molecules. The secondary
electrons produce further ionizations, thus developing an avalanche of electrons. Due to
the large mobility of the electrons, they group near the head of the avalanche, whereas
the ions with a slower drifting velocity tail behind, forming a liquid drop shape (see
fig. 2.15). The signals produced by the avalanches developed in the gas are measured by
different kind of detectors, including the RPCs. These are gaseous detectors and their
primary conception is assigned to Santonico and Cardarelly, in 1981 [162]. Neverthe-
less, in 1971, Pestov [163] had already adopted a similar kind of detector to construct
the so-called Pestov-counter, achieving a time resolution of 25 ps σ [164].
At the beginning, RPCs were composed by one single gap operating in streamer
mode, but soon a double-gap structure emerged [165] improving the detection efficiency
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Figure 2.15: Electron avalanche. From [161].
while operating in avalanche mode [166]. A few years later, in 1996, another type of
RPCs came along, the multigap RPC [167]. It was developed with the purpose of hav-
ing a counter with more than one single gas gap. The characteristic design of these
latter detectors includes resistive and electrically floating electrodes, thus forming sev-
eral gas gaps inside the gas volume without further unnecessary conductive electrodes.
According to its inventors, the steady-state requirement for a null total current on each
of the dividing electrodes stabilizes their potential at a value that equalizes the currents
flowing in and out by adjusting the gas gain in the neighboring gaps [164]. However,
this design may have some inconvenience, since it requires large voltages, and thus
increased dark counts that may influence the stability mechanism of the device.
Nowadays, we can classify RPCs into two main categories: large gap RPCs [162],
mainly used as trigger devices, and narrow gap RPCs [3], achieving time resolutions of
a few tens ps. Typically, the large gap RPCs are made of glass or Bakelite with gas
gaps ranging from 1 to 3 mm. Their time resolution is about 1 ns and they provide a
spatial resolution from a few mm to 1 cm. The narrow gap RPCs are made of glass,
with gas gaps below 0.3 mm, and are operated in high-gain avalanche mode [168].
Large gap RPCs operated in “streamer” mode have successfully been used in several
experiments, for instance, L3 [169], OPERA [170], BaBar [171], BELLE [172], and
ARGO [173]. Figs. 2.16 and 2.17 present the single-gap and double-gap RPCs used in
such experiments. The good performance of narrow multigap RPCs (see fig. 2.18) has
been proved in HARP [174], STAR [175] and FOPI [176] experiments. Large gap RPCs
were also successfully operated on an unprecedented scale at LHC [177, 178, 179, 180].
Multigap RPCs featuring a time resolution below 100 ps have also been reported in the
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Figure 2.16: Single-gap streamer-mode RPC used by the BABAR experiment.
From [164].
Figure 2.17: Schematic drawing of the double-gap RPCs used by L3 and Belle experi-
ments. From [164].
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Figure 2.18: Schematic drawing of the multigap RPC first proposed in [167]. From [164].
HADES experiment [181].
In 2000, tRPCs [3] were developed, based on the combination of thin and precise
gas gaps with fast front-end electronics (FEE). A time resolution at the level of 120 ps
was achieved for an RPC with a gas gap of 0.3 mm operated in avalanche mode, and
soon after, this value was pushed down to the level of 50 ps [182]. Despite the difference
between minimum ionizing particles (MIPs) and photons, these achievements seemed
particularly important for medical imaging, by providing to RPC-PET a sharp time-of-
flight (TOF) capability. Fig. 2.19 relates TOF with the width of the gas gap, suggesting
that, for charged particles, the timing resolution of thin-gap parallel geometry detectors
depends mainly on that width [3].
Meanwhile, along the last decade, several configurations allowed improving count-
ing rate capability and spatial resolution of RPC-based systems. Metallic and resistive
electrodes were used [183], as well as low resistivity electrodes, plastic [184] and ce-
ramic [185], extending the counting rate capability up to 35 kHz/cm2 and 500 kHz/cm2,
respectively. Position sensitive RPCs have also been developed with sub-millimeter
spatial resolution for very accurate systems [19, 186, 187]. A review on the current
challenges for RPCs can be found in [188, 189].
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Figure 2.19: Charged particle tests performed with detectors featuring gas gaps of dif-
ferent widths suggest that the main contribution to the time jitter is associated to the
amplification process in the gas. From [3].
2.3.2 Avalanche versus streamer mode of operation and the space-
charge effect
As previously stated, an RPC faces an uniform electric field across its volume by means
of a DC voltage applied to the electrodes. The particles that interact with the detector
may liberate electron-ion pairs from the electrodes, which reach the gas gaps with
a certain density. The electrons are subsequently accelerated in the direction of the
anode developing an avalanche. In the presence of gamma radiation, the interaction
probability must be increased. For this reason, a converter is used [190] with a specific
thickness that depends on the balance between the interaction probability (increasing
with thickness) and the electron extraction probability (decreasing with thickness).
In the multiplication process, the avalanche precedes the “streamer” discharge and
corresponds to the generation of a Townsend avalanche in the gas gap. In a metallic
counter, the discharge comprehends several sequential stages: avalanche, streamer, glow
discharge, filamentary discharge, and finally ending up with a spark [191]. In RPCs,
the sparks are avoided by using a high resistive electrode, and the discharge is quenched
at the filamentary discharge stage [192, 193]. The glow discharge may be observed for
electrode resistivities of the order of 4×107 Ω cm [194]. Fig 2.20 shows examples of
pulses collected in avalanche mode (top, left) and in “streamer” mode (top, right). The
streamer pulses are generally preceded by a small prepulse (fig. 2.20, bottom, left),
this prepulse being an avalanche pulse which subsequently builds up enough charge
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Figure 2.20: An avalanche pulse (top, left), a streamer pulse (top, right), a streamer pre-
ceded by a pre-pulse (bottom, left), and a multi-pulse (bottom, right). Adapted from [195].
to trigger the “streamer”. Multi-pulses may also occur (fig. 2.20, bottom, right), and
these become increasingly common as a chamber nears breakdown [195]. The charge
signal ranges from a few pC for the fast (electron) component of the signal in avalanche
mode to between 50 pC [196] and a few nC [197] in streamer mode.
Depending on the mode of operation, RPCs can achieve a rate capability, for
the state-of-the-art designs, of around 300 Hz/cm2 (“streamer”) and 1-3 kHz/cm2
(avalanche) [164]. Due to the lower charge release occurring in avalanche mode op-
eration, charge amplifiers are required for proper readout [87]. Conversely, in the
“streamer” mode, the read-out electronics needed are simpler. The avalanche mode op-
eration also requires an electronegative gas to prevent excessive avalanche growth, thus
limiting the space-charge effect and the evolution of the avalanche into a streamer [198,
199]. The space-charge effect, illustrated in fig. 2.21, consists of an electric field associ-
ated to the charge build up. In the figure, E0 is the applied external field, and E1, E2,
E3 are the effective fields at the tip, center and tail of the avalanche, respectively. The
multiplication is stronger in the regions where the total field is larger than the applied
field immediately upstream and downstream from the avalanche region, at a given time
point. Conversely, the multiplication is reduced at the center of the avalanche where
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Figure 2.21: Space-charge effect. Adapted from [195].
the total field is lower than the applied field [50, 200]. This effect, which is fundamental
to understand the behavior of RPCs, has been fully described by Lippmann [44, 201].
When the number of electrons in the advancing head of the avalanche approaches 108
(the Raether limit [202]), the electrons are significantly restrained and the space-charge
field in the middle of the avalanche is so increased as to practically cancel out the ap-
plied field. In the center of the charge cloud a radiative recombination occurs, with the
emission of ultraviolet photons which may ionise the molecules outside the space-charge
cloud. The electrons may drift back and multiply at the tip of the positive cone where
the field is highest, thus generating the condition for the development of “streamers”
advancing towards the electrodes. On arrival, the electrodes become connected by a
low resistance conducting plasma of electrons and positive ions, and a high current
flows between them [195]. By opposition, the lower field region causes the reduction of
gas gain by the avalanche (resulting in a saturation effect [202]). Therefore,“streamer”
development and avalanche saturation share a common physical origin and are in gen-
eral simultaneously present [164]. The effect of strong avalanche saturation in RPCs
has been confirmed experimentally and is of fundamental importance in the interpreta-
tion of the charge spectra and efficiency properties, both for millimeter [198, 203] and
sub-millimeter [204, 205] gas gaps [164].
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2.3.3 Computing the signal induced on the RPC electrodes
2.3.3.1 Avalanche propagation
In the case of RPC-PET, the γ-rays that interact with the RPCs should be converted
into electrons that eventually reach the gap. In the presence of a stationary and uniform
electrical field, an avalanche may be developed by consequence of the multiplication,
drifting and diffusion of these electrons [42, 206]. The continuity equation associated
to the electron density is given by [207]:
∂ne(x, y, z, t)
∂t
= αne|ve| − ∇(neve) +De∇2ne, (2.25)
where ne is the electron density, α is the first Townsend coefficient, ve is the electrons
drift velocity, and De is the electrons diffusion coefficient.
The first Townsend coefficient, α, is the inverse of the mean free path λ that an
electron traverses before it ionizes an atom or molecule of the gas. It corresponds
to the number of ionizing collisions per unit length caused by the drifting electrons
under the applied field. The ionizing probability increases with an increasing α value,
corresponding to a larger avalanche gain. The α value is in turn raised with the applied
electric field, despite the requirement of a minimum applied field to endow the detectors
with avalanche gain [87]. In the presence of electronegative components, the Townsend
coefficient is replaced by the effective Townsend coefficient αeff = α − η, where η is
the attachment coefficient.
In the simplest case where n0 electrons are released at instant t = 0 from a certain
point in the cathode, and assuming that the transversal and longitudinal diffusion
coefficients are equal and α and ve are constant along the propagation, eq. 2.25 has the
following solution
ne(x, y, z, t) = n0e
αvet 1
(4piDet)3/2
e
(
−x2+y2+(z−vet)2
4Det
)
. (2.26)
The avalanche process can thus be described by an exponential growth of charges
diffusing in space. This electron component ne will have terms that express the diffusion
of the electrons in the x, y, and z directions, and one term expressing the growing
number of electrons drifting under the applied external electric field.
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2.3.3.2 Electron current
Considering n0 electrons being released from a certain point on the cathode surface
with a constant drift velocity ve and subject to an applied electrical field E = U/g,
where U is the applied electric potential and g is the gap width, the electron current
ie flowing in the course of the electron transit time Te = g/ve [202] is given by
ie(t) =
en0
Te
=
en0ve
g
0 ≤ t ≤ Te, (2.27)
where e is the electron charge [50]. As the distance y from the initial n0 electrons to
the cathode increases, the number of electrons also grows due to the ionizing collisions
in the avalanche process. The electron component thus becomes a function of time
t = y/ve,
ie(t) =
e0ne(t)ve
g
0 ≤ t ≤ Te (2.28)
Inserting eq. 2.26 into 2.28 results in the electronic current obtained due to the avalanche
process in the gas gap,
ie(t) =
en0ve
g
eαvet 0 ≤ t ≤ Te,
ie(t) = 0 Te < t,
(2.29)
with eq. 2.29 not reflecting the negligible effect of electron diffusion term.
2.3.3.3 Current due to positive ions
The positive ion current that moves to the cathode is given by
ii(t) =
en0vi
g
(eαvet − eαvit) 0 ≤ t ≤ Te,
ii(t) =
en0vi
g
(eαg − eαvit) Te ≤ t ≤ Te + Ti,
(2.30)
where vi represents the drift velocity of the positive ions under the applied electric
field, being three orders of magnitude lower than ve [202]. The presence of electroneg-
ative components in the gas was here disregarded. However, since the gas attachment
coefficient η becomes important in the presence of electronegative gases, this leads to
the substitution of the Townsend coefficient in eqs. 2.28 to 2.30 by α − η. Fig 2.22
illustrates the current evolution with time, evaluated for the electronic (solid line) and
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positive ion (dashed line) components1. The latter creates a much smaller current due
to the small drift velocity of the positive ions, while the fast current created by the
electrons breaks abruptly when they reach the anode.
Figure 2.22: Electron and positive ion induced current evolution with time for an
avalanche started by one electron (n0 = 1). Further assumptions were ve = 1 × 107 cm/s,
vi = 1× 104 cm/s, α = 200 cm−1, and g = 0.1 cm. From [11] after [202].
An extensive survey of physical modeling in RPCs has been carried out by Fonte [208].
In this article, a full quantitative description of the diffusionless and diffusive cases for
an arbitrary point of release of a single primary electron-ion pair was accomplished.
The small avalanche approximation2 has been considered there for the calculation of
the current and total charges induced in a single flat cathode-side electrode.
2.3.3.4 Current induced on the pickup electrodes and the theorem of Ramo
The theorem of Ramo provides the charge induced on the pickup electrodes due to the
moving charges [87]. Only a fraction of the current created by the moving charges is
induced in the pickup electrodes [50]. The current iind(t) induced in a pickup electrode
1For a gap width of 0.35 mm, the ionic component time reduces to approximately 1 µs.
2The limit at which the electric field caused by the avalanches’ own space-charge is negligible when
compared to the applied field [208].
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is given by the theorem of Ramo [209]:
I(t) = QEW (r(t)) · v(t), (2.31)
where Q is the charge and v(t) is the drifting velocity. Here, EW (r(t)) is the weighting
field corresponding to the application a unit voltage to the readout electrode, with all
other electrodes and conductors grounded1. This is a key concept for the determination
of the current induced on each pickup electrode, essential for achieving a fine positioning
of the developed avalanches.
2.3.4 Converter plate principle
The converter plate principle illustrated in fig. 2.23 is utilized to detect electromagnetic
radiation like X- or γ-rays with RPCs. This principle is valid as long as the gas
mass remains insignificant in comparison with the converter plates mass. Because an
Figure 2.23: Converter principle of RPC detectors. The scheme shows a Compton in-
teraction occurring in the glass converter medium. The electron, ejected in the forward
(shown) or backward direction (not shown) with respect to the applied electric field, may
not travel a long distance before changing direction. The electrodes may be adjacent
to either the high voltage or the ground metallic plate by means of a resistive material.
From [10] and [87].
electron needs enough kinetic energy to escape from the glass electrodes2, we call them
“converters” of the incoming photons. Any Compton or photoelectric interaction with
the glass converter may eject an electron. Once the electron reaches the gas gap, if
accelerated by the applied electric field that can go up to 10 MV/m, it may start an
1We will show in fig. 4.9 a representation of the simulated weighting field for a 4 mm pitch read-out
strip of a RPC-PET detector module.
2The resistive electrodes may be made of comercial glass, bakelite, or even lead glass.
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avalanche. The signal collected by the pickup electrodes, which are external to the
resistive electrodes, will determine the position of the avalanche.
2.3.4.1 Probability of extraction versus plate thickness
One way of increasing the detection efficiency with RPCs is to expand the number of
thin stacked electrodes, thus incrementing the number of gas gaps. As stated above,
in order to maximize the detection efficiency, a compromise has to be set between
the probability of extraction of the electron from the electrode and the probability
of interaction of the incoming photons with the electrode. Fig. 2.24 was obtained by
means of GEANT4 simulations [7] and shows how the energy of the photons influences
the optimum plate thickness. For a given number of stacked electrodes, the detection
Figure 2.24: Gamma ray detection efficiency versus plate thickness, for different materials
and different number of plates. From [210]
.
efficiency to 511 keV γ-rays raises with the thickness of the plates until it reaches a
maximum, decreasing afterwards. Too thick plates prevent the electrons from escaping
the electrode, thus avoiding the development of an avalanche. The results also show
that an increasing number of plates requires a reduced plate thickness for optimum
efficiency.
The dependence of the photon detection efficiency on the energy of the incom-
ing photon is shown in fig. 2.25, and was also obtained through GEANT4 simula-
tions [7]. We observe that the low-energy photons have a lower probability of starting
an avalanche, since their energy is not enough to extract the electron from the con-
verter plate. This fact configures a major advantage of RPC-PET, as we will see in
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Figure 2.25: Efficiency versus energy for optimum plate thickness. From [210].
chapter 5. By rejecting the low-energy photons, we are removing from the acquisition
those photons that have sufferd one or more Compton interactions in the object (pa-
tient), thus contributing to the increase in lesion detectability. The figure also confirms
that increasing the converter plates results in a larger photon detection efficiency.
2.3.4.2 Misidentified fraction
Compton scattering in the detectors may lead to the production of undesired and incor-
rect lines of response (LORs) that do not cross the annihilation point. The misidentified
fraction (MIF) corresponds to the number of coincidence events where at least one of
the detector interactions gives wrong spatial information. It is associated to photons de-
viated from their original path due to Compton interaction on one or more electrodes,
providing an undesired scattered LOR. The point spread function (PSF)1 resulting
from the simulation of the interaction of γ-rays with an RPC detector with 201 plates
is shown in fig. 2.26, for photons shot perpendicularly to either glass or lead plates.
The MIF is given by the ratio between the number of events out of the central bin and
the total number of events detected. In fig. 2.27 we observe that a decreasing width
of the central bin leads to an increase of the MIF, because more events fall outside
1The point spread function may be characterized as the FWHM of the response of the system to a
point source.
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Figure 2.26: Point spread function resulting from GEANT4 simulations. From [210].
Figure 2.27: Misidentified fraction (MIF) as a function of central bin size, for different
glass plate thicknesses.
the limits of the bin. Consequently, a trade-off between the chosen distances and the
corresponding MIF has to be considered. Small distances between electrodes demand
more instrumentation burden at the cost of a larger MIF, while larger distances have
a significative impact on the spatial resolution.
2.3.5 Electronic read-out
In order to handle large detection areas, RPC-based detectors need an appropriate
electronic read-out system to avoid an electronic channel for each read-out strip, which
is too expensive. For this purpose, two pre-amplifiers are located at the left and right
ends of a certain number of strips separated by resistive or capacitive charge division.
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Each of the two pre-amplifiers receives a fraction of the total charge induced by the
avalanche, and the relative position χ of one event occurring between two electrodes is
given by
χ =
QL −QR
QL +QR
, −1 ≤ χ ≤ 1, (2.32)
with QL and QR being the avalanche charge fraction collected by the left and right
pre-amplifiers, respectively. For a division matrix with length L, the absolute position
x is then given by
x = (1− χ)L
2
. (2.33)
Both charge division configurations present their own advantages and disadvantages in
what respects noise, linearity, and signal propagation [87, 211]. The resistive charge
division features a good linearity in χ, while the capacitive charge division provides a
fast signal at reduced noise level. The characteristic nonlinearity in χ in the capacitive
charge division can be corrected using proper software tools. The use of high capaci-
tors may minimize the nonlinearity, nevertheless the trade-off between the nonlinearity
and the signal-noise relationship should always be considered. The intrinsic capacity
between strips favors the capacitive division approach. Fig. 2.28 depicts the electrical
model of capacitive charge division applied to the small-animal and human RPC-PET
prototypes. The charge read-out strips are separated by charge division capacitors and
Figure 2.28: Positioning by means of charge division. Each detection element is com-
posed by a capacity C positioned between successive electrode strips, and by an intrinsic
capacity to ground (dotted) for each strip. C represents the equivalent capacity due to
the capacitor positioned between electrodes for charge division readout together with the
intrinsic capacity between neighboring parallel electrodes. The current signal may be mod-
eled by Qg(t), with Q being the charge of the avalanche and g(t) a unity function that
models the charge collection mechanism. From [87].
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the signal induced by the avalanche is collected by two charge amplifiers located at the
end of the charge division chain. A possible configuration of a 2D strip and read-out
electronics for the reading out the positioning of the hits in an RPC-detector is depicted
in fig. 2.29.
Figure 2.29: Left: example of electrode read-out with charge division implemented in
the vertical axis X for groups of 16 horizontal strips, with left and right charge signals
denominated QL and QR, respectively. Left-right coarse position Y in the horizontal axis
may be derived by means of the time difference between tL and tR: Y = (tL − tR) · v/2,
with v being the velocity of signal propagation along the strip (∼ c/2). Right: example of
an electrode read-out with charge division implemented in the horizontal axis Y (fine Y
positioning). From [87].
2.3.5.1 Sub-millimeter electronic resolution
A measurement of the contribution of the charge-division read-out electronics to the
spatial resolution was performed with a capacitive charge injector positioned in the
four vertices of a square with 2 mm side. Fig. 2.30 shows the reconstructed image of
each point in the square demonstrating sub-millimeter accuracy.
2.3.6 Experimental detection efficiency
The detector efficiency of two RPC-PET detectors was experimentally measured with
a setup whose scheme is depicted in fig. 2.31 [87, 210]. Each detector was composed by
five stacked 0.4 mm thick glass plates with an area of 30 × 30 cm2, and separated from
each other by 0.35 mm. The pickup electrodes were inserted between the detectors,
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Figure 2.30: Example of sub-millimeter electronics read-out by means of a charge tran-
sient injected at the four vertices of a square with 2 mm side. The capability of the readout
electronics to deliver positions with sub-millimeter accuracy is demonstrated. From [87].
Figure 2.31: Setup utilized for determining experimentally the efficiency of a four-gap
RPC detector for PET. From [210].
shunted, and converted to a single-charge sensitive amplifier read-out by a storage
oscilloscope. This detector assembly was contained within an aluminium box flushed
with 90% C2H2F4 + 10% SF6.
A 22Na radioactive source was positioned lateral to a BaF2 detector and in line
with a CsI crystal and the RPC-PET detectors. The coincidence of the 1.275 MeV
photons detected by the BaF2 scintillator with the 511 keV photons detected by the CsI
scintillator served as a trigger for the detection of the two almost back-to-back 511 keV
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photons. The ratio between the number of events detected by the RPC-PET detectors
and the number of detected triggers yields the detection efficiency of the RPC-PET
detectors to γ-rays of 511 keV. Baseline oscillations in the signals collected from the
RPC-PET detectors can be corrected with a charge pre-amplifier and a spectroscopy
amplifier. This permits to study the dependence of the detector efficiency even for very
low charge thresholds, as shown in fig. 2.32.
Figure 2.32: Efficiency results obtained with two four-gap RPC detectors for PET.
From [210].
The high voltage applied on both chambers simultaneously or on each one individu-
ally ranged from ±6.2 to ±7 kV. The curves depicted in fig. 2.32 are rather flat and the
error incurred on the extrapolation to zero charge is certainly small. All voltages yield
essentially the same intrinsic efficiency, confirming that the result is quite independent
on read-out effects. The results presented were corrected for the random events and the
data were acquired at a trigger rate of approximately 200 Hz. Fig. 2.33 shows the time
spectrum obtained from the difference between the time of the trigger logical signal
and the time of the chamber charge signal. The number of true+random (T+R) and
random (R) events were estimated by integrating the time spectrum over the windows
shown in fig. 2.33. The influence of the random events was corrected for, thus providing
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Figure 2.33: Data processing utilized for determining experimentally the efficiency of a
four-gap RPC detector for PET. From [210].
the number of true events T ,
T = (T +R)− (R/2)left − (R/2)right. (2.34)
The efficiency is finally given by Tno. of triggers .
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2.3.7 Experimental time resolution
The measurement of the time resolution of the tRPCs intended for a TOF-PET sys-
tem has been carried out with dedicated read-out electronics [5]. Its performance has
been evaluated with a pulse generator and with tRPCs. An almost linear correlation
between the charge collected from the detectors and the one digitally measured with
the electronics was observed. In order to determine the coincidence time resolution of
the RPC-PET system, a setup with two 6-gap (200 µm each) detectors and a 22Na
source between them was assembled . For an applied voltage of 6.5 kV, a coincidence
time resolution of 126 ps σ was obtained, which corresponds to 300 ps FWHM (see
fig. 2.34). This result is the proof for the time-of-flight capabilities of RPC-PET that
will be deeply analysed in chapter 5.
Figure 2.34: Experimental time resolution obtained between two RPC detectors with 6
gaps each for pair of 511 keV photons. Adapted from [5].
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2.4 Whole-body PET
Applications of clinical PET oncology are driving scanner technology to further improve
image quality for small lesion detection and reduce scanning time for faster patient
throughput in the clinic. Such improvements will require higher sensitivity for shorter
acquisition times and lower injected dose [212].
Single-bed whole-body positron emission tomography based on resistive plate cham-
ber detectors has been proposed for human studies (RPC-PET) [4]. RPC-based de-
tectors offer simple and economic construction, reliability of operation, and extremely
good time and intrinsic position resolutions (300 ps FWHM for the coincidence [4],
and 38 µm σ for cosmic muons [19], respectively). These results make RPC detectors
suitable for large AFOV PET systems assisted by TOF (TOF-PET). The DOI can also
be accurately measured [6], rendering RPC-PET essentially parallax-free.
In current whole-body PET scanners, the AFOV is approximately 15-22 cm [109].
A long AFOV scanner capable of imaging the whole-body in a single scan would in-
crease significantly the sensitivity. Simulated (NEMA NU2-1994 [66]) and experimental
feasibility studies [7, 8] indicate that human RPC-PET, covering an AFOV of 2.4 m,
can increase the absolute sensitivity over existing PET systems with 16-cm AFOV by
a factor up to 20, if the TOF benefit is taken into account [9]. Based on the NEMA
NU2-1994 protocol, the absolute sensitivity for RPC-PET without TOF is still 4.5
times larger than that of the Advance PET scanner from General Electric Medical
Systems [7] (GE).
In the last decade, several authors have devoted work to studying the feasibility of
extended-AFOV crystal-based PET scanners [117, 213, 214, 215]. However, the high
cost of such systems and the slow performance of the reconstruction algorithms still
remains a major concern.
There are clear advantages for large AFOV systems covering the entire human
length. Whole-body parametric imaging becomes feasible, with the possibility of ex-
amining simultaneously multiple volumes of interest, such as a tumor and the heart.
It may also provide a substitute for arterial blood sampling in the generation of time-
activity curves and plasma input function parameters [216]. The determination of
pharmacokinetic parameters for multiple organs could also enhance the study of side-
effects for drug development.
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Fig. 2.35 illustrates a planned RPC-PET system integrated with a CT machine.
Detailed transverse and longitudinal views of this RPC-PET system and its detector
Figure 2.35: Scheme of the planned RPC-PET system integrated with a CT machine.
Detailed transverse and longitudinal views of this RPC-PET system and its detector layout
have been presented by Couceiro et al. [73]. The full system length is well within typical
dimensions of current PET-CT rooms utilized for clinical scans. The PET-CT center of
the University of Coimbra, for example, has two rooms each with a total length superior
to 7 m.
layout have been presented by Couceiro et al. [73]. The full system length is well within
typical dimensions of current PET-CT rooms utilized for clinical scans. The PET-CT
center of the University of Coimbra, ICNAS, for example, has two rooms each with a
total length of over 7 m. Besides supporting multimodality imaging capabilities, the
CT will also provide the data, on a patient-to-patient basis, necessary to estimate by
simulation the attenuated and object-scattered events, and introduce that correction
into the PET reconstruction [9].
2.4.1 Planar sensitivity
The planar (slice) trues sensitivity of a PET system dictates the exposure time necessary
to obtain a good enough statistics to detect a lesion [117]. This quantity is currently
measured using a NEMA NU 2-2001 line-source phantom [217]. However, such phantom
is not tailored for large AFOV PET systems, due to its length of 70 cm, thus being
necessary to extend the phantom axial length.
An exhaustive Monte Carlo study on the sensitivities of several PET scanners has
been carried out by Crespo et al. [9]. It included both the NEMA NU 2-2001 phantom
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and the extended one, with an axial length of 2.4 m. The considered scanners were:
the BGO-based Advance (15.2 cm AFOV) in 3D-mode, from General Electric Medical
Systems; the LSO-based Biograph TruePoint (16.2 cm AFOV) and Biograph TruePoint
TrueV (22 cm AFOV), from Siemens Medical Solutions; an LSO-based scanner simu-
lated with 196 cm axial length (and decreased crystal depth); and an RPC-PET system
with 2.4 m AFOV made of detectors with 120 gas gaps.
2.4.1.1 Simulation with a spherical source of 1 cm diameter
The very oblique LORs accepted by a whole-body single-bed RPC-PET system con-
tribute to a higher sensitivity because of the increasing acceptance. However, this has
the drawback of increasing the attenuation due to the longer path through matter. In
order to study these competing effects, the trues sensitivity, ηT , and the noise equivalent
sensitivity, (NES) 1, are evaluated by means of Monte Carlo simulations of a spherical
source with a diameter of 1 cm immersed both in air and in water phantoms of differ-
ent diameters φ. The results presented in table 2.3 (see also fig. 2.36) show that an
RPC-PET tomograph performs better than the Advance PET scanner for more than
one bed, especially for a spherical source surrounded by air.
1The noise equivalent sensitivity NES is defined as
NES =
T2/(T + S)
events started
. (2.35)
Here, T and S are the rates of true and scattered events, respectively. A scanner NES is the slope
of its noise-equivalent count rate (NECR) curve at low activity, where system dead-time and random
events are negligible. It is therefore constant and independent of object activity. Therefore, the NES
provides an estimate of the net sensitivity at low activities of a PET scanner with the negative impact
of the scatter events taken into account [218].
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Table 2.3: Comparison of trues sensitivity and NES for a spherical source with 1 cm
diameter scanned in air or immersed in water phantoms of different diameters φ. The TOF
advantage of RPC–PET is not taken into consideration at this stage. An energy-dependent
detection efficiency according to fig. 2.36 (left) has been taken into account for computing
the sensitivities associated with the Advance PET scanner from General Electric. For
RPC-PET the detection efficiency followed the curve shown in fig. 2.36 (right). From [9].
Scanner Ratio ηT
Diameter of GE Advance RPC-PET (θ≤45◦) Advance/RPC-PET
water phantom ηT (%) NES (%) ηT (%) NES (%) 1 bed 7 beds 14 beds 20 beds
∗
0 cm (air) 4.35 – 2.57 – 1.7/1 1/4.1 1/8.2 1/11.8
φ = 27 cm 0.33 0.180 0.155 0.044 2.1/1 1/3.3 1/6.7 1/9.5
φ = 35 cm 0.20 0.086 0.068 0.013 2.9/1 1/2.4 1/4.8 1/6.9
θ = angle formed between a LOR and the transaxial plane of the tomograph.
ηT = trues sensitivity; NES = noise equivalent sensitivity.
7 beds∗ ' scan from head to beginning of thighs (e.g. [219]); 14 beds∗ ' scan from head to mid-legs.
∗ The PET-scan protocol at the PET center of the University of Coimbra, equipped with a Philips
Allegro™ PET/CT with an axial field of view of 18 cm, consists of 11 bed positions for a scan from top
of the head to mid thighs, and 20 beds for a full whole-body scan (top of the head to feet, included).
Figure 2.36: Left: detection efficiency as a function of photon energy for the BGO
block-detector of the GE Advance PET scanner (from [9] after, [220]). Right: simulated
efficiency of an RPC-PET detector with 121 glass plates (120 gas gaps). From [9].
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2.4.1.2 Simulation with the NEMA NU2-2001 protocol
The planar (slice) sensitivity, ηS , has the same definition as the absolute sensitivity,
ηa, (see section 2.2.5.2), except that, for ηs, the events are started in a given slice of
the scanner. Such ηs can therefore be represented as a profile along the longitudinal
axis of the tomograph, with its maximum value taken to be ηa. Following the NEMA
NU2-2001 protocol, we define planar sensitivity ηs, and the axial sensitivity as
ηs[%] =
Rate events detected from center slice
Source activity contained in slice
, (2.36)
ηaxial(i)[%] =
Rate events detected from slice i
Source activity contained in slice
. (2.37)
The meaning of these equations is illustrated in fig. 2.37 for the current whole-body
scanners (left), and for the extended AFOV PET scanners.
Single−slice in
L = 70 cm
PET scanner
Single−slice at
the edge (i=0) the center (i=center)
Activity−filled rod source
dead−time and randoms
generating negligible
(RD)
Max. ring difference
the center (i=center)
Activity−filled rod source
dead−time and randoms
generating negligible
θ
or acceptance angle (  )
Max. ring difference (RD),
θ
the edge (i=0)
Single−slice at
L = 2.4 m
PET scanner
Single−slice in
Water cylinder for
object−weightedη
Figure 2.37: Left: setup for computing, by simulation, the sensitivities for NEMA NU-2
2001: absolute, ηa, slice, ηs, and axial sensitivity, ηaxial. Details respecting each scanner
are summarized in rows 1 to 6 of table 2.4. Right: absolute, ηa, and slice sensitivity, ηs,
simulated for scanners with extended AFOV (196-cm LSO-based, and RPC-PET) corre-
sponding to an extended NEMA NU-2 2001 protocol. Details respecting the scanners are
summarized in columns 5 and 6 of table 2.4. From [9].
The simulated trues sensitivity performance of several commercial PET scanners
together with the RPC-PET system performance are presented in table 2.4.
These results assumed a bed measuring time of 1.5 minutes (lines 10 and 19) for
the Siemens TruePoint TrueV PET scanner [117]. For the remaining scanners the mea-
suring time per bed was computed according to the ratios of planar (slice) sensitivities
ηs (lines 9 and 18).
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Table 2.4: Trues sensitivity performance of several PET scanners simulated with
GEANT4. From[9].
PET scanner Biographa Biographa GEb 196-cm AFOV
TruePoint TruePoint Advance LSO-based RPC-PET
TrueV (3D-mode)
Nb. of block-rings 3c 4c 3d 35c n.a. 1
AFOV (cm) 16.2 22 15.2 196 240 2
Ring difference 27 38 11 162 θ≤ 45◦ e 3
Packing fraction 0.86 0.86 0.844 0.86 1.0 4
Crystal depth (cm) 2.0 2.0 3.0 0.43 n.a. 5
Singles efficiency at 511 keV 0.7 0.7 0.78f 0.194 0.194 6
L
in
e
−
so
u
rc
e
(L
S
)
o
n
ly
{Absolute sensitivity, ηa
70-cm line source
(
cps/kBqg , (%h)
)
4.19i (0.43) 7.60j (0.79) 6.4k (0.66) 13.07 (1.35) 24.9 (2.57) 7
1.5-m line source
(
cps/kBq, (%)
)
1.96 (0.20) 3.55 (0.37) 2.99 (0.31) 12.5 (1.30) 24.9 (2.57) 8
Planar (or slice) sensitivityl, ηs
(% per 2-mm slice thickness) 3.06 4.22 4.35 1.45 2.57 9
Time for equal slice
qualitym (min:sec) 2:04 [117] 1:30 [117] 1:27 4:22 2:28 10
Scan of 70-cm length object
Nb. of bed steps 7 5 7 1 1 11
Total scan time (min:sec) 14:28 7:30 10:09 4:22 2:28 12
Relative gain (no TOF)n 1.0 1.9 1.4 3.3 5.8 13
Scan of 1.5-m length object
Nb. of bed steps 14 11 14 1 1 14
Total scan time (min:sec) 28:56 16:30 20:18 4:22 2:28 15
Relative gain (no TOF)n 1.0 1.8 1.4 6.6 11.7 16
L
S
in
w
a
te
r
p
h
a
n
to
m
o
{Absolute sensitivity, ηa
1.5-m line source (%) 0.013 0.023 0.019 0.066 0.172 17
Planar sensitivityl, ηs
(% per 2-mm slice thickness) 0.239 0.327 0.342 0.079 0.158 18
Time for equal image
qualitym (min:sec) 2:04 [117] 1:30 [117] 1:27 6:15 3:08 19
Scan of 1.5-m length object
Nb. of bed steps 14 11 14 1 1 20
Total scan time (min:sec) 28:56 16:30 20:18 6:15 3:08 21
Relative gain (no TOF, TruePoint = 1)n 1.0p 1.8p 1.4 4.6p 9.2q 22
Relative gain (no TOF, TrueV = 1)n 0.6p 1.0p 0.8 2.6p 5.3q 23
n.a. = not applicable f cf. Fig. 2.36. l ηs = maximum of ηaxial in fig. 2.38.
a from Siemens Medical Solutions. g NEMA NU 2-2001 [8, 9]. m Neglecting scatter fraction.
b from General Electric. h events detected / annihilations started. n For same scan time.
c 5.6×5.6 cm2 front face[117]. i 4.2 cps/kBq measured by manufacturer [9]. o Phantom with 27-cm diameter.
d 5.0×2.45 cm2 front face[221]. j 7.6 cps/kBq measured by manufacturer [9]. p ∆t = 600 ps FWHM (not considered).
e θ = inverse polar angle. k 6.41 cps/kBq measured in [222] (375–650 keV). q ∆t = 300 ps FWHM (not considered).
The NEMA NU2-2001 protocol does not consider the extended rod source, nor
the surrounding water cylinder. These additional elements were included to assess
quantitatively, in terms of sensitivity, two competing effects: 1) the larger solid angle
acceptance for PET systems with extended AFOV, increasing system sensitivity, and
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2) the increased scatter fraction expected for inclined LORs, due to the larger photon
path in the patient/phantom surrounding the source, which decreases sensitivity.
The axial sensitivity trues profiles obtained for several scanners are shown in fig. 2.38
(left). Despite the slightly inferior axial sensitivity of the RPC-PET system, it remains
Figure 2.38: Left: axial sensitivity, ηaxial, simulated for scanners with different AFOV.
Details respecting the various PET scanners are given in table 2.4. The sagittal contour
at the bottom, corresponding to a human figure with 1.92 m height illustrates the imaging
potential of the whole-body RPC-PET system under study: a single bed can collect events
from head to mid-legs with uniform longitudinal sensitivity. Right: axial trues sensitivities
simulated with the line source immersed in a water cylinder with 27 cm diameter. From [9].
constant along the longitudinal direction in one-single exposure, and must be multi-
plied by the number of beds that a scintillator-based PET scanner would require to
cover a 2.4 m AFOV. Fig. 2.38 (right) shows the axial sensitivity results considering
a line source positioned inside a water phantom with 27 cm diameter. The increased
sensitivity gain ranging from 5.3 to 9.2 (lines 22 and 23, table 2.4) makes of RPC-PET
a well-positioned candidate to penetrate the PET segment1.
Axial trues sensitivity and scatter fraction profiles obtained with the anthropomor-
phic phantom NCAT are shown in fig. 2.39. The collected scatter fraction and the
trues sensitivity at each axial location for the RPC-PET system are compared to those
1An additional sensitivity gain, by a factor 4 to 5 in respect to non-TOF scanners, is expected
when the 300 ps FWHM TOF resolution of RPC-PET is taken into account.
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Figure 2.39: Left: Anthropomorphic axial trues sensitivities similar to fig. 2.38 (right),
but simulated with an anthropomorphic phantom adapted to GEANT4 (both positron
emission and photon attenuation were considered). Right: axial scatter fraction profiles
obtained for the 2.4-m-long RPC-PET system, and for a 17-bed scan with the GE Advance
with and without the lead end-shields described in [223]. From [9].
obtained with the conventional PET system (GE Advance, 3D mode). The vertical
dashes displayed in fig. 2.39 (left) represent the margins of each bed step considered
with the GE Advance. The scatter fraction profile for the GE Advance with its lead
end-shields [223] is show in fig. 2.39 (right). The figure also shows that RPC-PET
further benefits if its 300 ps FWHM TOF information is utilized to exclude scatter
events occurring outside the anthropomorphic phantom [9].
2.4.2 Noise-equivalent count rate with the NEMA NU2-2001 protocol
The scatter fraction (SF), count rates and noise equivalent count rate (NECR) of an
RPC TOF-PET system with 2.4m length AFOV have been addressed by detailed sim-
ulations performed in GEANT4, in which several factors influencing those quantities
were considered [10]. An efficient first level trigger was proposed, which reduces the
raw data to be transmitted for a post processing dedicated cluster. A multiple time
window coincidence sorter with acceptance of all possible coincidence pairs along with
LOR rejection based on TOF information was found to give higher NECR than those
of state of the art PET scanners (see fig. 2.40).
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Figure 2.40: Left: coincidence sorter scheme with examples of produced coincidences
based on a multiple time window (MTW). Right: TOF-based scatter rejection principle
applied to the NEMA NU2-2001 protocol. Dots in the scanner walls represent the readout
detection points. Red and blue lines correspond to rejected and accepted LORs, respec-
tively. Dots in the bore represent direct TOF reconstructed points. From [10].
2.4.2.1 Scanner geometry
The scanner geometry implemented in GEANT4 [224, 225] is depicted in fig. 2.41
(left). The scanner consisted of four detection walls forming a hollow cuboid, with
1151.6 mm outer width, 2408 mm axial outer length and 864.4 mm square bore width.
Each detection wall consisted of a 1 mm thick aluminum case with outer dimensions
of 143.6 mm, 1008 mm and 2408 mm in the radial, transaxial and axial directions,
respectively. Each detection wall contained a stack of 20 RPC detectors, each with
6.88 mm thickness (radial direction), 1 m width (transaxial direction) and 2.4 m length
(axial direction).
Fig. 2.41 (right) depicts the readout scheme of each RPC detector. Both outer axial
electrodes (fig. 2.41 (left)) have transaxially aligned strips with 2 mm pitch, while the
middle axial electrode has 2 mm pitch axially aligned strips. This scheme allows to
distinguish between each detector module, providing a 3.44 mm DOI binning to the
module center, which corresponds to a 1.22 mm maximum DOI parallax error at the
center of the image space.
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Figure 2.41: Left: sketch of the RPC TOF-PET system: (a) Scanner, consisting of four
detection walls, with the NEMA NU2-2001 [65] phantom centered in its field of view; (b)
Structure of each detection wall; (c) Internal structure of each RPC detector. Right: read-
out scheme for RPC detectors. Fine mesh represents 2 mm pitch strips. Large transaxial
sections containing a set of axially aligned strips, placed on the middle transaxial electrode,
represent independent readout sections, used for time, coarse axial position (1 cm σ Gaus-
sian distribution) and fine transaxial positions readout. These are further subdivided into
3 equal width subsections for coarse transaxial position readout, binned to the subsection
center. Transaxially aligned strips on the outer axial electrodes, used for fine axial posi-
tion readout, allow to distinguish between the two detection modules, providing a 3.44 mm
DOI binning to the module center, which corresponds to a maximum DOI parallax error
of 1.22 mm at the center of the image space. From [10].
2.4.2.2 Simulated results of noise equivalent count rates
Fig. 2.42 depicts the computed NECR for a simulated RPC TOF-PET system (solid
lines, left Y-axis) for a standard 70 cm length NEMA NU2-2001 phantom (left) and
a 180 cm axially extended phantom (right). The NECR profile of the Philips Gemini
TF scanner [108] (solid black line, left Y-axis) is also included in the images, as well as
the NECR gains (dashed lines, right Y-axis). All data correspond to a multiple time
window acquisition strategy.
We observed that, for a dead time in the reading of the position signal τps = 3.0 µs
(present value without dedicated efforts in speeding up the electronics), the NECR has
a peak value of ∼167 kcps at 7.6 kBq/cm3, representing a 2.0 NECR increase in respect
to published data for the Philips Gemini TF scanner [108]. For τps = 1.0 µs, the NECR
increases up to 349 kcps at 7.6kBq/cm3.
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Figure 2.42: NECR (solid lines, left Y axes) using TOF rejection for a data set with
all accepted coincidence pairs, along with Philips Gemini TF published data [108]. Left:
Results for the 70 cm length strict NEMA NU2-2001 [65] phantom. Right: Results for
an axially extended phantom with 180 cm length. Also presented is the ratio between
computed NECR and that of the Philips Gemini TF scanner (dashed lines, right Y axes).
From [10].
Considering the 180 cm length extended phantom with the same total phantom
activity, there is a 0.39 (70/180) factor reduction in activity concentrations, thus re-
sulting in a peak NECR, for τps = 3.0 µs, of 164 kcps at 3 kBq/cm
3. This represents
a 5.5 gain relative to the Philips Gemini TF at the same activity concentration [108].
2.4.3 Clinical Applications
The applications of PET/CT are fundamentally concentrated in the oncologic medical
field. The term whole-body used in PET/CT is misleading because the most commonly
used FOV (160 cm) covers only the base of the skull to the upper tights [226]. Therefore,
it became necessary to include the term “true whole-body” for a scan range from the
top of the head to bottom of feet (193cm) [227, 228].
Compared to the limited FOV imaging, the true whole-body imaging may increase
the staging accuracy, modify the treatment planning, and help on the selection of more
accessible biopsy locations, thus avoiding the need of unnecessary surgical and imaging
procedures. It may also provide an overview of the extension of the disease, once a
considerable number of metastases occur outside the limited FOV [229]. A deeper
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analysis of the benefits and trade-offs of a true whole-body imaging is presented in
appendix A, where some medical cases and several studies on large populations are
reported.
For instance, a study on the sensitivity and specificity 1 of the PET imaging for the
detection of brain metastases showed that from 40 patients, MRI detected 16 patients
with brain metastases and PET identified 12 true positives, 4 false negatives, 20 true
negatives and 4 false positives. Thus, the calculated sensitivity and specificity of the
PET imaging was 75% and 83%, respectively. The main reason for the lower lesion
detectability of the PET system was related with the size of the lesions [230]. The
RPC-PET system may provide an increasing lesion detectability as we will show in
chapter 5, thus eventually increasing the RPC-PET sensitivity and specificity.
The acquisition and reconstruction times can be dramatically reduced with an RPC-
PET system covering an AFOV of 2.4 m. In old PET/CT scanners, emission data were
acquired for 12-13 bed positions (coaxial scan range of 193 cm), at 3 minutes per
bed position, resulting in a total scan time of 36-39 mins. Nowadays, for instance, at
ICNAS, the acquisition takes ∼20 minutes and the reconstruction needs approximately
15 minutes do display the image. The time required for true whole-body acquisitions
and processing will continue to decrease and the co-axial scan range will continue to
expand. It is therefore expected that RPC-PET will contribute to push even further
the acquisition and reconstruction times (see chapter 5).
1Sensitivity measures the proportion of actual positives which are correctly identified as such, i.e.,
the ratio between the number of true positives and the total number of sick individuals. Specificity
measures the proportion of negatives which are correctly identified as such, i.e., the ratio between the
number of true negatives and the total number of well individuals.
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2.5 Small-animal PET
Small-animal or preclinical PET imaging constitutes a way of assessing biological struc-
tures and function in vivo by non-invasive means, allowing the collection of quantitative
information, both in health and disease states [231]. It also provides a very useful way
of performing longitudinal studies of the entire disease process, from disease onset to
progression and therapy monitoring.
An ideal PET scanner designed for small-animal imaging would have the following
features: high spatial resolution (sub-millimeter range), high sensitivity, detector ring
with a FOV optimized to the specific targeted animal size range, good timing resolution,
and multimodality imaging capability [232].
2.5.1 System performance
In recent years, huge developments in small-animal PET imaging have occurred, that
permitted to achieve, concurrently, better spatial resolution and sensitivity. Fig. 2.43
shows the performance of several PET and PET-MRI systems. The specifications
Figure 2.43: The performance of small-animal PET/MRI systems (blue, diamond) and
stand-alone small-animal PET systems (red, circle). Adapted from [233].
of commercial systems and the small-animal RPC-PET are summarized in table 2.5.
Most of these commercial systems have been compared following the NEMA NU 4
standards [234, 249]. This protocol was published due to the need for standardized
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Table 2.5: Performance of different commercial preclinical PET systems and the
small-animal RPC-PET under construction.
CFOV (radial offset = 5 mm)
System Detector AFOV τcw Spatial Resolution
(mm) (ns) Reconstruction (mm) FWHM0
microPET P4® LSO 78 6 FORE + 2D FBP 2.29− 2.18− 2.201,2
microPET R4® LSO 78 6 FORE + 2D FBP 2.13− 2.21− 2.721,2
microPET Focus 220® LSO 76 6 FORE + 2D FBP 1.92− 1.66− 1.901,2
microPET Focus 120® LSO 76 6 FORE + 2D FBP 1.75− 1.80− 1.701,2
Inveon® LSO 127 3.4 FORE + 2D FBP 1.63− 1.62− 2.451,2
Mosaic HP® LYSO 119 7 3D FRP 2.32− 2.32− 2.641,2
ClearPET® LYSO/LuYAP 110 12 3D FBP 1.94− 2.00− 3.241,2
Argus® LYSO/GSO 48 7 2D FBP 1.63− 1.65−1,2
VrPET® LYSO 45.6 3.8 SSRB + 2D FBP 1.52− 1.62− 2.661,2
LabPET 8® LYSO/LGSO 75 20 SSRB + 2D FBP 1.65− 1.70− 1.41,2
LabPET12® LYSO/LGSO 112.5 20 SSRB + 2D FBP 1.65− 1.70− 1.401,2
HIDAC® MWPC 280 40 FBP 1.08− 1.08− 1.10
NanoPET/CT® LYSO 95 5 SSRB/FBP 1.18− 1.03− 0.981,2
NanoPET/MRI® LYSO 94 5 SSRB/FBP 1.5− 1.32− 0.911,2
ALBIRA® LYSO/PSPMT 40 5 - < 1.3
ClearPEM-Sonic®4 LYSO/APD 1605 4 OSEM 1.3
RPC-PET RPC 100 1 FBP 0.43− 0.43−2
·0Radial, tangential and axial spatial resolution. ·1Radial offset = 5 mm. ·2Performance parameters
assessed by means of the NEMA NU 4 standards [234]. ·3Axial not measured but should be uniform within
the entire FOV for all three components. ·4Dual-head positron emission mammography exploited at ICNAS
for small-animal imaging. ·5Two detector plates (16× 18 cm2 FOV).
Mouse phantom Rat phantom
Peak NECR Peak NECR Equip.
System ACS (%) (kcps)@ NECR @ (kcps)@ NECR @ cost
(Ew (keV)) activity (MBq) 3.7 MBq activity (MBq) 10 MBq (ke) Ref.
microPET P4® 2.25 (250-750) 601@174 22.1 173@254 19.2 [235]
microPET R4® 4.36 (250-750) 618@156 37.2 164@137 30.5 [236]
microPET Focus 220® 3.4 (250-750) 897@103 66.5 267@129 50.9 850 [237]
microPET Focus 120® 7 (250-750) 763@89 47.3 359@162 51.8 [238]
Inveon® 9.3 (250-625) 1670@131 129.0 593@110 137.8 650 [239]
Mosaic HP® 3.6 (250-665) 555@92 59.6 244@87 65.2 600 [240]
ClearPET® 4.7 (250-750) 73@18 29.3 - - [241]
Argus® 4 (250-700) 117@50 18.7 40@41 20.4 700 [242]
VrPET® 2.2 (100-700) 74@22 - 31@34 - [243]
LabPET 8® 2.6 (250-650) 279@82 23.5 94@91 19.4 [244]
LabPET12® 4.3 (250-650) 362@81 38.9 156@83 40.5 [244]
HIDAC® 1.5 (-) 67@209 - 52@96 - 500 [245]
NanoPET/CT® 7.7 (250-750) 430@36 - 130@27 - [246]
NanoPET/MRI® 8.4 (250-750) 4060 - 3921 - [16]
ALBIRA® 2 (350-650) - - - - - [247]
ClearPEM-Sonic® 1.52 - - - - - [248]
RPC-PET 2.13 320@884 1255 - - 1005 [50]
·0@0.847 MBq/mL. ·1@0.125 MBq/mL. ·2Detector efficiency in the center of the plates at a distance of
100 mm. ·3Simulated, 15% RPC detection efficiency. ·4Simulated. ·5Estimated.
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methods of performance evaluation that facilitate acceptance testing and routine mon-
itoring, while providing comparison between systems from different vendors. Research
prototypes features are outlined in table 2.6.
Table 2.6: Performance of different experimental preclinical PET systems.
CFOV
System Detector AFOV τcw Spatial Resolution
(mm) (ns) Reconstruction (mm) FWHM0 ACS (%) Ref.
FSI-PET1 CdTe 26 20 FBP < 1− 0.74− 4.0 [14]
RatCAP LSO 18 40 FBP 2.1− 2.1− 0.7 [250]
SAI-UTSW2 BCF-10 135 18 MLEM ∼ 2 1.3 [251]
LWS-PET3 LWS6 50 15 MLEM 1− 1− 1 7.8 [252, 253]
cMICE LYSO 120 - FBP 1.05− 0.99− 1.24 - [254, 255]
CZT4 CZT 80 - MAP5 1− 1− 15-30 [256, 257]
SBDIS6 LYSO-PSAPD 80 20 FBP 0.62− 0.83− - [15, 257]
Yamamoto7 LYSO-SiPM 10.4 16 FBP 0.75− 0.71− 0.24 [258]
·0Radial, tangential and axial spatial resolution. ·1Fine Structure Imaging. ·2Lead-Walled Straw. Price
(approx.) = $325,000. ·3Small Animal Imager (SAI) - University of Texas Southwestern Medical Center
(UTWS). ·4Cadmium Zinc Telluride. ·5Bayesian reconstruction based on MAP [259] ·6Stanford
Breast Dedicated Imaging System. It is used for small-animal imaging, or organ-specific (breast) clinical
imagers [257]. 7Author’s name.
2.5.1.1 Spatial Resolution
Contrary to human PET, small-animal PET deals with very low-mass objects. Imaging
a 20-30 g mouse as compared with a 75 kg average-size adult, represents a downscale by
a factor 3,000 in weight and 15 in size. For a 300 g rat, the downscale is respectively 250
and 6. To visualize the same level of detail in a mouse, when compared with a human,
the small-animal PET system needs to have a spatial resolution 15 times better than a
human PET system. Given that state-of-the-art human PET systems achieve a spatial
resolution of 4-5 mm FWHM, small-animal PET would need to have a spatial resolution
of 0.33 mm for mouse imaging and 0.83 mm for rat imaging to distinguish the same level
of structural detail in the images [260]. The best resolution reported so far for comercial
preclinical PET systems, according to NEMA standards, approached 1 mm FWHM,
both in the axial and radial directions [246]. However, because of the statistical nature
of PET imaging, detailed detector models of modern iterative reconstruction algorithms
enable extraction of more information from the collected datasets than does filtered
backprojection used in NEMA standards. The nanoScan PET-MRI system tests on
a micro-Derenzo phantom filled with 9.34 MBq of 18-fluorodeoxyglucose (18F-FDG),
for a 4 h acquisition time, binned with a 400-600-keV energy window and a 5 ns time
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window, and reconstructed with maximum a posteriori maximum-likelihood (MAP)
algorithm with the total variation as regularization term, yielded a 0.8 mm spatial
resolution (i.e., enabled 0.8 mm rods of the Derenzo phantom to be resolved) [16]. The
reconstruction was performed with scatter, attenuation, and positron range modeling
enabled, on a matrix of 0.2 mm3 voxels.
2.5.1.2 Sensitivity
The sensitivity in small-animal PET should be as high as possible to achieve an ac-
ceptable signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) for high spatial resolution reconstructed images.
Better statistical quality of the data also enhances the ability to differentiate and quan-
tify a subtle signal in the presence of significant background counts [261]. The highest
reported absolute sensitivity at the center of the FOV for state of the art small-animal
PET systems was approximately 10%, which is about 3 times higher than for a conven-
tional human PET scanner [260]. This is largely due to the improvement in geometric
efficiency resulting from the reduction of the system diameter, which essentially brings
the detector system closer to the detector source. However, this causes substantial
parallax positioning error and associated spatial resolution loss. The arrangement that
provides the highest sensitivity of all possible detector geometries is a four-sided poly-
gon. This geometry has smaller gaps through which scattered photons can escape.
Habte proposed a box-shaped system built from semi-conductor CZT detectors that
would boost center point source photon sensitivity to 19% for a very narrow energy
window [262]. This is a very similar geometry to the one adopted by an RPC-PET sys-
tem. An advantage of the four-sided system is the introduction of moving heads that
can bring the detectors closer to the subject and accomodate subjects of different sizes
(see fig. 2.44). Having sufficient sensitivity is a particularly important requirement
Figure 2.44: Proposed box system geometry with fixed FOV and adjustable transaxial
FOV. Adapted from [262].
because it is necessary to collect a sufficient number of counts in a reasonable amount of
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time and for a reasonable injected dose, while ensuring that only trace amounts of the
radiolabeled compound are injected to avoid saturation of the biological target under
study [233].
2.5.1.3 Image quality and quantification
The ability to differentiate and quantify one focal region of probe accumulation from
the background (contrast) or two adjacent regions of focal probe accumulation with
slightly different concentrations (contrast resolution) depends strongly on the level of
background present [261]. The quantities spillover ratio (cold cylinder regions) and
contrast recovery (hot rod regions) are calculated to assess image quality. Besides the
influence of the physiology of the subject and the biology of the target, contrast also
depends on photon scatter (on tissue or detectors), random coincidences and partial
volume effect.
To take full advantage of the quantitative capabilities of PET imaging, data normal-
ization, object-specific correction of background and the correction of physical degrad-
ing factors such as attenuation, scatter, partial volume, and motion, must be performed
before reconstruction or incorporated within iterative image reconstruction techniques.
Quantification provides the direct relationship between the activity concentration
measured in vivo in organs/tissues and the underlying physiologic or pharmacokinetic
processes occurring in the structure of interest [263].
To address image quantification, many aspects need to be considered, namely, an-
imal handling and preparation, mode and type of anesthesia utilized, and mass of
injected tracer. Typically, certain devices are used to hold the animals in selected
positions, mainly in longitudinal studies. Anesthesia is preferably performed through
masking the animal with a mixture of isoflurane and oxygen gases. The tracer mass
injected must not interfere with natural physiological state of the animal. The adopted
conventions imply a maximal receptor occupancy of 1% and the injection volume should
be less than 10% of the animal’s total blood volume, which is 30 and 2.5 mL, for rats
and mice, respectively.
Absolute quantification generally requires accurate measurement of activity con-
centrations in arterial blood, which provides the input function to the kinetic model
using more advanced blood sampling devices [264]. The ultimate goal is the production
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of quantitative regional estimates of physiologic or pharmacokinetic parameters from
dynamic radiotracer studies.
2.5.2 Applications
The three primary disease fields of application in small-animal PET are oncology, car-
diology, and neurology. Other areas, with less expression, but yet very relevant, like
infection and inflammation, are also object of study by PET. In appendix B, a thumb-
nail description of such applications is given.
2.5.3 Current trends
Multimodality devices are now commonly used in clinical and preclinical environment.
The most common are combinations between high sensitivity and functional modalities,
such as PET and single photon emission computed tomography (SPECT), with high
spatial resolution and “morphological” techniques, such as CT and MRI1. Generally,
when combined, these modalities feature lower performance due to the needs of avoiding
interference between the corresponding devices. Multimodal imaging can be performed
in each device separately, and then fused later with powerful software (co-registration),
or acquired simultaneously in the same imaging device. Commercially available sys-
tems include the combination of PET/CT, PET/MRI, SPECT/CT, and SPECT/MRI.
There are already trimodality systems combining PET/SPECT/CT. PET/MRI is the
only physically available modality where image acquisition is truly simultaneous.
Micro-MRI provides images with excellent contrast and spatial resolution (100µm),
as well as information regarding tissue composition, perfusion, oxygenation, tissue elas-
ticity, metabolism, and detection of molecular probes, within a single session and no
exposure to ionizing radiation [265]. Small-animal MRI scanners should be at least 4.7
T or, ideally, higher than 7.0 T. In fact, dedicated small-bore MR devices can operate
between 4.7 and 21 T. For high-energy positron emitters, these strong magnetic fields
reduce the positron range improving image resolution, as discussed in section 2.2.2.
MRI is preferred over CT for combination with PET, particularly in brain imaging,
because it provides a better soft tissue contrast (important in neuroimaging, as well
as in abdominal and pelvic regions), it does not contribute with additional ionizing
1Of course MRI can also be used to study function.
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radiation (important for longitudinal studies), and it has the ability of providing sup-
plementary functional information (perfusion and tissue oxygenation). In fig. 2.45, we
present a schematic example of workflows for combined PET/MRI. These workflows
Figure 2.45: Schematic workflows for combined PET/MRI acquisitions. Adapted
from [233].
can be accomplished with a substantial reduction in total examination time compared
with sequential measurements, reducing the time under anesthesia for the animals and
the anesthesia-related side effects, thus improving animal health in longitudinal stud-
ies [233].
In fig. 2.46, we present the comparison of PET and functional MRI (fMRI) ac-
tivation. PET is an excellent tool for elucidating the metabolic basis of the fMRI
signal and providing complementary information. In the case of 18F-FDG, glucose
metabolism in the brain can be assessed and quantified as cerebral metabolic rate of
glucose (CMRG) [266]. In reference [266], the response to stimulus in the brain was
assessed simultaneously using PET/MRI, which traces changes in glucose metabolism
on a slow time scale, and fMRI, which determines the fast vascular and oxygenation
changes during activation. The author identified seven glucose metabolism-related net-
works.
2.5.4 Final considerations
Small-animal PET is now ranked as the third most used single preclinical imaging
technique, representing 20% of the preclinical imaging applications, only behind optical
imaging (OI) (with 28% for the bioluminescence techniques) and MRI (23% share) [267].
PET is highly dependent on the availability of an “on site solution” for radiophar-
maceutical production. Due to the short half-lives of most positron emitters (from
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Figure 2.46: Comparison of activated areas of a whisker rat by simultaneous PET/MRI.
From [266].
seconds to a few hours), the use of this imaging modality may require in situ radioiso-
tope production and compound labeling. In fact, a huge number of radiotracers can
only be used if locally produced. The existence at close distance of a multidisciplinary
highly skilled and specialized team, with knowledge from distinct scientific areas is also
fundamental [232]. In Coimbra, we have such conditions at ICNAS.
The price for small-animal PET systems ranges between $325,000 and $1,200,000.
Siemens Preclinical Imaging owns more than 50% of the world’s market share [260].
The overall small-animal imaging (in vivo) market was valued at $790 million in 2012.
A recent report estimates an annual growth rate for the preclinical imaging market of
about 14.5% over the next 5 years, reaching the value of $1.55 billion in 2017 [268].
The market growth is driven by factors such as increasing number of pharmaceutical
companies and research institutions, rising application of functional imaging, growing
adoption rate for small-animal imaging and technological advancements. However, high
device cost and technological limitations are the factors hindering the market growth.
We believe that RPC-PET will potentialize the small-animal imaging market, offering
a cutting-edge PET performance at significantly lower cost.
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2.6 Image reconstruction
Image reconstruction is a linear inverse problem. If we have a vector x corresponding
to an unknown image and a set of projections combined in a vector y, the imaging
process can be modeled as
y = Ax. (2.38)
The vector y is a discrete representation of projections of a continuous object and is
commonly represented by 2D or 3D image elements (pixels or voxels). The matrix A
is called imaging matrix, or system matrix, and models the behaviour of the imaging
system.
Analytic reconstruction methods are based on the assumption that PET data are
deterministic and contain no statistical noise, thus leading to fast reconstruction tech-
niques. However, PET data have an inherent stochastic nature. The physical properties
of PET introduce uncertainties that can be modeled to produce more precise recon-
stucted images. Among these uncertainties are the positron decay, the photon detection
processes, and the effects associated to attenuation, scattered and random events [269].
Consequently, the average behaviour of the imaging system usually requires a statistical
formulation.
We consider that the inverse problem y = Ax is well-posed if: (i) there exists a
solution xi for any yi in y; (ii) the solution is unique in x; (iii) it depends continuously
on the data y [270]. In general the solution y = Ax does not exist and/or is not
unique and we are in the presence of an ill-posed problem. For instance, this happens
in a discrete-discrete 3D PET model with Ncoincidence channels >> Mvoxels. In this case
y = Ax has no solution, because it is extremely under-determined. The finite number
of unknowns to estimate is given by
E(yj) =
∑
i
aijxi, (2.39)
with xi being the activity of the i
th voxel that contributes with weight aij to the j
th
coincidence channel [102].
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2.6.1 Analytic image reconstruction
As mentioned above, analytic reconstruction methods do not include noise in PET data.
They seek for a mathematical solution for the image through the measured projections.
The central section theorem is in the basis of tomographic analytic reconstruction. It
states that the 1D Fourier transform of a projection at angle φ is equivalent to a section
at the same angle through the center of the 2D Fourier transform of the object. The
projection data is related to the object activity distribution by [271]
P (νs, φ) = F (νx = νcosφ, νy = νsinφ), (2.40)
where F (νx, νy) is the 2D Fourier transform of the object distribution f(x, y) (x here
denotes a cartesian coordinate), and P (νs, φ) is the 1D Fourier transform of projection
p(s, φ),
P (νS , φ) =
∫
R
ds p(s, φ)e−2pisν (2.41)
and ν is the frequency associated to the radial variable s.
The direct Fourier reconstruction takes the 1D Fourier transform of each projection,
and interpolates and sums the results on a 2D rectangular grid in Fourier domain. Then,
the inverse 2D Fourier transform is performed to obtain the image. This algorithm is
numerically efficient because the discretized 2D transform can be calculated with the
fast Fourier transform (FFT) algorithm. A more detailed description of the analytic
algorithms, e.g., transformation of data from 3D tomographs into 2D datasets, is carried
out in appendix C.
2.6.1.1 Filtered backprojection
Filtered backprojection (FBP) is the most used algorithm in analytic image reconstruc-
tion and combines accuracy, speed and simplicity of implementation [269]. The term
backprojection refers to the backprojection of the counts from a detector pair into an
image array along the LOR connecting that detector pair. After repeating this process
for all detector pairs, occurs a linear superposition of backprojections, that reflects the
true activity distribution. The 2D Fourier transform of the backprojection will pro-
vide the 2D Fourier transform of the object weighted by the inverse distance from the
origin [272]. This has the drawback of producing blurred images, since this weighting
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term will amplify low frequencies and attenuate high frequencies. To compensate for
the blurring in direct backprojection, the projection must be first filtered in Fourier
domain, after taking the 1D Fourier transform of the projection. Then, the FBP algo-
rithm takes the inverse Fourier transform to obtain the filtered projection and project it
back into the image. The ramp filter is an option, but it amplifies high-frequency com-
ponents producing noisy reconstructions. It may be replaced by apodizing filters with
a reduced amplitude at high frequencies, such as Hann or Shepp-Logan filters [273].
This affects the spatial resolution, therefore a trade-off must be achieved to control the
noise in reconstructed images at the expense of resolution.
Analytic reconstruction algorithms, despite their speed and easiness of implementa-
tion, suffer from the inability to model the degrading factors in PET, such as positron
range and non-collinearity. Modeling the statistical noise of PET may provide a better
performance, despite the increase in complexity of the reconstruction algorithm.
2.6.2 Iterative image reconstruction
Iterative reconstruction methods consider a starting initial estimate of the object activ-
ity distribution, which can be either a homogeneous image or a direct backprojection
of the data. Then, the estimated projection is calculated by forward projecting the
initial estimate. By comparison between estimated and measured projections, the ini-
tial estimate is adjusted following a certain criterion. This “forward project, compare,
backproject, update” process is repeated until the best image estimate is found [269]
(see fig. 2.47).
Figure 2.47: Flowchart for iterative reconstruction. Starting with a homogeneous image
or a backprojection of the data, in the upper left, the algorithm iteratively updates those
images based on the comparison between the measured and calculated projections and is
stopped after reaching a hypothetical best image estimate.
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Iterative methods generally obey to two main components: design of an optimiza-
tion criterion and development of efficient algorithms. The first component defines the
best image estimate, by measuring, when possible, the similarity between that image
and the image estimate. This criterion is represented as a cost function being the max-
imum likelihood (ML) usually the chosen one. There is still the least squares approach,
that measures the difference between measured and estimated projections using Eu-
clidean distance. The second component determines the way of image estimate update
at each iteration and requires a numerical algorithm. The expectation-maximization
(EM) algorithm is generally used to find the ML estimate.
The most widely used iterative algorithms in PET are the maximum likelihood
expectation-maximization (MLEM) algorithm and its accelerated version, ordered sub-
set EM (OSEM). We will focus on those algorithms, despite the large range of iterative
reconstruction methods. They depend mainly on: the image representation (i.e., pixels,
voxels, blobs,); the system matrix A that can include other physical effects, besides the
geometrical mapping from the object to the data, such as attenuation and detector
blurring; and the statistical model that describes the uncertainty of PET data, that is
usually poissonian, since photon detection is Poisson distributed.
2.6.2.1 MLEM
The MLEM method was introduced by Dempster et al in 1977 [274] and first applied
to PET by Shepp and Vardi [275] and Lange and Carson [276]. For an image recon-
struction with a Poisson likelihood cost function, the MLEM algorithm is given by the
iterative equation [271]
xn+1i =
xni∑NLOR
j′ aj′i
NLOR∑
j=1
aji
yj∑P
k=1 ajkx
n
k
, (2.42)
where xni is the image estimate for voxel i at iteration n, NLOR are the number of
detector pairs in coincidence, and P are the number of voxels. The flowchart of the
algorithm is shown in fig. 2.47. The first estimate, usually a uniform distribution x1i = 1
is forward projected into the projection domain (denominator of the second term in
the right hand side of equation 2.42). Then, the comparison between estimated and
measured projections is determined by calculating their ratio. This ratio is backpro-
jected to the image domain and properly weighted, providing a correction factor. The
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denominator in the first term is equal to the sensitivity of the scanner, for a certain
voxel i. Finally, the current image estimate xn is multiplied by the correction term,
generating the new estimate xn+1. This process is repeated and the image estimate
converges to the ML solution [102, 271].
This algorithm produces very noise images due to the ill-conditioning of the problem.
One solution is stopping the algorithm before convergence, and several stopping rules
were proposed [277, 278]. In what concerns whole-body RPC-PET reconstruction, we
stopped the reconstruction at iteration 20, when the root mean squared error (RMSE)
between the simulated NCAT image and the reconstructed image reached a minimum.
Concerning the spatial resolution of the small-animal RPC-PET prototype, we mostly
stopped the algorithm at the iteration that minimized the FWHM of the profiles taken
through the maximum intensity region.
Another way of reducing the image noise is by applying a smoothing pos-filter to
the reconstructed image. However, this leads to a degradation of the spatial resolution,
which depends on the filter type [279, 280, 281]. Likewise, sieves [282] (an operation
that suppresses high frequency noise) can be applied to the image estimate after each
iteration to impose smoothness and reconstruction stability. For this reason, we intro-
duced a median filter between MLEM iterations in our reconstructions routines.
A major drawback of MLEM is its slow convergence. It usually takes 20-100 itera-
tions to achieve the desired image. The MLEM algorithm requires considerably more
computation time than FBP. However, several efforts are constantly being put forward
in order to enhance convergence speed issues. With the advent of parallel computing,
iterative algorithms have practically replaced analytical solutions.
2.6.3 OSEM
To overcome the slow convergence of the MLEM algorithm, the update equation was
rearranged to boost the image change at each iteration. The OSEM algorithm [283]
partitions the projection data into B subsets (typically mutually exclusive) and uses
only one subset of data Sb for each update. The iterative equation thus becomes
xn+1i =
xni∑
j′∈Sb aj′i
∑
j∈Sb
aji
yj∑P
k=1 ajkx
n
k
, (2.43)
where b is the index for the subset. OSEM convergence speed usually improves by a
factor B compared to MLEM, but the convergence to the ML solution is not guaranteed.
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Due to the increasing noise level with iterations, the algorithm is ended early and/or
the reconstruction is post-smoothed. Other variants of OSEM include re-scaled block-
iterative EM (RBI-EMML) [284] and the row-action ML (RAMLA) [285] algorithms,
which converge to the ML solution under certain circumstances. OSEM is currently
the most widely used iterative reconstruction algorithm.
2.6.4 AW-MLEM and AW-OSEM
Contrary to analytical algorithms, where data is corrected before reconstruction, MLEM
and OSEM algorithms may destroy the Poisson characteristics of data and introduce
a bias in the reconstruction, if that data is pre-corrected. This means that the MLEM
and OSEM algorithms should be applied to raw data and attenuation correction should
be included in the system matrix. The attenuation weighting of the MLEM algorithm
(AW-MLEM) is multiplicative and has been formulated by Hebert and Leahy [286],
xn+1i =
xni∑NLOR
j′ aj′i/αj′
NLOR∑
j=1
aji
yj∑P
k=1 ajkx
n
k
, (2.44)
where yj are the data corrected for all effects except attenuation, αj is the pre-computed
attenuation correction factor for LOR j, typically the ratio between the blank and trans-
mission scans. This algorithm is easily extended to the attenuation-weighted OSEM
algorithm [287]. In chapter 5, we will present a direct-TOF implementation of the
MLEM and OSEM algorithms applied to pre-corrected list-mode data, which seems to
preserve the Poisson characteristics of the data despite the considerations mentioned
above.
2.6.5 Other algorithms and current trends
There is a broad range of image reconstruction algorithms that are continuously being
created and improved to meet the specific needs of each imaging modality. In fig. 2.48
some of the most popular methods utilized in PET/SPECT/CT imaging are summa-
rized1. In appendix C, we present a broad range of reconstruction algorithms and their
1Backprojection of filtered projections (BFP); multiplicative algebraic reconstruction technique
(MART); simultaneous MART (SMART); conjugate gradient (CG); coordinate descent (CD); image
space reconstruction algorithm (ISRA); space-alternating generalized EM (SAGE); interior point (Int.
Point); grouped-coordinate ascent (GCA); paraboloidal surrogates coordinate descent (PSCD); func-
tional substitution coordinate descent (FSCD).
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Figure 2.48: Classification and examples of some image reconstruction algorithms utilized
in PET/SPECT/CT. Adapted from [288]
applicability to the different tasks required by state of the art PET imaging systems.
In conclusion, for the purpose of this work, we can state that the iterative recon-
struction approach has several key advantages over the analytical approach. Iterative
methods may present improved spatial resolution, since they replace the simple line
integral approximation measured by the imaging system with a model that reflects the
probability that a γ-ray emitted at a certain location in the object is detected in a
given projection element [2]. Generally, iterative methods can produce better signal-
to-noise ratios in regions of low tracer uptake at a given spatial resolution, leading to
improvements by a factor two over FBP, which is equivalent to a fourfold increase in
the effective sensitivity of the scanner. Another perspective is that the same quality
image could be obtained with iterative methods using just one quarter of the injected
dose or in one quarter of the imaging time. Iterative algorithms also provide a bet-
ter visibility of the contours of the body and produce reduced streak artifacts [271].
The disadvantages of iterative reconstruction related to computational complexity and
reconstruction times are being overcome with faster iterative algorithms that make
use of parallel computing. The option to use MLEM and OSEM algorithms is now
found on many commercial PET scanners and has been also our choice for the image
reconstruction of whole-body RPC-PET data.
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Part I
Small-Animal RPC-PET
(Experimental Results)
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3Experimental Setup and
Hardware
A
n experiment with RPC-PET detectors was carried out in order to deter-
mine the spatial resolution of a small-animal RPC-PET prototype. The
detector construction is fully described in section 3.1. In section 3.2, we
describe the structure of a 22Na needle-like source surrounded by a stain-
less steel cylinder. A setup has been assembled to image several radioactive sources. In
section 3.3, we characterize the main components of this setup, exposing the features
of a custom-made read-out electronics. A brief summary of the attributes of the data
acquisition system, developed by the HADES DAQ group, and its adaption to RPC-
PET needs is explored in section 3.4. Several tests of performance and stability of the
elements of the complete system are analysed in section 3.5. These measurements are
made on an ongoing basis. The ones here presented intend to assure the proper oper-
ation of the detectors and front-end electronics with high levels of reliability. This is a
fundamental requirement to comprehend the reconstructed images and spatial resolu-
tion results that will be presented in the next chapter. Relative activity of the different
sources utilized in this work are estimated in section 3.6.
3.1 Detector construction
The detector construction here described was developed and refined along several
months to produce the 5 gaps RPC-PET detector modules needed for the full assembly
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of an small-animal RPC-PET prototype. The final purpose was to produce 40 detec-
tion modules, 10 for each of the 4 heads of the scanner. The Computer-Aided Design
(CAD) view of the scanner architecture under construction and the full 10-detectors
head under tests are shown in fig. 3.1.
Figure 3.1: Small animal RPC–PET prototype consisting of four heads (presently under
commissioning). Left: CAD design of the whole system. Right: photograph showing one
head with ten fully instrumented detectors.
The illustration of a single detector is depicted in fig. 3.2. Supported by pictures,
we present a detailed description of the steps towards the conclusion of a detector ready
for electrical tests.
Figure 3.2: Small animal RPC–PET detector consisting of 6 stacked glass electrodes and
defining 0.35 mm gas gaps. The high voltage is applied on resistive ink painted on the
outer electrodes, while the others are left ellectrically-floating.
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The first three main steps in the detector construction must be accomplished in
three different days, while the last one can be done once on a large set of detectors.
These steps comprehend: i) glass cleaning; ii) detector assembly; iii) setup disassembly;
iv) painting and insulation.
• Glass Cleaning
– This step is done at LIP’s mechanical workshop. We start by sanding 102
glass plates (80 × 80 × 0.4 mm3). A sandpaper with a coarse grain (220) is
used to adjust the width of the glass plates, since it varies between 80 and
81 mm. This step is very delicate, since the force (applied with the fingers)
must be correctly balanced along the plate edge to avoid glass shattering.
A softer sandpaper (800) is then employed to smooth the edges roughness,
thus eliminating spots where discharges can be triggered.
– Once sanded, the glass plates are displaced as depicted in fig. 3.3 1). Before
being cleaned in an ultrasound bath of water and soap, several paper layers
are inserted between glass plates for surface protection, as the contact could
originate scratches. This cleaning in the ultrasound bath lasts one night.
– The next day, each glass plate is cleaned with water and rubbed by hand,
with latex gloves on. They are immediately dried with compressed air to
remove water droplets. This must be done carefully to avoid glass break.
Afterwards, they are also placed between paper layers, as shown in fig. 3.3
1), and taken into the clean chamber.
• Detector Assembly
– The detectors are constructed using a custom-made tool, shown in fig. 3.3
2). This ancillary mounting tool is made of aluminium and teflon, the latter
being immune to the resin used to hold the detector elements.
– We roll the fishing line of 0.35 mm diameter that defines the gap between the
glass plates around the polyvinyl chloride (PVC) tool, shown in fig. 3.3 3).
The fishing line is subsequently cut with a sharp blade. This task requires
two persons, one to hold the PVC tool and stretch the fishing line and
another one to cut it. Five cut fishing lines pass through the holes on the
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flat surface of each of the five spacers (see fig. 3.3 4)) and are tied with a
knot. On the opposite face of the spacer, there is a cavity to fill with resin
for fixing the fishing lines to the spacer. Each spacer has the dimensions of
3.85 × 2.5 × 1.85 mm3 and they are separated from each other by 19.5 mm.
The tied phishing lines are gently screwed against the aluminium structure
with the concern of leaving the outer phishing lines closer to the center of
the structure.
– One by one, the glass plates are cleaned from dust with air flow and piled
up in the mounting structure. After the positioning of the first glass plate,
the mounting procedure follows with the stretching of five bottom fishing
lines, as presented in fig. 3.3 5). The next procedure is to put another glass
plate over the fishing lines and stretch other 5 fishing lines, and so on, until
we reach the last glass plate. At the end, we have 6 glass plates and 5
gaps, utilizing 5 fishing lines to define each gap. The fishing lines are then
stretched and joined together with a common adhesive tape.
– The top part that compresses the glass plates is set just above the top glass
plate. A part with 15 nylon screws and 8 metal screws (see fig. 3.3 2)) is
then attached to the mounting structure. First, we check that the nylon
screws are unscrewed. Then, the metal screws are screwed to the mounting
structure. Next, the nylon screws are gently screwed from the center to the
edges until they touch the part that compresses the glass plates, applying a
slight pressure on it.
– The 25 fishing lines sticking out from the right side are then inserted in 5
spacers. The 10 spacers are then gently pressed against the glass plates with
a toothpick, as depicted in fig. 3.3 6).
– The first row of 3 nylon screws are unscrewed and the corresponding fishing
line is stretched and wrapped around the right metal screw, in the same way
we did with the left metal screws. Two persons are needed to perform this
step: one to stretch and wrap the fishing line with pliers and another one to
screw and attach the fishing line to the aluminium structure. The unscrewed
nylon screws are screwed again, and we repeat the process for the next four
rows of nylon fishing lines. The first person who controls the strain in the
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fishing lines should keep the outer fishing lines more strained, since the glass
plates tolerate more tension on that region and, additionally, that blocks
the resin flow into the detector. The inner fishing lines should be kept more
relieved. This is a key point to prevent the top glass from breaking along
the middle fishing line. Most of the unsuccessful detectors broke there due
to an over-stretching, but we only realized it afterwards.
– In order to insert the acrylic part that supports the detector inside the
drawer (see fig.3.3 7)), the first row of nylon screws is unscrewed and the
teflon part removed. The corners of these acrylic parts must be sanded and
rounded off. Each acrylic part has the dimensions of 80 × 9.5 × 3.8 mm3.
The holes inside the acrylic part have to be well cleaned to favor the resin
drain, at a later stage. After the correct placement of the acrylic part, the
top nylon screws must be screwed again tightly.
– Aside, we prepare the epoxy adhesive ARALDITE® Standard that takes 14
hours to attain full strength. We insert it in a syringe by the top and push
the piston. With the green needle (see fig. 3.3 7)) we start inserting the resin
by the middle of the acrylic part, (say, hole number 3), while compressing
the piston very slowly. We follow the fluid flow between the fishing lines and
the acrylic part in both directions. Once it reaches the next hole, we move
the needle to that hole and keep injecting the resin, repeating the procedure
till the last hole (number 5). In the last hole, we inject the resin till it reaches
the spacer, at the same time ensuring that the spacer does not move. We
then repeat the procedure for holes number 2 and number 1. We keep the
pressure of the acrylic part against the detector with the previously removed
teflon part, by screwing it again to the aluminium structure.
– The last two procedures are repeated for the opposite detector side. Once
finished the sticking of the acrylic parts, we change the needle to the red one
in order to stick the 10 spacers to the fishing lines. The mounted structure at
this stage can be seen in fig. 3.3 8). Once the spacers cavities are filled with
resin, we lay the mounting structure aside with the fishing lines pointing
upwards, and wait for the next day to remove the detector module.
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• Setup disassembly
– We start removing the detector module by cutting the fishing lines with a
sharp blade.
– The nylon screws are unscrewed as well as the metal screws in order to
remove the top part which keeps the pressure on the detector.
– The lateral teflon parts which hold the spacers are gently removed with the
help of a screwdriver utilized as a lever that pivots about one screw. The
force is equally applied on each side of the part and the resin surplus in
the spacers cavities removed with a X-Acto-knife. The left parts and the
mounted detector are depicted in fig. 3.3 9). The two remaining teflon parts
are easily removed. We finally make use of a screwdriver to remove the
detector very carefully from the bottom teflon part while supporting the
tool on the aluminium mounting structure.
• Painting and Insulation
– After removing the resin surplus with a X-Acto-knife, one small copper strap
is sticked to each detector wall, as depicted in fig. 3.4 10), for feeding the
high-voltage electrodes.
– We utilized two types of high-voltage electrodes: a thin electrode made
of a thin SEMITRON® plate epoxied to the outer glasses and a resistive
ink developed by Eng. Lu´ıs Lopes, used to paint both detector walls, as
depicted in fig. 3.4 11). Before painting, the detectors must be protected
from contamination of the gas gaps with a common adhesive tape, as shown
in fig. 3.4 10). The first measurements were made utilizing the SEMITRON
electrodes. However, the resistive ink performed better for long times, it is
cheaper and easier to handle, so it was adopted since its development. A
high conductive ink ring is painted around the detector equally distributing
the high voltage to the whole surface.
– We insulate the detector high voltage with several layers of Kapton® insu-
lator with resistivity of ρ = 1016 Ω cm. The detector walls, as well as the
copper straps and the faces where the spacers are located must be carefully
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insulated, since any faulty insulation can lead to a discharge, which may
damage the detector or the read-out electronics.
– Finally, each detector module is fully closed, apart from four small openings
near the corners, which let the gas in and out of the module (see arrows in
fig. 3.4 12).
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Figure 3.3: Construction of RPC-PET detectors: assembly and disassembly.
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Figure 3.4: Construction of RPC-PET detectors: painting and insulation.
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3.2 Construction of a needle-like 22Na source
To evaluate the system spatial resolution, a technique was purposed which consisted on
inserting a 22Na source in a hollow cylinder (inner diameter - 250µm; outer diameter -
500µm) made of stainless steel (see fig. 3.5). The source itself consists of a solution of
Figure 3.5: Scheme of the 22Na needle-like source immersed into a hollow cylinder, the
latter made of stainless steel
NaCl (with 22Na isotope) deposited on a short piece of cotton thread and evaporated.
Then, the thread was moved into the stainless steel needle.
The stopping profile of energetic positrons emitted by a radioactive source can be
described by
P (z) = αe−αz, (3.1)
where P (z)1 represents the probability of positron penetration to the depth z, with
1Brandt & Paulin [289] have described the implantation profiles of positrons from 64Cu sources,
with maximum kinetic energy 0.65 MeV, in 14 different solids, ranging in density from 0.9 to 9 g/cm3
by P+(x) = e
− x
R+ . Derenzo [51] questioned whether the exponential relationship between positron
transmission and absorber thickness was still valid for surrounding media. Therefore, an experiment
using very thin sources deposited on mylar foils and surrounded by low density polyurethane foam
was carried out. He measured the positron range distributions (PRDs) for 18F, 11C,68Ga, and 82Rb
sources. The same sources were also surrounded by aluminium to measure all broadening effects other
than positron range. He came along with an empirical PSF that includes the positron range effects
only, q(r) = Ae−
r
r1 + (1− A)e− rr2 , and determined the best fit values of A, r1, and r2. The observed
PSF, p(r), is a convolution of q(r) and the PSF in metal f(r).
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the absorption coefficient α being given by
α = 16
ρ
E1.4max
[cm−1], (3.2)
where ρ is the material density and Emax is the maximal energy of the emitted positrons [290].
For positrons emitted by a 22Na source (maximum beta energy = 0.546 MeV) and for a
stainless steel density, ρ = 8 g/cm3, the characteristic penetration, 1/α, is 33 µm. Given
the geometry of the stainless steel cylinder, the wall absorbs 99.95% of the positrons
emitted radially. Additionally, most of them actually annihilate inside the hollow cylin-
der, more precisely, in the thread where the radioactive solution is deposited.
Figs. 3.6 and 3.7 show the setup used to construct the needle-like 22Na source and
the preparation tests with a 23NaCl solution, respectively.
Figure 3.6: Setup mounted to construct a 22Na needle-like source.
The resulting source (see fig. 3.8) was achieved with the participation of ICNAS,
and colleagues from Physics Department and LIP1.
1 Dr. Paulo Gordo, Dra. Fa´tima Ferreira Marques, Dr. Alberto Blanco, and Dr. Francisco Alves.
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Figure 3.7: Snapshots of two movies made with a digital microscope for the simulation
of the radioactive solution deposition on a cotton thread (left) and its displacement into
the stainless steel hollow cylinder (right).
Figure 3.8: 22Na needle-like source.
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3.3 Experimental setup and electronics
A setup with two parallel RPC-PET detectors (a and b in fig. 3.9) was assembled in
order to determine the contribution of the detectors with the full read-out electronics
and data processing to the spatial resolution of the system under construction.
Figure 3.9: Experimental setup with 4 assembled detectors and front-end electronics.
Other two detectors (c and d in fig. 3.9), separated by 45 cm and aligned with
the inner detectors, were additionally mounted to study the contribution of the non-
collinearity effect to the system spatial resolution. These distant detectors were epoxied
with SEMITRON, while the inner detectors were painted with resistive ink.
The two inner detectors were disposed parallel to each other, separated by 4 cm,
and mounted on a small-animal RPC-PET head structure (see fig. 3.10, left). This
structure was fixed to a PVC base, and the radioactive sources placed equally distant
to both detectors. The movement of the needle-like source, in steps of 0.2 mm is
achieved with the help of a remotely controlled step-motor. Additionally, two acrylic
plates abut the X and Y read-out PCB electrodes to preserve the distance from these
pick-up electrodes to the detector module, which is essential to the measurement of
the position of the photon hits. A sheet of clear acetate film was inserted between the
read-out printed circuit board (PCB) electrodes and the detector to insulate the high
voltage (HV) from the PCB electrode ground (see fig. 3.10, right).
The setup was fixed to an aluminium box container fed with a gas mixture of 90%
C2H2F4 + 10% SF6 under continuous flow. The HV was supplied by a 2 CAEN High
Voltage Power Supply N471A (± 8kV/8µA, 1 nA resolution). An HV splitter was used
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Figure 3.10: Concluded detector inserted in a drawer (left) that fits in the scanner head
(right). A step motor moves the source in the vertical direction by remote control.
to perform measurements on different detectors and to test a full 10-detectors head.
Capacitors of 6 kV and 10 nF in series with a 1MΩ resistor are used to uncouple the HV
from the charge signal. The aluminium box container was sealed and any gas leakage
verified (see fig. 3.11).
Figure 3.11: The aluminium box container, sealed against gas leakage, constitutes a
Faraday cage to avoid environment RF noise from reaching the charge amplifiers.
Each of the two detectors utilized in this work had an effective front face of 8 ×
8 cm2 and consisted of 5 gas gaps with a total thickness of 5 mm. The full detector
area covers the LORs inclined up to an angle of 58◦. The Z axis is perpendicular to the
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plane defined by each of the two detectors (i.e., it crosses the detector planes), whereas
the X axis defines the longitudinal direction of the source (see fig. 3.12). The X and
Figure 3.12: Two parallel small-animal RPC-PET detectors separated by 4 cm were used
to scan a 22Na disk source. The Z axis is perpendicular to the plane of the detectors.
Y coordinates are measured by collecting the charge signals induced on twenty four
pickup strips, 4-mm-pitch, on the outer printed circuit boards (see fig. 3.13).
Each X-strip delivers some of the induced charge to a common PCB track via
a 40 pF capacitor and the remainder to a charge amplifier via a choke (MURATA
BLM21BB201SH1). The common track is connected to a custom timing amplifier and
a comparator partially similar to [291] via two equal length cables. This arrangement
directs the high-frequency signal components towards the timing amplifiers and the
low frequencies towards the charge amplifiers. The 24 Y -strips are arranged in the
perpendicular direction similarly to the X-strips, except that here the common track is
split in two, one each side of the Y -strips, connected via 20pF capacitors. The shielding
of the cables leading to the timing amplifiers is connected to these tracks [19].
The timing electronics depicted in fig. 3.14 is composed of two channels. Each
channel has a low noise monolithic microwave integrated circuit (MMIC) amplifier
(LNA), commonly used to amplify very weak signals.
Both channels of the LNA connect to a ultra-high-speed comparator (MAXIM
MAX9601), which features extremely low propagation delay (500 ps). The dual-channel
positive emitter-coupled logic (PECL) output comparator incorporates latch enable and
hysteresis [5]. A slow and noisy input signal can trigger several times the discrimination
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Figure 3.13: Schematic representation and photography of the read-out PCB electrodes
and the readout circuit. From [19].
hysteresis prevents such oscillations. The latch-enable control permits tracking or sam-
pling mode of operation, the circuit having two stable states, thus allowing to block a
component in the required one. The threshold voltage is controlled via a potentiometer.
The output signal sends a low-voltage differential signaling (LVDS) with time in-
formation to the data acquisition (DAQ) time to digital converter (TDC) channels and
a trigger signal to a discriminator (Octal Discriminator PS Mod.705). The LVDS ca-
bles must be kept away from the front-end electronics (FEE) input, since they create
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Figure 3.14: Timing electronics is composed of two channels with two custom timing
amplifiers, a dual discriminator, and a comparator. The connection output to the time
to digital converter (TDC) channels is made by low-voltage differential signaling (LVDS)
cables.
electromagnetic noise.
The coincidence triggers are given by a threshold set on the sum of the discriminator
output signals. The coincidence time window is defined in this unit, as well as the
coincidence discrimination threshold voltage. The coincidence discrimination method
is described in fig. 3.15. The output signal is sent to the input trigger of a gate/delay
Figure 3.15: Method for the determination of a coincidence based on the sum of two of
the discriminator output signals. The coincidence discrimination threshold voltage is set
slightly below the output signals sum [292].
generator (Quad Gate/Delay Generator PS Mod. 794). A gate of 1 µs is generated
inhibiting all discriminator channels through the Veto. A transistor-transistor logic
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(TTL) signal is sent to the DAQ trigger input, via a converter, thus informing that
a coincidence took place and triggering the DAQ to store the charge and time signals
sent by the FEE.
The charge signals are amplified in 8 mother-boards, depicted in fig. 3.16, which
a) b)
Figure 3.16: a) 24 channel charge amplifier mother-boards. Each readout electrode needs
one such board. The 8 boards are capable of reading each coordinate of each small-animal
PET head. From those boards an output of 192 channels connect to the 24 ADCs present
in the DAQ system; b) 4 channel daughter-board.
are capable of reading each channel of each small-animal RPC-PET head. The charge
amplifiers with 10µs integration time feed 40MHz streaming analog to digital convert-
ers (ADCs) (ADC specifications presented in next section). Each mother-board has 6
daughter-boards, each of them capable of amplifying the signal of 4 strips of the corre-
sponding read-out PCB electrode. A problem of this present electronics is the power
dissipation; at 6.25 V the whole system consumes approximately 8 A.
One major problem that affected our acquisitions was the digital noise coming
from the DAQ. To deal with it, appropriated filters were placed between the charge
amplifying mother-boards and the DAQ. Additionally, the DAQ and the experiment
box container were laboriously grounded. A Faraday cage covering the charge amplifiers
was attached to the box container and three notch filters, tuned to the main noise
bandwidth, were placed between the feedthrough that carry the detector time signals
to the time FEE LNA.
The inner detectors were placed with the cathode electrode closer to the source,
once the avalanche develops from the cathode to the anode. Consequently, in this
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arrangement the gain is higher, thus making detectable the small charge events.
Preliminary tests with a full 10-detectors head were accomplished with the goal of
identifying the triggered detector (see fig. 3.17).
Figure 3.17: Top left: Full 10-detectors head mounted on the small-animal RPC-PET
structure. Other Photo show several views of a trial experiment with the 10-detectors head
in line with the inner detectors aiming at a higher sensitivity.
3.4 DAQ system
The DAQ system was primarily conceived to cope with the requirements of the high
acceptance di-electron spectrometer (HADES) detector. Meanwhile, this system has
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been re-designed to meet the needs of experiments with heavy ions and higher beam
energies, where data rate was of special concern, the aim of the upgraded HADES DAQ
being to reach a trigger rate of 100 kHz. This clearly meets the needs of small-animal
RPC-PET, where we expect a trigger rate of 15kHz for an activity in mice of 100µCi.
However, in our experiment, we are just dealing with one single sub-system, while in the
HADES experiment several such sub-systems must be connected through a common
network setup for reading out 80,000 individual detector cells.
All electronics of the DAQ system are based on platforms equipped with field pro-
grammable gate arrays (FPGAs) and optical links, and all data links run a dedicated
network protocol, TrbNet. The time signal is sent to the HADES TDC read-out board
(TRB) and the amplified charge signal to an Addon to this board (see fig. 3.18).
According to [18], each TRB2 TDC platform uses four high precision time to digi-
a) b) c)
Figure 3.18: Main DAQ boards: a) TDC Read-out Board, from [293]; b) Addon; c) Cen-
tral Trigger System.
tal converters (HPTDCs), which allows monitoring 128 channels with a time resolution
of 40 ps (rms) in regular mode or of 32 channels in high-precision mode, with a time
resolution of 16 ps (rms). The TRB2 is now used world-wide in many different applica-
tions, and a next-generation TDC board is being built, the TRB3. It uses FPGA-based
TDC circuits with a time resolution of 10 ps, and a high rate capability of 20 MHz
per channel [294]. In total, the board is being designed to house 256 TDC channels
allowing a good integration in experiments with high channel count, which is the case
of RPC-PET.
The Addon consists of 3 Lattice ECP2M FPGAs, two of them containing 96 ADC
channels with 40 MSPS and 10 bit resolution, and the third provides the connectivity
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via optical links running TrbNet protocol and bi-directional Gigabit Ethernet for read-
out and slow-control process. Both the trigger and the read-out processes are controlled
by the central trigger system (CTS). The Trb network is described in fig. 3.19.
Figure 3.19: The TrbNet network is divided into three channels. The first one handles
sending triggers from the Central Trigger System to the front-ends and busy-release infor-
mation in the return path. Data are stored in the front-ends until a read-out request is
received on the second channel. Data is then forwarded to hubs and converted to Gigabit
Ethernet. The third channel handles all slow-control accesses. From [18].
There is a network hub through which data are extracted from TrbNet (optical
network) and sent to the server (”the event-builder”) via commercial Ethernet switch.
The gigabit ethernet standard (GbE) was chosen because it supports routing of data to
different server nodes, it can be built with off-the-shelf components and the integration
to common hardware platforms is provided. Optical links run at 2.5 Gb/s and the
Gigabit Ethernet interfaces can send up to 100MB/s each to the event-builder.
So far, the acquisitions have been performed with a desktop PC with 4 CPU cores, 3
hard-disks (3 TB) and 4GB RAM memory. The event-builder receives the data stream
from our system and assembles the event. Data are then written to local disk storage.
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3.5 Hardware measurements
3.5.1 Comparing high-voltage electrodes of SEMITRON and resis-
tive ink
A major cause to look for an alternative to SEMITRON electrodes was the difficulty
to manage this material and the effect of charge depletion with time. In fig 3.20 we
can see that detectors c and d, whose electrodes are made of SEMITRON, suffer from
a charge drift to right channels1 in the Y electrodes with time. This means that the
region closer to the copper straps looses charge along the time. This issue is overcome
with the use of resistive ink (detector a and b).
I II
Figure 3.20: Multiplicity in the 24 channels of each electrode at a given time point (I) and
after one day of continuous operation (II). Detectors a and b were painted with resistive
ink, while detectors c and d were epoxied with SEMITRON. A drift to the right channels
is clearly observed in the Y electrodes of detectors c and d.
In fig. 3.21, we compare signals directly induced with a small pad (∼5 mm2) fed
by pulse generator on a glass detector, on a detector coated with SEMITRON, and on
a detector painted with resistive ink. They all agree, but to achieve this goal, a big
effort has been made to obtain the ideal resistivity. In many previous attempts, a large
dispersion of charges was observed for different mixtures (different resistivities) of the
ink. Concerning stability, we measured a resistivity of 6.4×1010 Ω cm on 12/06/29 and
1After one day of continuous operation, an increase in the multiplicity of the right channels is
observed. Multiplicity is the number of events per channel whose charge is above a given threshold.
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a very similar resistivity of 6.9×1010 Ω cm on 12/07/06, keeping the detector under a
constant applied voltage of 14 kV and consuming 20 nA with a 60Co source.
Figure 3.21: Induced signal on a: glass detector (top); detector coated with SEMITRON
(middle); detector painted with resistive ink.
3.5.2 Checking the integrity of the read-out channels
Some channels could not read the charge induced on the strips because they were
interrupted somewhere along the path from the read-out electrodes to the ADCs. Fur-
thermore, when any daughter board of the amplifying mother-boards was not working
properly, or a bad connection happened in the connectors, or even a problem emerged
from the read-out PCB electrodes, this could result in a dead channel, whose cause
had to be identified. If the problem was downstream the mother-boards, we injected
a signal with a pulse generator through a capacitor in every flat-cable, one by one, at
the entry of each mother-board and checked if all the ADC channels read that signal.
Conversely, if the problem was upstream the mother-boards, somewhere inside the alu-
minium box container, we disconnected the flat-cable connecting the mother-board to
a certain X or Y read-out PCB electrode and injected a signal on this flat-cable. By
capacitive coupling, the corresponding X or Y electrode should collect charge and be
read by the ADC channels. Such example is shown in fig. 3.22, where a signal is injected
on a flat-cable that goes to electrode Y and couples capacitively to every channel of
electrode X.
One fast way to look for dead channels is by plotting the coefficients of correlation
of each of the 88 channels (spare channels not included) with each other. This is visible
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Figure 3.22: Signal conduction test between the channels of the read-out PCB electrodes
and the ADC channels. All channels seem operational.
in fig. 3.23 a), where channel 17 of electrode X of detector a seems to have a problem
which has to be identified. Figs. 3.23 a) and b) show the coefficients of correlation
between channels of detectors c, 45 cm away. We can see a correlation between the
channels of electrodes X and electrodes Y of both detector pairs, signaling the origin
of the almost collinear photons.
a) b)
Figure 3.23: Coefficients of correlation for the 88 detector channels for detectors c and d
before (a) and after (b) repairing channel 17 of electrode X.
An additional method to find any problem in the read-out PCB electrodes, once the
box is sealed and under gas flux, is by measuring the capacitance between consecutive
wires in the flat-cable. Such measurements have been made and are shown in fig. 3.24.
Because the measurements are made on a pair of wires, we do not know which of the two
has a problem. The figure suggests that the channel 2 of electrode cX and the channels
15 and 16 of electrode cY have problems. Fortunately, this time-consuming method
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was not frequently adopted, since such problems rarely appeared on the read-out PCB
electrodes.
Figure 3.24: Capacitance between each pair of consecutive wires in the flat-cables that
connect the read-out PCB electrode strips to the charge amplifying FEE.
3.5.3 Counting rate, electric current and stability measurements
We have tested the background counting rate and the electric current with increasing
applied voltage for detectors epoxied with SEMITRON and painted with resistive ink
(see fig. 3.25). While the SEMITRON detectors change their behavior along time,
a) b) c)
Figure 3.25: Background counting rate for: a) SEMITRON detectors; b) Resistive Ink
detectors. c) Background counting rate and electric current for two SEMITRON detectors.
painted detectors show a more stable behavior. Fig. 3.25 c) compare two SEMITRON
detectors. Detector 2 has a higher counting rate and consumes higher electric cur-
rent. That may depend on the temperature and humidity conditions at the moment of
the measurements and on the elapsed time since high-voltage application. The same
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behavior is observed in the presence of a source (see fig. 3.27, b).
When we bring a source close to the detector the counting rate increases substan-
tially, as observed in fig. 3.26 a). The behavior of the consumed electric current in the
a) b)
Figure 3.26: a) Counting Rate and b) electric current in the presence of a source for
SEMITRON detectors.
presence of a source is show in fig. 3.26 b).
In figs. 3.27 we address the response of a SEMITRON detector to different sources
(a), the behavior of two SEMITRON detectors to the same source (b) and the influ-
ence of temperature on the counting rate (c). The red squares of fig. 3.27 c) represent
a) b) c)
Figure 3.27: a) Comparison of the counting rate and electric current in the presence of
two different sources for one SEMITRON detector; b) Comparison of the counting rate and
the electric current of two SEMITRON detectors in the presence of one source; c) Effect
of the chamber temperature on the counting rate. Red squares correspond to the source
positioned closer to the detector.
a warmed chamber with the source closer to the RPC detector. The increase in the
counting rate is substantial. In all the measurements, the detectors started increasing
their gain above 12 kV. The electric current has a linear dependence with the applied
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voltage, while the counting rate varies exponentially. These tests to the detector mod-
ules were carried out in order to verify their proper operation and readiness to be
mounted in the scanner head. RPC performance tests may take several weeks or even
years [295], and consequently are out of the scope of this work.
A measurement of the valid coincidence counting rate is show in fig. 3.28. The
a) b)
Figure 3.28: Evolution of the valid coincidence counting rate for: a) an increasing applied
voltage with a threshold set at 200mV; b) an increasing threshold with an applied voltage
of 7kV. It was not possible at the time of these measurements to set the threshold below
140mV.
data, for two SEMITRON detectors in coincidence, with a source between them, show
a rough linear dependence of the counting rate on both the applied voltage and the
threshold. We believed at the time of the measurements that we might achieve higher
rates with the notch filter at the entrance of the time FEE and working with resistive
ink detectors. More recent data have confirmed this expectation.
Fig. 3.29 presents the evolution of the rate of events crossing the source with the
applied voltage. This represents approximately 33% of the total events (signal). The
remainder events come essentially from coincidences with (Compton of) the “3rd pho-
ton”1 (background). These measurements were made with the needle-like source and
the adopted high-voltage was 7900V, since it seems not to compromise the efficiency.
A test on the stability of the current consumed by a full 10-detectors head is shown
in fig. 3.30. An increasing current due to the warm up of the aluminium box con-
1The 22Na source decays essentially by positron emission (90.6%) and electron capture (9.4%)
with the subsequent emission of two 511 keV photons and one 1.275 MeV photon (the “3rd photon”)
originated from the γ-decay of the resulting excited nucleus.
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tainer is observed at the beginning. The sealed box is warmed up by the 8 charge
amplifiers placed on top within the Faraday cage. A transient to a stable current is
observed, despite the oscillations at the end, alerting for a high-voltage leakage, which
was immediately fixed.
Figure 3.29: Rate of events crossing the needle-like source as a function of the applied
voltage.
Figure 3.30: Evolution of the current consumed by a full 10-detectors head with time.
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3.6 Relative activity measurements
If we have a source of known activity αk, the unknown activity αu of another source
of the same isotope can be determined from the ratio between the count rates of the
unknown Ru and of the known Rk, measured under the same conditions (geometry and
electronics),
αu = αk
Ru
Rk
. (3.3)
For this purpose, we used a system composed of a NaI scintillator crystal coupled
to a PMT. The PMT signals pass through a converter and spectroscopy chain (pre-
amplifier and linear amplifier) and feed a multi-channel analyser (MCA). We analysed
the spectra of 5 different 22Na sources. From those, we knew the fabrication date
of 3 disk sources and their original activity: 0.8 mCi and 0.08 mCi (2002/05/20);
26.5µCi (2005/10/15). The activity of the needle-like and W sources were unknown.
The measurements were made with the sources set 22.6 cm apart from the NaI, to
avoid pile-up causing a strong dead-time contribution. Fig. 3.31 shows the gamma-ray
spectra for the needle-like source and the 0.8 mCi disk-source, both obtained from a
600 s acquisition, the two distinct peaks corresponding to 511 keV and 1.275 MeV
photons.
a) b)
Figure 3.31: Gamma-ray spectra of 22Na for the: a) needle-like source; b) 0.8 mCi disk
source.
From the expected activity for the 3 know sources, we estimate from equation 3.3
the activity of the unknown sources. The ratio RuRk is obtained by dividing the integrals
of the corresponding peak areas. The results are presented in table 3.1.
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511 keV Known Sources
Unknown Sources 0.08 mCi 0.8 mCi 26.5µCi
0.08 mCi 5.0 5.6 4.5
0.8 mCi 45.0 50.1 40.5
26.5 µCi 4.6 5.1 4.1
Needle-like 39.2 43.7 35.2
W-source 6.2 7.0 5.6
1275 keV Known Sources
Unknown Sources 0.08 mCi 0.8 mCi 26.5µCi
0.08 mCi 5.0 5.6 4.5
0.8 mCi 45.2 50.1 40.7
26.5 µCi 4.6 5.1 4.1
Needle-like 41.1 45.6 37.0
W-source 6.3 7.0 5.7
Table 3.1: Estimated activies of the needle-like and W sources based on the known source
activities.
The summed activities of the needle-like and W sources divided by the deposited
solution volume of 7.5 µL should approximate the expected activity concentration of
10.85 µCi/µL, but the results are below the expectation for both measurements. The
needle-like source measurements suggest an activity of 44.6 ± 0.1 µCi.
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T
he data provided by our experimental setup followed a processing chain
with the ultimate goal of imaging radioactive sources and evaluating the
spatial resolution of our system. The process of decoding the raw data
provided by the DAQ system (see section 3.4) should be fast, as well as the
digital processing of the decoded data. In sections 4.1 and 4.2, we describe in detail both
processes and the time consumed which evolved in a most promising way1. At the end,
we were able to filter the different types of coincidences between the pairs of detectors.
The next step involved the data analysis which dealt with several issues fully explained
in section 4.3. A crucial achievement concerns the identification of the gap where the
avalanche developed, allowing a precise depth of interaction (DOI) measurement, thus
overcoming the limitations of the parallax associated to other kind of detectors used
in PET. A method for the determination of the position distribution of the triggered
events on the detectors is exploited, in accordance with the results presented by Fonte et
al. [19]. In section 4.5, we introduce a custom-made reconstruction routine based on
the MLEM algorithm and we evaluate its reliability with simulated data generated by
a custom-made event generator. We show reconstructed images of experimental data
obtained from the imaging of three different sources. In section 4.6, we assess the
spatial resolution of the system. Finally, in section 4.7, with detectors separated by
45 cm, we attempt to measure the photon non-collinearity contribution to the spatial
1We made efforts to process the data with reasonable computing resources and within a short time.
The data acquisition and decoding processes were carried out in the lab, while the digital processing was
accomplished on the GRID. Thus, the presented system processing chain was not primarily conceived
to deal with the final prototype requirements, which will be drawn up on a standalone computing basis.
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resolution and validate the results with simulated data. A brief summary of the work
in progress is addressed at the end of the chapter.
4.1 Decoding raw data
The acquisition chain stores the data in the raw HADES list-mode data (HLD) format
written in a local hard disk. The user defines the maximum size for each HLD file,
according to the trigger rate and computing capabilities. As depicted in fig. 4.1, each
file stored in the hard disk has a file header containing the time and date of its creation,
allowing the evaluation of the temporal evolution of the run.
Figure 4.1: Event coding including the time and charge measurements recorded by the
TRBSs and the Addons, respectively.
The HADES TDC read-out boards (TRBs) are able to store the timing measure-
ments of 128 channels. The TRB header indicates the number of words supplied for
the event, including leadings and trailings measurements. The data read-out from the
time to digital converter (TDC) is contained in 32 bit data packets. The packet format
is described in fig. 4.2. The first four bits of each packet define the type of data packet.
Converting to decimal format, the leading measurements start with number 4, while
trailing measurements start with number 5. The following four bits identify the TDC
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Figure 4.2: Packet format of the read-out data acquired by the TDCs. From [296].
chip which converts the data. In the event shown in fig. 4.1, the 4 TDCs of TRB1
generate 20 words. Time events are just generated by TDC 1, in its first and second
channel, complemented by the reference times. Incidentally, TRB2 registered several
measurements on channel 20 of TDC1, associated to some kind of noise on this channel.
The first Addon stores the charge for each of the 96 channels and writes 3176 words
per event. Excluding the four words from the header and the two words denoting which
field programmable gate array (FPGA) it corresponds to, it ends up with 1584 words
per FPGA. This value corresponds to the words associated to each of the 33 sums
of samples1 recorded by the 8 channels of each of the 12 analog to digital converters
(ADCs). The first four bits identify the ADC, followed by the next four bits indicat-
ing the channel and the next 8 bits indicating the sample number. The last 16 bits
correspond to the sampled value.
Although the number of words for the Addons are constant, the number of words
of the TRBs are variable, which renders the decoder code used for this purpose non-
parallelizable. Nevertheless, we can adapt the size of the HLD file to meet the compu-
tational needs depending on the trigger rate. For higher trigger rates, we decided to
set the HLD file size to 500MB (corresponding to roughly 20k events), write it to one
1The ADCs sample the charge signal through sums of 16 10-bit samples. From now on, for ease of
reading, we will refer to these sums as samples.
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hard drive and transfer it to the shared memory, where a ramdisk stores the HLD file
to be decoded. This avoids the time spent loading the data into the global memory,
this being the major bottleneck on the decoding process. While the decoder processes
a HLD file, another HLD file is already being transfered to the ramdisk. The output
is written to another hard drive, preventing I/O data transfer limitations. The output
is written to binary files which are then compressed with QuickLZ® and piped via se-
cure shell (SSH) to the nodes inside the Grid computing cluster (GRID). The QuickLZ
compressor shows the best throughput and tradeoff between speed and compressing ca-
pability [297, 298], reaching 308 MB/s per core. The task of decoding the HLD file and
compressing the output takes a few seconds, the bottleneck being the transfer speed
from the DAQ machine to the GRID, which in our case was limited to 100MBits/s. In
the GRID user interface machine, there is a script running permanently that submits
an array of jobs each time it receives a bunch of decoded HLD files. These jobs send
up to 24 simultaneous digital pulse processes – detailed in the following section – to
the available cores, but can be scaled when more computer resources are available. Our
goal is to process the data on the fly for later reconstruction.
4.2 Signals processing
4.2.1 Towards optimum measurement of the charge released by the
detector
Digital signal processing (DSP) is widely used in nuclear spectrometry in order to
produce digital signals describing the properties of radiation, such as the energy of
radiation. The energy is absorbed in solid state, proportional or scintillation detectors,
and converted into an electrical charge, which is usually contaminated with noise as
it passes through non-ideal front-end electronics (FEE) components. In RPC-PET,
we are concerned with an accurate measurement of the charge signal. Therefore, it is
important to process correctly the signal and remove the several sources of noise, such
as junction gate field-effect transistors (JFETs) and preamplifiers (series noise), and
the detector itself and its dark currents (parallel noise).
Signal processing methods different from the optimum one result in the loss of signal-
to-noise ratio. The problem of the optimum signal processing in the measurement of
the charge Q delivered by a detector can be presented as a search of a network which
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allows the best least-squares measurement of Q in the presence of the several sources
of noise [299].
Baldinger and Franzen [300] synthesized the best processing of detector signals
in the time domain, while Radeka and Karlovac [301] extended to the nuclear case
the theory of the matched filter with a frequency domain approach. Gatti and Man-
freddi [299] integrated these two approaches on optimum processing to make an ana-
lytically demonstration of the optimum signal-to-noise ratio. They move forward with
the calculation of the signal-to-noise ratio of some analog processors. In the class of the
time-invariant shapers, they present the trapezoidal shaping, used in nuclear radiation
detectors. There are networks that respond to a δ-impulse shaped detector current
with signals different from the triangle, like the inclusion of a flat-topped trapezoidal
response, used for instance to reduce the ballistic errors [302]. Flat-topped pulses vδ(t)
of suitable duration are also required for the cancellation of induction and cross-talk
signals.
Since the emergence of fast ADCs, FPGAs and DSPs, digital technology has evolved
quickly, thus replacing most of the classical analog components. The FPGA can handle
the readout, trigger decisions, and simple to medium levels of complexity of signal
processing [303]. DSP systems can perform more complex calculations and are being
continuously upgraded into very compact digital systems, mostly as standalone units,
thus comprising preamplifier and digital pulse processor all in one.
In our tests, we developed basic digital processing to remove noise from charge
signals. Fig. 4.3 shows a typical pulse processing scheme for charge estimation. The
Figure 4.3: Generic pulse processing scheme for charge estimation. Adapted from [304].
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input sequence S is convoluted with a filter impulse response X, giving an output
sequence W [304]. In what concerns the charge measurements in RPC-PET, we focused
on the employment of filtering techniques and optimized filters for a best estimation
of the signal to noise ratio. We had to set constraints in time domain for optimum
filter synthesis, such as a flat top equal or longer than the detector maximum charge
collection time.
4.2.2 Digital pulse processing in small-animal RPC-PET
The experimental setup composed by four detectors and eight pickup electrodes deliv-
ers charge through 24 channels per electrode to the 24 8-channel ADCs (described in
section 3.4). This charge is digitally filtered in the time domain by a trapezoidal shaper
with time constants 2µs, 1µs, 2µs (leading, top-flat, trailing) (see fig. 4.4). For the es-
Figure 4.4: Trapezoidal shaping.
timation of the voltage step in the presence of white noise, we convolute the measured
voltage step signal with a digital filter with a trapezoidal weighting function. Both the
voltage step and the trapezoidal filter output (TFO) are depicted in fig. 4.5. In this
case, we have a coincidence between the detectors a and c, and a delayed random signal
in detector b.
A first processor calculated the signal for each pick-up electrode as the average
charge in the strip with largest signal and in its six closest neighbors (three left and
three right). By means of a vote, depending on wether the average charge was above
a defined threshold in two of the four detectors, the processor accepted the event as
a valid coincidence. Because this processor allowed random events being accepted as
valid coincidences, an optimization on the chosen reference sample was reconsidered.
In order to quantify the charge collected by each ADC channel, some constraints have
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Figure 4.5: Voltage steps (top) and the corresponding trapezoidal filter output (bottom)
relative to the 24 channels of each signal pickup electrode X and Y , enclosing the detectors
a, b, c, and d.
to be set and the reference sample must be calculated1.
A second version of the processor envisaged a more efficient identification of the
detectors that produce valid coincidences. A starting lower cut on the charge collected
by each ADC channel allowed removing some baseline noise. For each channel, a
condition was set on the first and last three samples requiring those values to be below
20% of the maximum charge sampled on that channel. This condition avoided most of
the random events. An interpolation at half maximum on the leading and falling edge
of the TFO allowed determining the center of the TFO, and thus the reference sample.
An additional constraint consisted on only accepting the TFOs whose reference sample
was the same or next to the one obtained from the channel with larger signal. This
process can be visualized in fig. 4.6 where we have the TFOs corresponding to each
channel before (top) and after (bottom) getting through the imposed constraints.
In order to accept an event as a valid coincidence, we need to have at least one TFO
and the respective channel triggered in all the four read-out electrodes of two detectors.
The average of the reference samples rounded to the nearest integer is depicted on the
1As a first approach, we defined the 11th sample as the reference which we still use for hardware
debugging.
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Figure 4.6: Coincidence between the detectors a and c. TFOs relative to the 24 channels
of each signal pickup electrode X and Y , enclosing the detectors a, b, c, and d (top) and
the ones that got through the imposed constraints (bottom).
top of each plot of figs. 4.6 and 4.7. The absolute difference between these average
values for the four electrodes must be less than 2 (∆tmax ' 800 ns). Otherwise, the
double coincidence depicted in fig. 4.7 would be considered as a unique coincidence. This
double coincidence verifies all the constraints imposed so far. Consequently, we identify
a coincidence between detector a and b, and another coincidence between detector c
and d.
The integration of the processor on the decoder, all in C language, avoids writing
the output of the decoder on the hard drive, thus saving space and time. The resulting
output for 20k triggered events amounts to 2MB instead of the 100MB occupied by the
decoder output or the 500MB occupied by the HLD. We reached a maximum trigger
efficiency1 of 30%. The running time of the decoder, together with the processor is less
than 30 s for the 20k triggered events. This goal was pursued for higher trigger rates
and for future scans with mice. However, for the results presented in this work, we
kept the output of the decoder in order to optimize the processor and to keep the raw
1In this case, trigger efficiency corresponds to the ratio between the number of triggered coincidences
processed as valid and the number of triggers reaching the DAQ.
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Figure 4.7: Double coincidence between detectors a and b, and c and d. The average
reference samples matches for each coincidence.
data for other studies, such as the inefficiency of the trigger and the reduction of the
number of sums of samples.
The reliability of the method was verified by improving the processor with timing
filtering and pole-zero cancelation, producing similar results. (see fig. 4.8 and explana-
tion in the figure caption).
Figure 4.8: Processed charge distribution along the channels of each electrode for the
double coincidence. The match between the output of two different processing methods
(left and right) ensure their reliability.
As stated before, a running script hosted in a user interface machine of the GRID
waits permanently for the incoming data sent by the DAQ machine. Once it gets some
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data, it submits a job for each decoded HLD it receives. This script waits for the
submitted jobs to run, to submit another array of jobs and process the new data. This
way, it was possible, in one month, to acquire and process, automatically and without
interruptions, approximately 250M events (∼ 50k HLDs) resulting from the imaging of
the planar source.
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4.3 Event analysis
4.3.1 The k-means clustering technique
The so-called “k-means algorithm” was first used by MacQueen [305]. The purpose of
k-means clustering consists of achieving qualitative and quantitative insight into large
multivariate data sets. Like other data clustering techniques, k-means is a descriptive
data analysis technique and it is used to form clusters by evaluating similarities and
dissimilarities of intrinsic characteristics between different data points [306]. It belongs
to partitional clustering techniques and it is based on the iterative relocation of data
points between clusters. The goal is to produce groups of data points with a high degree
of similarity within each group and a low degree of similarity between groups [307]. It is
an algorithm of simple implementation, computationally efficient and with low memory
requirements. On the opposite side are the hierarchical clustering techniques, such as
“linkage”, that require large computational resources.
The first step of k-means algorithm is to choose the k initial centroids. In our work,
we knew previously the number of expected clusters corresponding to each gap (which
is 5). Because this algorithm has a bias to create clusters of equal size, we were in good
conditions to use it, with the clusters presenting a globular shape and similar size and
data densities.
4.3.2 Principal component analysis
Principal component analysis (PCA), one of the oldest multivariate statistical tech-
niques, is used by almost every scientific disciplin [308]. Initially conceptualized by Gal-
ton [309] and Pearson [310], its modern implementation was formalized by Hotelling [311].
The central idea of PCA is to reduce the dimensionality of a data set consisting of a
large number of interrelated variables, while retaining as much as possible of the varia-
tion present in the data set. This is achieved by transforming to a new set of variables,
the principal components (PCs), which are orthogonal, and thus uncorrelated, and
which are ordered so that the first few retain most of the variation present in all of
the original variables [312]. PCA usually analyzes a data table representing observa-
tions described by several dependent variables, which are, in general, inter-correlated.
PCA also represents the pattern of similarity of the observations and the variables by
displaying them as points in maps [308].
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In this work, we use the PCA to identify the gap between glass electrodes where the
avalanche developed. Together with the aforementioned k-means clustering technique,
this allows measuring the DOI, rendering RPC-PET essentially parallax-free.
A more detailed review of both aforementioned statistical tools is presented in
appendices D and E.
4.3.3 Application on gap identification
A simulation has been performed to evaluate the “propagation” of the electric weighting
field along the detector [19]. The detector cross section, along with the weighting field
(e.g. [313]) map for a 4 mm pitch strip is represented in fig. 4.9, left. The intensity of
the vertical weighting field for a generic strip as a function of the avalanche distance in
each gap is shown in fig. 4.9, right (vertical axis). The charge sharing between several
strips can be deduced from these curves by considering the different avalanche-strip
distances.
Figure 4.9: Representation of the detector cross-section (in meter) and of the weighting
field for a 4 mm pitch strip (left). The red lines are the electric field lines and the colors
map the intensity of the vertical component of the weighting field (in V/m). The intensity
of the weighting field for each gap as a function of the distance between the avalanche
and the centre of the strip is shown on the right. The x < 0 region was omitted owing to
reflection symmetry. From [19].
To identify the gap where the avalanche took place, an algorithm based on the
induced charge pattern was developed [19]. From the charge in the 3 strips with larger
signal, Q−1, Q0, Q1, we started by forming the following quantities: Q = Q−1+Q0+Q1,
q−1 = Q1/Q, q0 = Q0/Q, and q1 = Q1/Q. After applying the PCA to the induced
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charge on 3 contiguous strips (q−1, q0, q1), both on the simulated and experimental
data, we obtain the PC scores depicted in fig. 4.10. They share a very similar pattern,
and from its visualisation, it is possible to distinguish the 5 gaps where the avalanches
developed.
Figure 4.10: Histogram of PC scores S1 and S2 defining the 5 gaps. Left: results
from electrostatic simulation. Middle: results from experimental data. Right: overlap of
simulated and experimental data demonstrating the agreement between both.
A PCA of the simulated data corresponding to gap 1 extracts three principal com-
ponents with eigenvalues of 1.98, 1.02, and 0, respectively. The other gaps behave
similarly with the eigenvalues converging to 2 and 1, respectively, with increasing gap
number. The component 1 explains 66% of the total variance, while the component 2
accounts for the remaining 34%. The squared loadings depicted in Table 4.1 produce
the proportion of variance of each variable explained by each of the first two com-
ponents, since component 3 does not contribute at all, thus being redundant. From
Loadings Squared
(L) Loadings (L2) A
′
Σ A
′
R
PC q−1 q0 q1 q−1 q0 q1 q−1 q0 q1 q−1 q0 q1
1 0.994 0 -0.994 0.988 0 0.988 -0.707 0 0.707 0.707 0 -0.707
2 -0.112 1 -0.112 0.013 1 0.013 -0.408 0.817 -0.408 -0.110 0.988 -0.110
3 0 0 0 0 0 0 -0.577 -0.577 -0.577 -0.699 -0.156 -0.699
Σ 1 1 1
Table 4.1: Component loadings from simulated data for gap 1. The elements of matrix
A
′
are also provided.
matrix L2, we conclude that variables q−1 and q1 are almost completely explained by
component 1, while variable q0 is totally explained by component 2. For component 1,
there is a common but negative association (note the signs in matrix L) between vari-
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able q−1 and q1. The matrix A
′
Σ and A
′
R, which define the component scores depicted
in fig. 4.10, differ mainly on the second component, thus reflecting in the amplitude
of the stripes. Moreover, the signs of the component 1 are inverted for both matrices,
consequently the scores along the S1 axis become symmetrically inverted.
The results of the PCA applied to experimental data are shown in table 4.2. As
Loadings Squared
(L) Loadings (L2) A
′
Σ A
′
R
PC q−1 q0 q1 q−1 q0 q1 q−1 q0 q1 q−1 q0 q1
1 0.968 -0.018 -0.962 0.937 0 0.926 -0.709 0.004 0.705 0.709 -0.013 -0.705
2 0.252 -1 0.272 0.063 1 0.074 -0.404 0.817 -0.411 0.236 -0.938 0.255
3 0 .009 0.005 0.009 0 0 0 -0.578 -0.577 -0.578 0.662 0.347 0.664
Σ 1 1 1
Table 4.2: Component loadings from experimental data for electrode X of detector a.
The elements of matrix A
′
are also provided.
stated before, the agreement with simulated data is very notorious, as shown in fig. 4.10.
The eigenvalues for the three principal components, sorted in decreasing order, are
respectively: λ1 = 1.86, τ1 = 62%; λ2 = 1.14, τ2 = 38%; λ3 = 0, τ3 = 0%. We notice
a small difference on component 2, which accounts for 7% of the variance of variables
q−1 and q1. The other values confirm the results obtained from simulated data. Matrix
A
′
R has also small disagreement concerning component 2, which reflects only on the
amplitude of the stripes. By this reason, we chose to work with the matrix of the
eigenvectors obtained from the covariance matrix, A
′
Σ, which indicates more reliable
data. We state in appendix D that an advantage of covariance matrices holds in the
special case when all the variables are measured in the same units, which is the case.
Standardizing the variables to give correlations is equivalent to making an arbitrary
choice of measurement units. Nevertheless, when the variables have widely differing
variances, the first few PCs usually contain little information apart from the relative
sizes of variances, and the correlation matrix is preferable. However, this seems not to
be the case.
To proceed with gap identification, we need to define the angle between the PC
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scores S1 and S2 as well as the amplitude. Thus, the following quantities were formed
α = −arctan
(
S2
S1
)
, (4.1)
G = S21 + S
2
2 (4.2)
If we assume the quantities G and α as being the polar coordinates r and φ, respectively,
we can convert them to the cartesian coordinates U = r cos(a φ), and V = r sin(a φ).
An histogram relating the Ux and Uy coordinates corresponding respectively to the
electrodes X and Y of one detector is presented in fig. 4.11, left. The scalar a in u
ranges between 0.6 and 1 for a maximum intensity in the histogram, ensuring that
the clusters are compact. The 5 gaps are perfectly distinguishable. By means of the
Figure 4.11: Method of gap identification: histogram of the variables Ux and Uy, obtained
from the defined variables α and G (left); scatter plot dividing the experimental data into
5 clusters corresponding to the 5 gaps where the avalanches developed (right).
statistical clustering tool, kmeans, it is possible to partition the data into 5 clusters.
The kmeans separates the data points into 5 different sets, corresponding respectively
to the 5 gaps, ordered from the first to the fifth gap, as depicted in fig. 4.11, right.
Each color corresponds to a cluster, consequently, to a certain gap1. The results show
that the middle gap has more statistics followed by the second and fourth gap, and
ultimately, by the first and the fifth gap.
1An alternative tool, linkage, creates a tree of hierarchical clusters using Euclidean distances be-
tween the observations, and produces similar results. Once it is computationally heavier and the
clusters are formed in a hierarchical way, it becomes difficult to identify the order of the gaps.
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4.3.4 Hits position determination
Bencze et al. and Fonte et al. indicate a relationship between the avalanche position
relative to the center of the strip with largest charge and the above calculated quantity
α [19, 314]. By simulation, we obtain for each gap 41 points whose coordinates are
determined by this relationship, as shown in fig. 4.12, left. By doing an interpolation
Figure 4.12: Relation between the defined variable α and the avalanche position for
4 mm strips. Left: simulated data for each gap and the corresponding average curve. The
agreement with the experimental data (right) is good.
on the average curve, it is possible to determine the position coordinates of each event.
Fig. 4.12, right, shows the corresponding curve obtained from experimental measure-
ments of α, from which the determination of the fine position of the hit on the detector
is done.
Fig. 4.13 shows the position distribution (hit map) on detector a (left) and b (right),
respectively. The shadowed vertical lines correspond to the 0.35 mm spacers used to
define the gap width.
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Figure 4.13: Hit map in a) detector a, and in b) detector b. The shadowed vertical lines
correspond to the 0.35 mm spacers used to define the gap width.
4.3.4.1 Advanced methods for hits position determination
In more recent runs, we had to deal with an issue that arose when we histogrammed
the PC scores. As we can see from fig. 4.14, when we histogramme the PC scores,
considering the events whose largest signal pertains to two or more distinct strips, the
stripes do not fully overlap. As a consequence, they mix with each other, becoming
Figure 4.14: Overlap of the PC scores corresponding to the events with largest charge
on three adjacent middle strips.
difficult to identify the gap. On the other hand, if only the events whose largest signal
belongs to a given strip, are histogrammed, they present the regular pattern that we
have shown before (fig. 4.10). In fig. 4.15, we see that the charge collected on the
strips 7 (top left) and 16 (bottom right ) are influenced by the spacers. The histograms
differ mostly on their “amplitude” G (see eq. 4.2) and thus, when different classes of
events are histogrammed, they do not superimpose. Consequently, the events have to
be analysed on classes based on the strip with largest charge signal. Those classes
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Figure 4.15: PC scores histograms considering the events whose largest signal pertains
to strips 7 (top left), 8 (top right), 9 (bottom left), and 16 (bottom right).
can also be used to histogram the variables defined above, Ux and Uy (fig. 4.16, left
and middle), although these quantities are less sensitive to class mixture. Just for
illustration, we present the histogram of Ux and Uy considering all events together,
mixing all strips (fig. 4.16, right).
When comparing the identified gaps from a strip-to-strip approach to an overall
gap identification, considering all strips together, the differences amount to 13.6% for
detector a and to 3.8% for detector b. Actually, as shown along this chapter, we observe
that detector a does not exhibit a smooth behavior. A problem in strip number 10 of
electrode X was detected, possibly emerging from the read-out PCB electrode. This
problem became evident in a first attempt of determining the position of the hits on
detector a (fig. 4.17, left). The position distribution of the triggered events for detector
b is also depicted in fig. 4.17, right.
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Figure 4.16: Histogram of the variables Ux and Uy and corresponding scatter plots for
strips 5 (left) and 9 (middle). Right: mixed strips.
Figure 4.17: First attempt of a hit map in detector a (left), and b (right), based on the
interpolation of the hits coordinates for the calculated α values. The data was obtained
from the imaging of the needle-like source.
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4.3.4.2 Calculation of the induction functions
A way of converging to a fine positioning is by calculating the induction functions
generated by the induced charge on the read-out strips1. These functions are calculated
empirically, aiming to reproduce the simulated functions of fig. 4.9. We can estimate
the approximated position coordinates of each event, Xi0, in the hit map (see fig. 4.17),
based on the aforementioned interpolation depicted in fig. 4.12. The next step is to
normalize the five largest charge signals of each event, qil =
Qil∑
lQil
, where l = −2, ..., 2,
being l = 0 the strip with larger signal and the others, the two left and right neighboring
strips . We proceed with the calculation of the induction functions for each of the five
gaps, once we know in which of the five gaps the events occurred. Being the events
associated to each gap, we choose, for each of them, a reasonable set of 20k events to
build the induction functions. For each strip, we find the events whose maximum charge
in on that strip or on its two neighboring strips. To each event with maximum charge
located on one of the five strips considered, we attribute the value of the normalized
charge, ql, located on the symmetric strip. For each event, the induced charge, Fls, on
the strip s = 0 with largest charge signal and their two left and right neighboring strips,
where s = −2, ..., 2, will correspond the normalized charge ql, where l = 2, ...,−2. For
each strip we will have an induction function Fl. For instance, we show the induction
function corresponding to strip 11 (fig. 4.18, left). The calculated induction functions
Figure 4.18: Left:induction function for strip 11. Right: induction functions for the 18
strips taken into account.
1This approach was inspired by the work of Solovov et al. [21].
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for the 18 strips are presented in fig. 4.18, right. The 4 outer strips were left apart,
because they are not all equal, and a dedicated algorithm for that specific purpose will
be needed.
A polinomial of 6th degree that fits to each of the induction functions is presented
in fig. 4.19. Each fit curve is composed of 400 elements spaced by 0.05 mm comprising
a range of ±10 mm from the center of each strip. At the end, we will have, for each of
Figure 4.19: Polinomial fit to the 18 induction functions corresponding to the 18 strips
taken into account.
the 5 gaps, a set of 1765 elements ranging from -44.1 mm to 44.1 mm, for each of the
18 induction functions.
4.3.4.3 Fine positioning
To begin with, we consider data from the sample of 20k events mentioned in 4.3.4.2.
To calculate the fine coordinate position of the avalanche we follow the least-squares
method, an approach partially similar to the one described by Morozov et al. and
Solovov et al. [20, 21]. The best solution minimizes the sum of the squares of the
errors, determined by equation 4.3. For each event, the error derives from the difference
between the fit to the induction functions of the 3 strips with larger signal (fig. 4.20,
left) and the normalized charge of those strips, ql. The most likely coordinate position
of the hit for each event is obtained by minimizing the following expression:
v(Xi) =
1∑
l=−1
(Fil − qil)2. (4.3)
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Fig. 4.20, right, shows a parabola whose minimum value gives the most probable
position for the hit, Xi. The algorithm thus iterates three times, utilizing the obtained
Figure 4.20: Left: polinomial fit to the induction functions corresponding to the 3 strips
with larger charge signal, in this case, the strips 10, 11, and 12. Right: the parabola
with positive concavity (cyan) represents the function v, whose minimum gives the most
probable position for the hit.
coordinate positions to generate a new set of induction functions, in order to minimize
the residuals of the least-squares fit. After the 3 iterations, the induction functions
converge, as depicted in fig. 4.23, where those functions and the corresponding fits are
plotted for the first 4 gaps of electrode X of detector b.
In order to extrapolate for any data, we proceed as follows: for each event we have 3
induction functions corresponding to the 3 strips with larger signal, as depicted in 4.20,
left. We apply the PCA to the induction functions, thus extracting the angle α between
the PC scores S1 and S2. Then, we perform a linear interpolation to extrapolate the
experimental coordinate positions, Xp, from all events, based on the calculated α values.
These are obtained from the relation between Xi and αi, variables that were obtained
with the induction functions. Fig. 4.21 shows the distribution of the calculated α values
as a function of the experimental coordinate positions, Xp. For each strip, there are 5
curves corresponding to the 5 gaps that allow having a precise positioning of the hit.
The position distribution of the triggered events in detector a and b, obtained from
the presented method, is depicted in fig. 4.22. They exhibit some differential non-
linearity (DNL)1. The effect of the spacers, producing shadowed vertical lines, also
1Differential non-linearity is an important parameter of an ADC that quantifies its precision. It
corresponds to the maximum deviation from one least significant bit (LSB) between two consecutive
levels, over the entire transfer function [39].
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Figure 4.21: Relation between the calculated α values and the experimentally determined
avalanche positions for the 18 strips (bottom). The magnified images (top) permit to
distinguish the 5 gaps inside each α curve.
Figure 4.22: Hit map in detector a (left), and b (right), resulting from the proposed
method described in this section. Some DNL appears in the X and Y coordinates of both
detectors.
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remains visible. It is clear that these images feature an improvement in comparison
with fig. 4.17.
Figure 4.23: Induction functions and the correponding polinomial fit for the 18 strips of
electrode X of detector b.
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4.4 Event cuts and detection features
From the imaging of the needle-like source, approximately five million events were
digitally processed as valid coincidences. We take from each event the average charge
collected in the channel with higher charge and their three left and right neighbouring
channels from the X and Y electrodes of detectors a and b. We perform charge cuts on
the charge spectra to avoid very-low charge signals, highly contaminated by electronic
noise. Fig. 4.24 presents the charge spectra for detectors a and b, after performing those
charge cuts. The curve in red represents the charge resolution of each detector, which
is given by the charge difference in the X and Y electrodes of each detector. Fig. 4.25
Figure 4.24: Charge spectra in the electrodes X and Y of detector a (left), and b (right).
The spectra present a good agreement. The curve in red represents the charge resolution
(on a different vertical scale). These results were obtained after charge cuts for very-low
charge signals.
confirms a fairly good charge correlation between electrodes.
Figure 4.25: Charge correlation between X and Y electrodes of the same detector. A
fairly good correlation is observed.
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The fine position distribution along the X and Y electrodes of detectors a and b is
shown in fig. 4.26. The lack of events on the strips of electrode X next to the 0.35 mm
spacers is notorious and the DNL is patent.
Figure 4.26: Position distribution of the events along X and Y coordinates of detectors
a and b. Both detectors exhibit some differential non-linearity as already observed before.
Fig. 4.27, left, presents the sagittal view of the needle-like source resulting from
projecting on a plane perpendicular to Z-axis (see fig. 3.12) the intersection of that
plane with the LORs emerging from the source.
Figure 4.27: Sagittal view of the needle-like source, obtained by the intersection of a
plane parallel to the detectors with the accepted LORs in the voxel of maximum intensity.
The signal (left) represents 20% of total events, while the background (right) mops up the
remaining 80%.
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The remaining LORs composing the background, and mainly contaminated by the
third photon (defined in section 3.5.3), are projected on the same plane, as depicted in
fig. 4.27, right. The background contributes with 80% of the events, while the LORs
that are part of the signal amount to 800k, and will be the ones utilized for image
reconstruction.
4.5 Image reconstruction
4.5.1 Reconstruction routine
A custom-made maximum likelihood expectation-maximization (MLEM) algorithm
was implemented into a reconstruction routine in order to reconstruct the data and
validade the spatial resolution of the system. This routine operates on the list-mode
data with a ray-driven approach for navigation in the image space. The reconstruction
starts by backprojecting the data into the image space. A scan along the Y and X axes
is accomplished with the respective coincidence line projection on the Y0 and X0 voxel
planes. This allows identifying the voxels that were crossed by the line coincidence and
extract the respective index in the image space. Each backprojected event is weighted
by the number of voxels crossed by the LOR, so the sum of the total activity in the
crossed voxels equals one. The MLEM algorithm forward-projects the starting backpro-
jected image into the data space, and then compares and updates the image estimate
by backprojecting the calculated projection data. The starting backprojected image is
multiplied by the image estimate, whose resulting image feeds the next iteration of the
MLEM algorithm. The reconstruction routine stops when the reconstructed image con-
verges. This actually never occurs in practice, because of noise in the data. Therefore,
we decided to stop the algorithm when the root mean squared error (RMSE) reaches a
minimum. An ordered subsets expectation-maximization (OSEM) algorithm has also
been implemented, which can be used for large data sets, once it converges faster than
MLEM. The routine is fully parallelizable and a comparison between the speed of a
reconstruction utilizing a single-thread CPU and a 16-threads CPU will be presented.
Efforts to convert the code to the CUDA language, in order to run in GPUs, will be
accomplished in a near future. A MLEM-based reconstruction developed in MATLAB
code has also been implemented for the sake of comparison and validation, and the
resulting images will be presented in coming sections.
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4.5.2 Reconstruction of simulated data
A Monte-Carlo simulation based on MATLAB code has been developed to validate the
reconstruction routine. This code has been adapted from another one1 which performs
a Monte Carlo (MC) calculation of the solid angle subtended by a target circular area
at a source circular area. The adapted code is able to provide the LORs emitted by
a three-dimensional (3D) simulated phantom which interact with two parallel planes
placed at equal distance from the phantom. This simulation intends to reproduce the
developed experimental setup. Consequently, we defined two phantoms, a cylinder
with a diamater of 0.25 mm and 1 mm long, reproducing the needle-like source, and a
cylinder with a diameter of 2 mm and 0.4 mm thick, reproducing the disk source. The
80 × 80 mm2 square planes were set at a distance of 20 mm from the phantoms.
First, we give some introductory considerations about the geometrical features of
the simulation. The requirement for an isotropic distribution is
dN
dΩ
=
dN
sin(θ)dθdϕ
=
dN
d(cos(θ))dϕ
= constant. (4.4)
This distribution is generated from the inverse cumulative distribution F = arccos(U),
where U is a random variable sampled in the interval [-1,1] and F is a random variable
with a distribution f(θ) ∝ sin(θ). Two random probabilities, Pi, i = 1, 2, 0 ≤ Pi ≤ 1,
are used to generate the isotropic distribution:
θ = arccos(2P1 − 1), (4.5)
ϕ = P2 × 2pi (4.6)
The polar angle covers from 0 to pi and the azimuthal angle covers from 0 to 2pi, as
shown in fig. 4.28. The θ distribution, as expected, is sinus distributed. The algorithm
was validated by standard methods.
For the needle-like phantom we generated 1 million annihilations, out of which
approximately 600k events were detected. For the disk-shaped phantom, due its larger
size, 5 million annihilations were generated, being detected approximately 2.9M events.
Fig. 4.29 shows the hit map in one of the detectors for both simulated phantoms. A
3D visualization of a sample of LORs emitted by the needle-like phantom is displayed
in fig. 4.30.
1Kindly provided by M.Sc. Lu´ıs Pereira.
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Figure 4.28: Azimuthal (left) and polar (right) angle distributions. The θ distribution is
sinus distributed.
Figure 4.29: Position distribution of simulated events emitted by a needle-like phantom
(left) and a disk-shaped phantom (right). Right image has more events concentrated at
the center due to the larger statistics.
Figure 4.30: Simulated LORs sample emitted by the needle-like phantom.
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Fig. 4.31 presents the RMSE evolution for the MLEM reconstruction along 200
iterations for the needle-like phantom and along 500 iterations for the disk-shaped
phantom. The RMSE was calculated between the original annihilation points image
and the reconstructed image. Concerning the needle-like phantom, RMSE reaches a
minimum at iteration 46, diverging afterwards, as expected for a MLEM-based recon-
struction. For the disk-shaped phantom, the RMSE behavior is similar, although the
convergence is slower, reaching a minimum just at iteration 297. The reconstructed
images presented hereafter correspond to the MLEM iteration which minimizes the
RMSE.
Figure 4.31: Graph of the evolution of the RMSE of the reconstructed images of the
simulated needle-like (left) and disk-shaped (right) phantoms.
Fig. 4.32 shows the sagittal and axial views of the image of the needle-like phantom
obtained from the annihilation points, before and after applying a median filter. It
illustrates the influence of the median filter on the reduction of the “salt-and-pepper”
noise, as well as the effect of rounding the edges, which results from the lack of activity
in the surrounding voxels. These images serve as an appropriate basis for comparison
with the reconstructed ones.
Figs. 4.33 and 4.34 show the reconstructed images of the simulated data, resulting
from the imaging of the needle-like phantom and the disk-shaped phantom, respectively.
A 3D representation (isosurface along the 50th percentile) of the reconstructed im-
ages of simulated data is depicted in fig. 4.35. A comparison with the original annihila-
tion points image, before and after passing the median filter, validate the reliability of
the reconstruction algorithm. It is perceptible that the median filter rounds the edges,
although it plays a crucial role in the stabilization of the reconstruction routine.
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Figure 4.32: Sagittal (left) and axial (right) views of the images of the needle-like source
containing the original annihilation points, before (top) and after (bottom) passing through
a median filter.
Figure 4.33: Results of the MLEM reconstruction applied to the simulated data of the
needle-like phantom. Sagittal (left) and axial (right) views correspond to 25 µm thick
slices.
Figure 4.34: Results of the MLEM reconstruction applied to the simulated data of the
disk-shaped phantom. Sagittal (left) and axial (right) views correspond to 25 µm thick
slices.
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Figure 4.35: 3D representation of the reconstructed images of simulated data of the
needle-like phantom (top right) and the disk-shaped phantom (bottom right). The corre-
sponding original annihilation points, before (left) and after (middle) passing through the
median filter, are also represented for the sake of comparison.
4.5.3 Reconstruction of experimental data
Since our first tests, several runs have been taken to study and improve spatial reso-
lution and produce reliable reconstructed images. We will focus in three main runs,
which correspond to the imaging of three different sources.
In the first run, a low-activity disk-shaped source (∼ 5 µCi) was imaged for a long
time. Five million events were digitally processed as valid coincidences. The charge cuts
left 3 million events to be analysed and reconstructed by a MLEM-based algorithm.
Fig. 4.36 presents the RMSE between images of two consecutive iterations. The image
stabilizes with increasing iteration number, diverging from iteration 146 onwards, as
expected for a MLEM-based reconstruction. The three views of the reconstructed disk-
shaped source at iteration 10 for the full area, covering all LOR angles, are presented
in fig. 4.37. A 3D representation of the reconstructed disk-shaped source is shown in
fig. 4.38. This run was taken using detectors epoxied with SEMITRON®, whose
construction was described in chapter 3.
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Figure 4.36: Evolution of the RMSE between two consecutive images along 200 iterations.
Figure 4.37: Reconstructed views of the disk-shaped source. All views correspond to
100µm thick slices. The disk shape of the source is confirmed by the three views.
Figure 4.38: Three-dimensional representation of the disk-shaped source showing the
isosurface along the 50th percentile.
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To improve the image resolution, detectors painted with resistive ink have been uti-
lized with the cathode surface of both detectors placed on the source side. Meanwhile,
the trigger rate was largely increased and the digital pulse processing was upgraded (see
section 4.2.2) to become capable of filtering the noise more efficiently. As mentioned in
section 4.3.4.1, the software analysis tools were also improved to give a more precise hit
positioning. Fig. 4.39 shows the reconstructed images obtained from the custom-made
needle-like source, with the aforementioned upgrades implemented.
Figure 4.39: Results of the MLEM reconstruction applied to the experimental data
obtained from the needle-like source. The three cuts along the reconstructed image pass
through the point of maximum intensity. A 3D representation (isosurface along the 50th
percentile) of the reconstructed needle-like source is also presented.
From the 4.8 million events that were digitally processed as valid coincidences, the
vast majority corresponded to background, leaving only approximately 773k events for
the reconstruction. Cuts for very-low charge signals and on the events with unidentified
gaps were also applied.
A second run consisted on moving the source by 1 mm in order to prove that
the system is able to distinguish two close-by source positions, demonstrating sub-
millimeter resolution. A visual analysis of the reconstructed images of the data of the
two combined source positions (see fig. 4.40) allows us to conclude that the spatial
resolution of the system is well below 1 mm.
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Figure 4.40: Reconstructed images from the needle-like source in two different positions,
1 mm appart.
From a comparison with the images from MLEM reconstruction of the data without
the DOI information (fig. 4.41), we observe that there is a distortion of the shape of
the source in the Z direction, despite the small influence on the other coordinates.
Figure 4.41: Reconstructed images obtained from the needle-like source without DOI
information.
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Finally, a very long run of approximately one month was taken. It permitted to
image the planar source, which had an activity of approximately 44 µCi. The exper-
imental setup was similar to the one utilized for the needle-like source. Nevertheless,
automatic self-consistant routines were created to decode and process the data without
human intervention. In that way, we succeeded in acquiring 250 million coincidences
during this period. These data were subsequently analysed. Like in the previous run,
cuts on the low-charge signals and on the events with unidentified gaps were performed
and the background was removed. At the end, we ended-up with 23 million events
to be reconstructed. Figs. 4.42, left and right, show the corresponding reconstructed
images with voxel sizes of 25 × 25 × 25 µm3 and 50 × 50 × 50 µm3, respectively. The
Figure 4.42: Reconstructed images obtained from the planar source. The left and right
images have voxels of 25× 25× 25 µm3 and 50× 50× 50 µm3, respectively.
voxel size seems to have an influence on the spatial resolution, as pointed out by Thoen
et al. [80], despite the increasing image noise due to the reduced statistics. Since we
reduced the voxel size by a factor 8, we should have an increase in the same proportion
on the number of reconstructed events, which was not the case.
As mentioned before, we are still dealing with the differential non-linearity on the
position distribution of the hits, since it seems to have a strong influence on the spatial
resolution. Consequently, we performed a cut, accepting just the events whose distance
to the center of the strips in the Y electrode was below 1 mm. The reconstructed
images of such events are shown in fig. 4.43. We observe a change in the shape of the
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Figure 4.43: Results of the MLEM reconstruction applied to the experimental data
obtained from the planar source. These data was restricted to the hits whose distance to
the closest strip center was inferior to 1 mm. The left and right images have voxels of
25× 25× 25 µm3 and 50× 50× 50 µm3, respectively.
hottest regions of the image, which becomes more concentrated, while the general shape
is preserved. The thickness of the source in the Y direction is reduced, suggesting a
possible improvement of the spatial resolution of the system with the solution of the
differential non-linearity issue.
Since it was impossible to move the source inside the aluminium box container, we
obtained the planar source positions, depicted in fig. 4.44, by mathematically displacing
half of the available LORs 1 mm along the Y coordinate. Once again, it is possible
to distinguish the two source positions in the respective images. Although noisier,
those obtained with a reconstruction binning of 25 µm seem to provide a better spatial
resolution.
In what concerns the convergence speed of the reconstruction algorithm, a compar-
ison was made between the speed of the routine running on a single-thread CPU and
a fully parallelized code, supporting the capability of 16-threads CPUs to reconstruct
large data sets. A speed test was performed, comparing the reconstruction time of 23
million events acquired with the planar source of 44 µCi. The parallelized code allows
each processor to reconstruct a chunk of data, producing several images, which are
summed at the end of each iteration. Since we utilize a median filter to stabilize the
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Figure 4.44: Results of the MLEM reconstruction applied to the experimental data
obtained from the planar source in two different positions mathematically separated by 1
mm. The left and right images have a voxel size of 25×25×25 µm3 and 50×50×50 µm3,
respectively.
routine and remove “salt-and-pepper noise”, the bigger the image is, the slower the
routine becomes, setting a bottle-neck on the reconstruction speed. A way of increas-
ing the speed consists of dividing the image in 16 different images, and applying the
median filter to each of them on each of the 16-CPU cores. The parallelization of the
code achieved a reconstructed image after 20 iterations in 16 minutes, against the 47
minutes needed by a single-thread CPU, thus representing an improvement by a factor
3 in image convergence speed. Although not perfectly equal, the images obtained from
a parallelized code and a single-thread code are virtually identical in view of floating
point issues.
4.6 Spatial resolution
One of the main goals of this work was to determine the spatial resolution of the small-
animal RPC-PET system. In this section, we present values of the spatial resolution
full width at half maximum (FWHM) for all the three imaged sources. Fig. 4.45, right,
shows the parallel profiles taken along the Y coordinate in the sagittal (X − Y ) and
axial (Y −Z) views of the reconstructed image resulting from the imaging of the disk-
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shaped source with an activity of ∼5 µCi. We chose the image corresponding to the
iteration 146 (see fig. 4.36). The 18 profiles in the sagittal view and the 27 profiles in
the axial view demonstrate an average spatial resolution of 0.8 mm FWHM. The upper
value of 808 µm (mentioned in fig. 4.36, right top) is the FWHM of the average profile,
while the value of 797 µm (right) represents the average of the FWHM values for each
profile. The average profile is represented by a black dashed curve superimposed on
the 45 profiles.
Figure 4.45: The profiles taken along the Y coordinate on the sagittal and axial view
of the reconstructed image of the disk-shaped source, at iteration 146, demonstrated an
average spatial resolution of 0.8 mm FWHM.
The chosen planes (sagittal, axial, and coronal) to take the profiles are the ones
that cross the maximum intensity voxel. From now on, in what concerns experimental
results from the imaging of disk-shaped or planar sources, this method will be adopted
to extract the spatial resolution along the Y coordinate. In regard to the experimental
results of the imaging of the needle-like source, the profiles along the Y coordinate are
taken perpendicular to the coronal (X − Z) plane that crosses the maximum intensity
voxel. The considered profiles include the one that crosses the maximum intensity voxel
and the ones crossing the surrounding 8 voxels in that plane.
To validate this method, we deduced the FWHM of the profiles taken along the
X coordinate for the reconstructed images of the simulated disk-shaped phantom and
along the Y and Z coordinates for the reconstructed images of the needle-like phantom.
We chose, for both cases, the images corresponding to the iterations that minimize the
RMSE curves, depicted in fig. 4.31. The profiles taken along the X and Y coordinates
of the disk-shaped and needle-like phantom images (figs. 4.33 and 4.34), respectively,
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are depicted in fig. 4.46, left and middle. They agree with the diameter of the needle
and with the thickness of the disk. The profile taken along the Z coordinate of the
needle-like image (fig. 4.46, right) has longer tails, a geometrical effect that results
from the perpendicularity between the plane of the detectors and the Z direction. We
will show in the next section that this effect becomes more prominent with increasing
distance between detectors, i.e., smaller LOR angles.
Figure 4.46: Profiles taken along theX coordinate for the simulated disk-shaped phantom
(left), and along the Y (middle) and Z coordinate for the simulated needle-like phantom.
The following profiles, taken along the images obtained from experimental data,
correspond to the iteration that minimizes the FWHM. The curves of the evolution of
the FWHM with increasing iterations are also displayed.
We see from fig. 4.47 that for the imaging of the needle-like source (fig. 4.39), a
minimum value of 0.42 mm FWHM of the average profile taken along the Y coordinate
is reached at iteration 4 with a voxel binning of 25µm. For a voxel binning of 50 µm,
the results are slightly worse, showing 0.5 mm FWHM. The average profile taken along
the Z coordinate exhibit 0.54 mm FWHM.
Concerning the reconstructed images without DOI information (fig. 4.41), the image
noise affects the profiles, contributing also to a wider FWHM (fig. 4.48). The profiles
taken along the Z coordinate are especially affected (parallax error).
The profiles taken along the Y coordinate in the sagittal and axial views of the
reconstructed image of the planar source (fig. 4.42) are shown in fig. 4.49. The curves
of the evolution of the FWHM along 20 iterations are also displayed. The FWHM of
the average profile is 0.84 mm and 0.86 mm (fig. 4.49, top left and right), considering
a voxel binning of 25 µm and 50 µm, respectively. These values are strongly affected
by the differential non-linearity effect. As we can see in fig. 4.49, bottom left and right,
if we just accept the events that hit the detectors at a distance inferior to 1 mm to
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Figure 4.47: Line profiles through the point of maximum intensity in the images of the
needle-like source (bottom). The images were reconstructed with a voxel binning of: 25 µm
(left); 50 µm (middle); 25 µm (right). The evolution of the FWHM along 20 iterations is
also shown (top).
Figure 4.48: Line profiles through the point of maximum intensity in the images of the
needle-like source without DOI information. The images were reconstructed with a voxel
binning of: 25 µm (left); 50 µm (middle); 25 µm (right). The evolution of the FWHM
along 20 iterations is also shown (top).
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the closest strip center, the FWHM of the average profile has a substantial decrease to
0.49 mm and 0.56 mm, considering a voxel binning of 25 µm and 50 µm, respectively.
Figure 4.49: Curve of the evolution of the FWHM of the average profile taken along
the Y coordinate in the sagittal and axial views of the reconstructed image of the planar
source (top). We used a voxel binning of 25 µm (left) and 50 µm (right) to reconstruct
the images. A cut on the position of the hits was considered to overcome the differential
non-linearity contribution to the FWHM (bottom).
Finally, in fig. 4.50, we present the activity profiles along the Y coordinate through
the maximum intensity voxel of the images depicted in figs. 4.40 and 4.44. The signal
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was subtracted from background and the obtained profiles exhibit a 0.4 and 0.5 FWHM
spatial resolution for the needle-like and planar sources, respectively.
Figure 4.50: Activity profiles along the Y coordinate through the maximum intensity
voxel. The signal (blue) was subtracted from background (magenta) and the obtained
profiles (green) exhibit a 0.4 and 0.5 FWHM spatial resolution for the needle-like (left)
and planar (right) sources, respectively. Note that the needle-like source was effectively
displaced by 1 mm, whereas the planar source was just mathematically moved by the same
amount.
4.7 Annihilation photons non-collinearity
We proposed to investigate the contribution of the non-collinearity effect to the spatial
resolution of the system. Therefore, we prepared the experiment to image a source
with two detectors, parallel, aligned, and placed 4 cm apart and with other two detec-
tors, also parallel and aligned with the first, but placed 45 cm apart. Concerning the
closer detectors, the results have been presented so far, yielding a spatial resolution of
0.4 mm FWHM for the needle-like source and 0.5 mm FWHM for the planar source.
In this section, we will present the results from the Monte-Carlo simulations of detec-
tors separated by 0.5 m, with and without the contribution of non-collinearity. Then,
experimental results will be presented and compared with the latter.
As stated before, it is commonly accepted that the non-collinearity effect on the
annihilation photons degrades the spatial resolution. This results from the fact that
the annihilation photons are not emitted in exactly collinear opposite directions (see
section 2.2.2). According to DeBenedetti et al. [60], there is a gaussian distribution
of non-collinearity around the polar angle θ, centered in 180◦, and with a FWHM of
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approximately 0.5◦ (σ = 37 mrad). The photon non-collinearity contribution has been
included in a simulation software widely used by medical physicists, GEANT4 appli-
cation for tomographic emission (GATE)1 [315]. The simulation of the contribution
of non-collinearity effect to the spatial resolution of a human wide AFOV RPC-PET
system has been studied by Couceiro [73]. From his simulation results and from ours,
we observe that the obtained image PSF is far from being Gaussian shaped. The full
width at tenth maximum (FWTM) is strongly affected, but the FWHM is well below
the expected value of 1.1 mm for a 0.5 m diameter scanner2. Several authors have
observed a Gaussian blurring in the planar distribution associated to the angular un-
certainty in the emitted annihilation photons [58, 60]. We will also present our results
for sake of comparison and validation of the theory. Because GATE simulations point
out for a non-Gaussian PSF, two questions may arise: (i) the polar angular uncertainty
is effectively Gaussian, as assumed by GATE, and has little impact in the image spatial
resolution (FWHM); therefore, the experiments have not yet been sufficiently accurate
to isolate the non-collinearity effect from other contributions; (ii) the experiments mea-
sured correctly the non-collinearity effect, but the polar angular uncertainty may not
be Gaussian and should be modeled with a different function.
4.7.1 Simulation results
We simulated 50 million events corresponding to the photons emitted by a needle-like
phantom with a diameter of 0.25 mm and a length of 1 cm. From the original events,
approximately 800 k events hit the detectors with an area of 80 × 80 mm2 and both
separated from the phantom by 25 cm. Fig. 4.51 shows the coronal, axial and sagittal
views, and the 3D representation of the reconstructed image, at iteration 2, 6 and 100.
We see, from the profiles taken on the sagittal view (fig. 4.52) that the FWHM starts
diverging with increasing iterations, with an initial value of approximately 200 µm,
and from the 6th iteration onwards, stabilizing around 215 µm. The lower angles of
the emitted photons contribute to a decrease in the FWHM along the Y coordinate
(remember the needle diameter is 250 µm). On the other hand, the FWHM along the
1In GATE, the photon non-collinearity is modelled as a Gaussian blur in the polar angle with 0.58◦
FWHM, corresponding to the values measured in water.
2This value does not take into account the detectors and positron range contributions. R180◦ =
0.5◦×pi
180◦×4 ×D ' 0.0022×D, where D is the diameter of the scanner
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Figure 4.51: Sagittal, coronal and axial views of the reconstructed image of the needle-
like simulated phantom placed at a distance of 25 cm from the detectors, at iterations 2
(top), 6 (middle), and 100 (bottom). The corresponding 3D representations are also shown.
Figure 4.52: Curve of the evolution of the FWHM (left) of the average profile (right),
taken along the Y (top) and Z (bottom) coordinates of the reconstructed images of the
simulated needle-like phantom placed at a distance of 25 cm from the two detectors.
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Z coordinate has an opposite behavior, with to a very poor resolution in Z for few
iterations, but with a decreasing FWHM, converging to 750 µm after 100 iterations.
If we introduce a deviation of 0.5◦ on the second photon (adequate for data taken at
room temperature), gaussian distributed, the images become noisier (see fig. 4.53).. We
can observe in fig. 4.54 the appearance of tails on the profiles along the Y coordinate,
with the profiles becoming wider. Nevertheless, the FWHM converges to a minimum at
iteration 23. This value is very close to the one obtained from the reconstructed image
without the inclusion of the non-collinearity effect. But even so, the non-collinearity
effect increases the tails and the standard deviation of the average profile.
Figure 4.53: Sagittal, coronal and axial views of the reconstructed image at iterations
1 (top), 23 (middle), and 84 (bottom). They result from simulated data obtained the
needle-like phantom with two detectors placed at a distance of 0.5 m from each other, and
with the contribution of the non-collinearity effect. The corresponding 3D representations
of the images at iteration 1 (left), 23 (middle), 84 (right) are also displayed.
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Figure 4.54: Curve of the evolution of the FWHM (left) of the average profile taken
along the Y coordinate of the reconstructed images, at iteration 1 (middle) and 23 (right).
Those images correspond to the simulated needle-like phantom located at a distance of
25 cm from the two detectors, including the contribution of the non-collinearity effect.
4.7.2 Experimental results
We analysed and reconstructed 400k events corresponding to the imaging of the needle-
like source with detectors placed at a distance of 225 mm. Fig. 4.55 shows the sagittal,
coronal and axial views of the reconstructed image after 6 and 100 iterations. These
Figure 4.55: Sagittal, coronal and axial views of the reconstructed image at iterations 6
(top) and 100 (bottom). They result from experimental data obtained from the needle-like
source with two detectors placed at a distance of 45 cm from each other with the source in
the middle. The corresponding 3D representations of the images at iteration 6 (top) and
100 (bottom) are also displayed.
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iterations correspond, respectively, to the minimum in the FWHM of the average pro-
file along the Y coordinate (see fig. 4.56) and the minimum in the RMSE between
consecutive images obtained from each iteration of MLEM reconstruction.
Figure 4.56: Curve of the evolution of the FWHM of the average profile, taken along the
Y coordinate of the reconstructed image (left). The profiles obtained at iteration 6 (right),
demonstrate a spatial resolution of 0.89 mm. These results correspond to the experimental
data obtained from the needle-like source placed at a distance of 25 cm from both detectors.
The low resolution in Z coordinate was expected, agreeing with simulations. A
spatial resolution of 0.89 mm FWHM is obtained from the profiles taken along the Y
coordinate of the reconstructed image at iteration 6 (fig. 4.56). These results demon-
strate a loss of spatial resolution, when compared with the detectores placed at a
distance of 20 mm from the source.
Fig. 4.57 shows the reconstructed images of the planar source obtained from the data
collected by two detectors separated by 41 cm (left) and 45 cm(right). The top images
correspond to the iteration whose FWHM of the average profile reaches a minimum and
the bottom are obtained at iteration 68 (left) and 99 (right), when the RMSE between
consecutive images obtained from MLEM reconstruction achieves a minimum.
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Figure 4.57: Sagittal, coronal and axial views of the reconstructed image at iterations 3
(top left) and 68 (bottom left) for detectors placed at a distance of 41 cm from each other,
and at iterations 4 (top right) and 99 (bottom right) for detectors placed at a distance
of 45 cm from each other. They result from experimental data obtained from the planar
source. The corresponding 3D representations of the images are also displayed.
The evolution of the spatial resolution with increasing iterations, as well as the
FWHM of the average profile along the Y coordinate are also shown for both cases in
fig. 4.58. The detectors separated by 41 cm feature a FWHM of the average profile
of 1.14 mm, while the detectors separated by 45 cm exhibit a FWHM of the average
profile of 1.22 mm. They both seem to present a flat-top of approximately 0.6 mm,
which may partly correspond to the internal structure of the source.
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Figure 4.58: Curve of the evolution of the FWHM of the mean of the line profiles, taken
along the Y coordinate of the reconstructed images for detectors placed at a distance of
41 cm from each other (top left) and at a distance of 45 cm from each other (bottom left).
The corresponding line profiles obtained at iteration 4 (top right), and
The results presented above are not conclusive about the Gaussian blurring con-
tribution from non-collinearity effect to the system spatial resolution. They seem to
suggest that such effect is well described in the literature and its implementation in
GATE should be reviewed, perhaps by modeling the polar angular uncertainty with
other function. Nevertheless, the different kind of detectors used for the measurements
with the detectors placed closer to the source and with the detectors located at a larger
distance does not allow making a direct comparison of the results. We observed that
the detectors painted with resistive ink have a better performance than the ones epox-
ied with SEMITRON. A measurement in similar conditions, other than the distance
between the detectors, should be considered. An experiment with detectors painted
with resistive ink located at a distance from the source far enough to experience the
effect of non-collinearity, thus permitting to compare those results with the results from
the inner detectors, will be accomplished in the near future.
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4.8 Ongoing work
A factor that contributes to the degradation of the spatial resolution of the system is
the differential non-linearity on the position distribution of the hits on the detectors.
This kind of discontinuity in the distribution of the hits between neighboring strips
may be related to the number of strips considered for computing the position. We are
just considering the strip with largest signal and their two neighbors to compute the
PC scores, thus affecting the calculated angle α that determines the position of the hit.
An alternative approach is proposed, based on considering the charges on four strips,
instead of just three. As depicted in fig 4.59, the charge of the first event (top left) is
shared between the strip 11 and 12. Consequently, it makes sense to consider the charge
Figure 4.59: Charge distribution along the 22 channels for four independent events. The
first (top left) and the fourth (bottom right) events share the charge between two strips,
while the second (top right) and the third (bottom left) events have its charge concentrated
on one strip.
on these strips and their two neighbors, instead of just taking into account the three
strips with larger signal. The second (top right) and third (bottom left) events belong
to the type of events whose criteria of considering the three strips with largest signal
may be correct, while the first and the fourth event (bottom right) belong to the other
class of events whose charge in the four strips should be taken into account. To realize
how much this last kind of events contribute to the general statistics we defined the
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variables: Rl = (Q−1 +Q0)/2Q0, and Rr = (Q1 +Q0)/2Q0. Then, we set a threshold
of 0.9 on both ratios, to distinguish the two kind of events. The first and the fourth
event have one of these defined ratios above the threshold, while the second and the
fourth event have both ratios below the threshold. Considering a large sample of 200k
events, depending on the electrodes, approximately 35-40% of the events which benefit
from considering the four strips with largest signal. The remaining can be handled in
the way we have done so far.
A PCA analysis of the experimental data, considering the four strips with largest
charge, produces the results shown in table 4.3. The eigenvalues for the four PCs, sorted
Loadings Squared
(L) Loadings (L2)
Component q−1 q0l q0r q1 q−1 q0l q0r q1
1 0.7611 0.8446 -0.8453 -0.7644 0.5792 0.7134 0.7145 0.5843
2 0.5990 -0.4862 -0.4841 0.5944 0.3588 0.2364 0.2343 0.3534
3 -0.2489 0.2239 -0.2262 0.2498 0.0619 0.0501 0.0512 0.0624
4 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
Σ 1 1 1 1
A
′
Σ A
′
R
Component q−1 q0l q0r q1 q−1 q0l q0r q1
1 -0.4053 -0.5803 0.5747 0.4108 0.4728 0.5247 -0.5251 -0.4748
2 0.5044 -0.4983 -0.5017 0.4955 0.5507 -0.4471 -0.4451 0.5466
3 -0.5756 0.4062 -0.4100 0.5794 -0.5240 0.4714 -0.4762 0.5258
4 0.5 0.5 0.5 0.5 0.4457 0.5501 0.5472 0.4465
Table 4.3: Component loadings from experimental data for electrode X of detector a,
when considering the four strips with larger signal. The elements of matrix A
′
are also
provided.
in decreasing order, are respectively: λ1 = 2.59, τ1 = 64.8%; λ2 = 1.18, τ2 = 29.6%;
λ3 = 0.23, τ3 = 5.6%; λ4 = 0, τ4 = 0%. The variables q0l and q0r are the normalized
charges that correspond, respectively, to the strip on the left and the one on the right,
from the two strips with largest signal,. For instance, concerning the first event of
fig. 4.59, these variables correspond, respectively, to strip 11 and 12, while on the
fourth event, they correspond to the strip 18 and 19, respectively. The variables q−1
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and q1 are, respectively, the normalized charges of the left neighboring strip to the strip
with normalized charge q0l, and the right neighboring strip to the strip with normalized
charge q0r. As mentioned in appendix D, the matrix L
2 represents the proportion of
the variance of each variable explained by each of the first four components. The
central variables q0l and q0r share the same proportion explained by the first three
components, being mostly explained by component 1 (71%), followed by component
2 (23%). Component 3, accounting for 5% of the total variance, simply figures the
residue from component 1 and 2. The same behavior is observed with their neighboring
strip charges q−1 and q1, although the variance on these variables are more equally
distributed between component 1 and 2, with a proportion of 58% for component 1 and
35% for component 2. In what concerns component 1, there is a common but negative
association between the variables q0l and q0r and the variables q−1 and q1. In respect
to component 2, there is a complete association between the variables q0l and q0r and
the variables q−1 and q1. The matrices A
′
Σ and A
′
R return similar values, however for
the sake of coherence, we will adopt the matrix A
′
Σ to estimate the PC scores, depicted
in fig. 4.60, left. It is possible to distinguish five stripes corresponding to the five gaps.
Figure 4.60: Histogram of PC scores S1 and S2, thus defining the 5 gaps (left). Histogram
of the variables Ux and Uy (right). All the strips were considered.
This time, the contribution of all strips is included, showing a correct superposition.
An histogram relating the coordinates Ux and Uy obtained from the transformation of
the variables α and G for the electrodes X and Y of the same detector, is presented
in fig. 4.60 (right). It is, thus, possible through the statistical clustering tool, kmeans,
to partition the data into 5 clusters, thus identifying each of the 5 gaps where the
avalanche developed.
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A strategy to determine the position of the hits will be addressed in the near future,
with the goal of minimizing the contribution of the DNL on the position distribution
of the hits. It should be noted that the five clusters present in fig. 4.60 (right) are
more homogeneously distributed than the ones shown in figs. 4.11 and 4.16. It seems
to be an advantage of this approach that all clusters have a similar intensity, despite
the apparent lower compactness. Table 4.4 compares the distribution of the events in
the five gaps for both approaches.
Gaps
Approach 1 2 3 4 5
3 Strips 16.9 22.1 23.2 22.5 15.3
4 Strips 19.7 20.6 20.3 21.3 18.1
Table 4.4: Event distribution in the five gaps considering the analysis of 3 or 4 strips (%).
There is no good reason for the higher intensity of the middle gaps in figs. 4.11
and 4.16. This information suggests that this effect may be associated to data process-
ing rather than to physical phenomena.
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5A Direct Time-of-Flight
Reconstruction for Whole-Body
Single-Bed RPC-PET
In this chapter, we present results connected to the challenge of providing a reconstruc-
tion routine tailored to the potentialities of RPC-PET. Such a routine must cope with
data from the whole axial field-of-view (AFOV) of the system, rather than from one
bed at a time as is the case with scintillator-based tomographs. In addition, the same
routine must be able to incorporate the time-of-flight (TOF) advantage provided by
RPC detectors and, at the same time, it must also be fast enough to cope with the
imaging speed that an RPC-PET system may provide due to its increased sensitivity.
The first two aforementioned reconstruction challenges, incoming data from the
whole AFOV and capability of TOF processing, were tackled by choosing an iterative
algorithm capable of processing data in list mode format: the TOF-weighted maximum
likelihood expectation-maximization (MLEM) and the TOF-weighted ordered subsets
expectation-maximization (OSEM). Both were coupled to an attenuation correction
procedure developed to allow the observation of events from the patient whole-body
(WB).
A TOF-based scatter rejection method applied to the anthropomorphic NURBS-
based cardiac-torso (NCAT) phantom is presented, demonstrating that by means of a
300 ps full width at half maximum (FWHM) whole-body RPC-PET, it is possible to
reject 63% of the scattered events originated in the body, increasing lesion detectability.
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Reconstructed images are shown, demonstrating the capabilities of this method.
A reconstruction method based on the division of the data through different re-
gions of the body is presented. Such implementation allows us to perform independent
reconstructions running simultaneously, and consequently increasing the image conver-
gence speed. A comparison of performance between multi-core CPUs and GPU-based
implementations of the reconstruction routine is shown. We made use of graphical pro-
cessing units (GPUs) and 16-threads central processing units (CPUs) to implement a
fully parallelized routine that is capable of processing, in less than 4 minutes, the sim-
ulated data corresponding to an acquisition time of 7 minutes, with a patient injected
activity of 2 mCi.
5.1 Materials and methods
The reconstructed images presented in this article result from the application of the
RPC-PET reconstruction algorithm to GEANT4 simulated data (version 9.02 and
9.03). The software-based anthropomorphic phantom NCAT [28] was adapted to
Geant4 [9], including whole-body activity distribution and attenuated photon emis-
sion from the human body, taking into consideration different tissues and densities.
The activity concentrations implemented at the anthropomorphic phantom NCAT are
shown in Table 5.1. They are based on values published by Rodrigues et al. [316],
Trindade et al. [317], and Reis [154], corresponding to activity concentrations existing
in the human body one hour post-injection of 37 MBq (1 mCi) of 18-fluorodeoxyglucose
(18F-FDG). In the brain, a grey-to-white matter uptake ratio of 4:1 [318] was assumed
in the simulation.
Reconstruction was processed with self-designed C, C++ and compute unified de-
vice architecture (CUDA) routines. The phantom used in the reconstruction was placed
on a body-centered parallelepiped image and final images were interpolated to 2-mm
× 2-mm × 2-mm voxels. Output images were analyzed and processed with ROOT
(version 5.34.00).
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Table 5.1: Organ and tissue activity concentrations implemented at the anthropomorphic
phantom NCAT utilized throughout this study. Adapted from [9].
Tissue / organ Activity concentration
(kBq/mL)
Body 0.212
Liver 0.918
Gallbladder 2.190
Lung 0.197
Stomach wall 0.982
Stomach cavity 0.982
Kidney 0.858
Spleen 0.622
Vertebral bone (head) 0.212
Vertebral bone (process) 0.212
Pelvic bone 0.212
Rib 0.212
Cartilage 0.212
Abdomen artery 0.212
Abdomen vein 0.212
Bladder 4.000
Prostate 0.212
Colon 0.212
Colon (air) 0.000
Rectum 0.212
Rectum (air) 0.000
Seminal vesicles 0.212
Deferent vessels 0.212
Testes 0.212
Ureter 0.212
Urethra 0.212
Lymph (normal) 0.212
Lymph (abnormal) 0.212
Myocardium 2.190
Ventricles 0.701
Atria 0.701
Brain (grey matter) 3.260
Brain (white matter) 0.815
5.1.1 Simulated activity
5.1.1.1 Six spheres in homogeneous background
A study of lesions in homogeneous background took into consideration six simulated
spherical sources placed in a homogeneous background, with a signal-to-background
activity ratio of 6:1. The phantom is 1.1 m long and has a diameter of 35 cm (volume
= 105 L). Assuming 18F-FDG as the decaying solution, and a typical body background
activity concentration of 2.12 kBq/mL [9], this corresponds to a scan time of 88s and
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20 billion decays. The analyzed list-mode outputs were constructed for an RPC-PET
system with 120 gaps and a singles detection efficiency to 511 keV perpendicular gamma
rays of 19.4% (see fig. 2.36, right). From 142 M detected events, 41 M were true events
and the scatter fraction after the scatter rejection by a 300 ps FWHM TOF resolution
was 45.4%, which is explained by the large diameter of the cylinder which in turn
corresponds to a patient with a large body mass index (BMI). After performing the
cuts on the detector geometry (acceptance angle < 45◦), 36 M true events were left to
be reconstructed.
5.1.1.2 NCAT anthropomorphic phantom
To study the NCAT anthropomorphic phantom, 16 billion decays were considered. This
corresponds to 440 s of acquisition time at 2 mCi of injected dose [319]. The RPC-PET
system detected 146 M coincidence events. After performing the cuts on the detector
geometry (acceptance angle < 45◦, and displacement of the NCAT phantom by 256
mm in the direction from head to feet) and rejecting the scattered events by a 300 ps
FWHM TOF resolution, the scatter fraction was 33% for a total of 49 M true events.
5.1.1.3 Six lesions in anthropomorphic phantom
Datasets of lesions with a diameter of 10 mm each were inserted by simulation in the
anthropomorphic phantom with a lesion to background activity ratio of 10:1 [261], and
placed in the following regions: cervical, sub-clavicular, axillary, inguinal, knee and
foot [261]. To determine the events to be simulated in each lesion and detected by the
RPC-PET system, we calculated the time-integrated activity density of the background
phantom tissue. This tissue contributes with 60% of total body activity and occupies
a volume of 82 L, therefore, it has a time-integrated activity density of 4.4 cts mm−3.
Consequently, 20.8 k events were simulated for each lesion.
5.1.2 TOF-based scatter rejection of anthropomorphic events
A method to increase lesion detectability based on the rejection of scattered events
by means of its TOF information is investigated. Fig. 5.1 illustrates this method by
which the annihilation point determined along the scatter line of response (LOR) has
a certain probability of being inside the human body, according to the TOF resolution.
The limits of rejection were estimated at 95% confidence level.
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Figure 5.1: Scheme of the scatters rejection method. The calculated annihilation point
located in the scatter LOR has a certain probability of being inside the human body,
depending on the TOF resolution. Poorer TOF resolutions (curve in blue) increase the
probability of the annihilation point being within the human body, resulting in a TOF-
based accepted event. Better TOF resolutions reject a higher fraction of scatter events.
The limits of rejection were estimated at 95% confidence level.
5.1.3 Attenuation correction
The attenuation correction performed was based on the NCAT attenuation phan-
tom [28]. NCAT 3D navigation was calculated on the fly, based on the ray tracing
technique only for attenuation correction. In equation 5.1, λj corresponds to the mean
free path in each voxel of the attenuation image that was crossed by the LOR, and
LLOR to the 3D length of the portion of the LOR corresponding to the touched voxels.
The symbol fatt denotes the coefficient factor that is multiplied by the measurement
associated to the voxels touched in the corresponding LOR whose activity has been
attenuated,
fatti = e
∑
j
1
λj
LLOR
, (5.1)
as discussed further in section 5.1.5.
5.1.4 TOF kernel and image statistics
In this reconstruction, the TOF kernel was modeled as a Gaussian with a kernel of
300 ps FWHM - measured coincidence time resolution, as shown by experimental re-
sults with RPC-PET detectors for human PET [4]. This modeling was based on the
direct technique for voxel filling [320]. In fig. 5.2 (left), the Gaussian kernel is filled
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with 1 million samples centered in the coincidence time difference of the first two an-
nihilation photons detected. Fig. 5.2 (right) shows the backprojected LOR for that
first event. The integral of the curve corresponds to the weight given to that LOR by
the attenuation correction. In the reconstruction algorithm, the filling of the Gaussian
Figure 5.2: Left: Gaussian kernel of 300 ps filled with 1 million samples and centered
in the coincidence time difference of the first two annihilation photons detected. Right:
backprojection of the first event TOF-weighted with 1 million samples. Both the FWHM
and the integral agree with the expectations (FWHM calculated: 45 mm versus FWHM
from backprojection: 47 mm; attenuation coefficient calculated: 11.49 versus integral from
backprojection: 11.68).
kernel was studied between 1 and 50 samples inside the Gaussian. Considering im-
age improvement stabilization, a TOF kernel with 30 samples inside the Gaussian was
taken into account. When reconstructing with a 600 ps FWHM TOF kernel, in order to
compare with the 300 ps FWHM case, a kernel filling of 60 samples was implemented,
to avoid statistical losses in the filling due the wider width of the gaussian. To evaluate
the influence of image statistics, a reconstruction with half of the detected events was
performed.
5.1.5 MLEM and OSEM mathematical implementation
The list-mode data was reconstructed with MLEM and OSEM, including a TOF prob-
ability density function. Fig. 5.3 depicts the flowchart of the reconstruction algorithm.
Equation 5.2 presents the MLEM algorithm, in its matrix form, adapted to the TOF-
based reconstruction, and including attenuation correction. The attenuation correction
is incorporated neither in the form it is in attenuation weighted (AW)-MLEM [286]
nor in AW-OSEM [287], but rather applied to pre-corrected list-mode data, as dis-
cussed in chapter 2. In order to find the activity distribution corresponding to iteration
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Figure 5.3: Flowchart of the direct TOF-based reconstruction algorithm implemented in
this study. The abbreviation dtBP stands for direct-TOF backprojection, whereas dtFP
stands for direct-TOF forward projection.
(n + 1), X(n+1), the backprojected image X(n) is forward-projected and TOF-weighted
by weight G (represented in equation 5.3 in index notation), as given by AGX(n), with
A being the system matrix, i.e. the matrix that makes the correspondence between
the image space X and the data space Y . The simulated projected data (Y (0)) was
previously corrected by the attenuation correction factor F (fatti in index notation) and
is divided by AGX(n). This corrected data fraction is then backprojected and TOF-
weighted, by multiplying itself by A−1G. The algorithm then multiplies this image by
the image of the previous iteration, X(n), repeatedly through iterations,
X(n+1) = X(n)A−1G
Y (0)F
AGX(n)
(5.2)
gi =
1√
2piσic
e
− (st−<s>)2
2σ2i c
2
(5.3)
The OSEM algorithm in its index notation form is presented in eq. (5.4), where
gi is defined by eq. (5.3), with < s > defined by eq. (5.5), and σi = 128ps (300 ps
FWHM). The constant c corresponds to the speed of light.
x
(n+1)
j = x
(n)
j
∑
i∈SN
aijgi
yifatti∑
t aitgix
(n)
t
(5.4)
< s >= smiddle,LOR +
σic
2
(5.5)
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5.1.6 Multi-threaded GPU-based parallelization reconstruction strategy
The method proposed to increase the performance of the reconstruction routine consists
in reconstructing independently nine different regions of the body. For example, in
fig. 5.4, we see that 40% of LOR 1 is assigned to image region number 5, while 60%
of the same LOR is assigned to image region number 6. However, LOR 2 is totally
assigned to image region number 7. In order to consider the events laying outside the
Figure 5.4: TOF-assisted data division into nine different body regions.
divided images while iterating on the TOF-kernel, a margin of 3σ in the space variable
was taken in consideration. The nine different images are then summed, resulting in a
single volume similar to the whole-body reconstructed one.
A complementary reconstruction technique to increase further the reconstruction
speed consists in considering a certain number of dots equally spaced inside the 300 ps
FWHM TOF gaussian and giving them the equivalent gaussian weight, so the sum of
the weights equals one. Fig. 5.5 shows the equally spaced dots with their correspond-
ing weight. The more points we consider, the lower is their individual weight. For the
16-threads CPUs implementation, 15 dots were considered while for the GPU imple-
mentation, 32 dots were contemplated without loss of reconstruction speed and image
quality. To increase the compute-to-memory access ratio, this configures the suitable
scenario for the use of the GPU constant memory. To overtake the inefficiency of cache
entries, resulting from having the TOF uncertainties along the space variable and their
corresponding weights stored in separate arrays, the solution arose from storing the
elements of these arrays as a struct, known as an array of structs [321], [322]. In this
approach, instead of giving an equal weight to each sample of the TOF-kernel, which is
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Figure 5.5: Distribution of the time uncertainty associated to a 300 ps FWHM TOF
resolution. The TOF uncertainty along the space variable and its respective weight is
distributed along 15 and 32 dots respectively used for the 16-threads CPUs and GPU
routine implementations. This approach allows for an increase of 31% in reconstruction
speed, since these values are accessed through a look-up-table (LUT).
done randomly, consuming undesired computing time capabilities, we access the 300 ps
FWHM gaussian dots through a look-up-table (LUT) containing the TOF uncertainties
along the space variable and their respective weights. This approach generates always
an identical reconstructed image.
A LUT has also been done for the random TOF kernel filling to speed-up the
reconstruction. By generating 1M uncertainty time samples to fill the TOF-kernel of
a first set of events and using the same LUT for the next set of events, this shortened
the time needed in the generation of a time uncertainty for each sample of each event.
On each MLEM iteration, a new uncertainty time table was generated. Therefore,
we end up always with a different image in each iteration. The final image can be
correlated with another independent reconstruction to suppress statistical noise and
increase system specificity.
The reconstruction routines were both implemented on an NVIDIA Tesla C2075
GPU assisted by a double Intel Xeon E5620 2.4GHz CPU with 16 threads, versus the
16-threads CPUs alone.
5.1.7 Contrast recovery coefficient calculation
Following the strategy adopted by [116] to determine the local contrast recovery coef-
ficient (CRC) values, independent reconstructions were performed both on the NCAT
simulated data without the inserted lesions assumed as background, and after inserting
the lesions by simulation, the latter representing the signal. The volumes of interest
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(VOIs) were drawn for each lesion with the respective diameter on both images and
the CRC was calculated as
CRC = (H/B − 1)/(a− 1), (5.6)
where H is the average intensity in the lesion VOI, B is the average intensity in the
corresponding background VOI, and a is the simulated lesion to background activity
ratio of 6:1 for the six spheres in homogeneous background and of 10:1 for the lesions
inserted in the anthropomorphic phantom.
5.2 Results
5.2.1 Six spheres in homogeneous background
5.2.1.1 Qualitative analysis
Fig. 5.6 shows six simulated sources immersed in a homogeneous background. This
Figure 5.6: Original annihilation points corresponding to the simulated data of six spheres
immersed in a homogeneous background. Coronal and sagittal views have higher intensity
in the outer regions of the phantom due to the photon attenuation effect. The same is also
visible in the axial view, where spheres 1, 3, 4 and 6 have less intensity on the voxels closer
to the axis of the phantom (orange) than the ones closer to the phantom surface (red).
image corresponds to the annihilation points from where the photons that reached the
detectors were emitted. In the axial view, spheres 1, 3, 4 and 6 have less activity on
the voxels closer to the center of the cylinder. This is a consequence of the attenuation
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of the emitted photons which are more attenuated when the annihilation process takes
place in these inner regions. This effect is even more visible in the coronal view (see
fig. 5.6, middle), which clearly lacks on attenuation correction. Additionally, this effect
is even increased considering the efficiency curve presented in fig. 2.36 (right), which
mostly rejects the low-energy scattered events in favor of the acceptance of the true
events. In the sagittal view (see fig. 5.6, right), spheres 2 and 5 maintain their original
shape, as it will be explained next.
As can be seen in fig. 5.7 left, the indicated LOR 1 corresponds to the track of
two opposite photons that cross more matter than the photons corresponding to LOR
2. This can be seen in detail in figs. 5.7 middle and right. The spheres get elongated
Figure 5.7: Depiction of the elongation effect of spheres 1, 3, 4 and 5 caused by the at-
tenuation effect. Left: LOR 1 traverses more matter than LOR 1 leading to the elongation
of the spheres observed in the zoomed image (middle). The closer observation of sphere 5
shown in right image confirms that voxels crossed by LOR 2 have more intensity than the
ones crossed by LOR 1.
along the track of LOR 2, because more photons are escaping from the phantom due to
the closer position to the borders of the phantom on that specific direction. In fig. 5.7
right, voxels crossed by LOR 2 have clearly more intensity than those crossed by LOR 1.
Comparing LOR 3 and LOR 4, it is shown that the TOF-based LOR filling of inclined
LORs occurs in a larger number of voxels than for horizontal LORs, contributing to
the elongation of the sphere. These images correspond to the backprojection of the
detected trues events without attenuation correction.
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After performing the attenuation correction the reconstructed image becomes ho-
mogeneous, as shown in fig. 5.8 (right).
Figure 5.8: Backprojection of the background data without (left) and with (right) atten-
uation correction.
In order to understand the difference between the shape of spheres 2 or 5 in respect
to all others, in fig. 5.6 a), we compare the two events presented in fig. 5.9. Supposing
that we iterate through a gaussian kernel along the inclined LOR, the same gaussian
kernel along a horizontal LOR would have a contribution to the neighboring voxels.
This is purely a geometrical effect. However, the overall contribution to the 9 presented
voxels, which define a VOI, is identical.
In fig. 5.10 a), the backprojection of the detected true events after performing the
attenuation correction is presented. The elongated spheres 1, 3, 4, and 6 become
spherical. In fig. 5.10 b) and c), we present the reconstructed images corresponding
to the iteration 1 and 10 of the MLEM algorithm, respectively. As expected, due to
the effect presented in fig. 5.9, spheres 1, 3 , 4, and 6 have their closest region to the
detector (highest solid angle) crossed by diagonal LORs while for spheres 2 and 5, the
closest region to the detector is crossed by horizontal LORs. Therefore, the spheres gain
this shape with a higher intensity concentration in inner voxels, which becomes more
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Figure 5.9: Scheme of the contribution of an inclined LOR (left) and an horizontal LOR
(right) to the TOF kernel filling of the gaussian. Despite the dispersion of the sample
filling in the right image to the neighboring voxels, the overall contribution to the 9 voxels
is equal in both images.
Figure 5.10: Reconstruction of six simulated spheres immersed in a homogeneous back-
ground (axial view): a) backprojection of the data; b) iteration 1; c) iteration 10; d)
iteration 20 with gaussian blurring along the three coordinates in the detection position.
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accentuated with increasing iterations. It is a purely geometrical effect that is solved
with a gaussian blurring on the detection position, as can be seen in fig. 5.10 d). If the
detector effects were included, this problem would vanish due to the large contribution
of the scattered events on the detectors in comparison to these small variations. As we
will see in next section, for anthropomorphic studies these issues do not arise, since the
reconstruction is also dominated by other variables.
In fig. 5.11, the corresponding sagittal views of the preceding images are shown.
Both the attenuation correction and the gaussian blurring generate a homogenous cylin-
der and the spheres maintain their original shape.
Figure 5.11: Reconstruction of six simulated spheres immersed in a homogeneous back-
ground (sagittal view): a) backprojection of the data; b) iteration 1; c) iteration 10; d)
iteration 20 of MLEM algorithm with a gaussian blurring along the three coordinates in
the detection position.
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5.2.1.2 Quantitative analysis
To reinforce the consistency of the reconstructed images shown above, we calculated the
VOI in a similar region around the 6 spheres. We compared the images generated by
the annihilations points and the ones resulting from the reconstruction of the detected
events, with and without the inclusion of the attenuation correction and the gaussian
blurring on the detected events position.
The total intensity in the VOI for the 6 spheres is presented in table 5.2. The
variations between the 6 spheres after performing the attenuation correction and the
Table 5.2: Relative intensity in the volume of interest for 6 spheres immersed in a homo-
geneous background
Without attenuation correction
Spheres 1 2 3 4 5 6
Backprojection 98.2% 97.7% 98.9% 98.9% 97.3% 100%
Iteration 1 96.9% 97.9% 98.8% 100% 96.9% 98.7%
Iteration 3 95.7% 97.5% 100% 99.0% 96.7% 99.3%
Iteration 10 91.4% 98.8% 99.1% 100% 97.4% 97.3%
With attenuation correction
Spheres 1 2 3 4 5 6
Backprojection 97.2% 97.5% 98.9% 98.2% 96.3% 100%
Iteration 1 95.7% 97.8% 99.8% 99.0% 96.5% 100%
Iteration 3 95.1% 97.4% 99.3% 100% 96.7% 99.4%
Iteration 10 91.1% 94.8% 100% 99.7% 92.5% 97.0%
With attenuation correction and gaussian blurring
Spheres 1 2 3 4 5 6
Iteration 1 98.3% 97.0% 98.6% 98.9% 97.2% 100%
Iteration 3 96.3% 95.7% 98.5% 97.9% 97.3% 100%
Iteration 10 95.7% 96.9% 100% 99.0% 98.1% 99.5%
Annihilation points
Spheres 1 2 3 4 5 6
Trues + Scatters 99.9% 99.7% 99.6% 99.7% 99.8 100%
Trues 97.1% 97.6% 98.7% 98.6% 97.5% 100%
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gaussian blurring remain below 5%, which confirms the predictions and motivates a
detectability study.
Fig. 5.12 shows six simulated and reconstructed spherical sources immersed in a
homogeneous background with a signal-to-background activity ratio of 6:1. The recon-
Figure 5.12: Six simulated and reconstructed spherical sources immersed in a homoge-
neous activity background. The top images represent the axial view of the cylinder with
35 cm diameter: simulated emission phantom (left), reconstruction image without atten-
uation correction (right), and corrected by attenuation on-the-fly on a LOR-to-LOR basis
(middle). The bottom row presents the corresponding sagittal views. A cut on the inten-
sity scale was performed on the reconstructed images. Reconstructed image reproduces
well simulation phantom, despite the lower visual contrast of the spheres.
struction was blindly applied to 36 M lesions-plus-background detected true events and
the result after 20 MLEM iterations is presented in fig. 5.12, middle and right columns.
Fig. 5.12, left column, presents the simulated emission phantom, while the difference
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between figs. 5.12 (middle) and (right) lies in the implementation of attenuation correc-
tion and a gaussian blurring on the detection position. Reconstruction and simulated
phantom demonstrate a good agreement in quantitative values of the background de-
spite the lower contrast of the spheres in the reconstructed images and the increased
statistical noise and background variability caused by a low statistics dataset.
5.2.2 A whole-body single-bed TOF-based reconstruction for RPC-
PET
5.2.2.1 Attenuation correction
Fig. 5.13 illustrates the contribution of attenuation correction to the full-body recon-
struction. The edges of the body, which are falsely increased in intensity on a non-
attenuation-corrected image (right), become homogeneously represented, upon correc-
tion (middle). Regions of the body showing the presence of a lesion (fig. 5.13, middle)
loose such information due to the absence of proper attenuation correction which would
contribute to the decrease of specificity of the system. In addition, in fig. 5.13, left and
Figure 5.13: Comparison between 2 mm thick slices along the axial view of a a simulated
image (left) and two reconstructed images with (middle) and without (right) attenuation
correction. A lesion positioned in the inguinal region can only be seen in the left and
middle image. The lack of attenuation correction makes this lesion invisible in the right
image, therefore contributing to a decrease of system specificity. In addition, the middle
column shows the empty space of the intestine, in agreement with the simulation (left),
with this information being largely disturbed without attenuation correction (right).
middle, it is possible to visualize the empty space of the intestine in an axial view at
bowel level, with this information being largely disturbed without attenuation correc-
tion.
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5.2.2.2 TOF kernel
A study of the contribution of the TOF kernel filling to the quality of the images is
shown in fig. 5.14. By comparison of the evolution of the root mean squared error
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Figure 5.14: Comparison between different number of TOF kernel sample values, ranging
from 10 to 50. For a TOF kernel filling inside the Gaussian above 20 samples there is no
remarkable improvement in the error.
(RMSE) for different number of TOF kernel samplings, it can be seen that there is
no significant improvement in the convergence of the algorithm for a number of kernel
samples superior to 20. The images comparing a TOF kernel of 20 and 50 samples
depicted in fig. 5.15 are almost indistinguishable and are in good agreement with the
.
Figure 5.15: Two millimeter thick slices showing the contribution of the TOF kernel filling
to the image structural information. Left: simulation. Middle and right: reconstruction
obtained with a TOF kernel filling of 20 and 50 samples, respectively. It can be seen that
the improvement in image quality with a TOF kernel sampling above 20 is marginal.
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simulation image. For a TOF with a kernel sampling of 1 and 5 the algorithm did not
converge due to lack of enough statistics, resulting from a under-sampled TOF kernel.
5.2.2.3 Reconstructed images
Fig. 5.16 shows the results of the RPC-PET reconstruction applied to Geant4 simulated
data based on the NCAT anthropomorphic phantom. The images on the left of fig. 5.16
a) b)
Figure 5.16: Results of the RPC-PET reconstruction applied to Geant4 simulated data
based on the NCAT anthropomorphic phantom (left columns in a) and b)). The right
column in a) and b) shows reconstructed results after 20 MLEM iterations. The two views
represent 2 mm thick slices across the heart region. Sagittal view (b) shows left ventricle,
stomach, spleen and kidney, while coronal view (a) shows both ventricles of the heart well
separated from liver and stomach. Gallbladder and intensity depressions on the intestine
region are also visible.
a) and b) represent the coronal and sagittal views of the NCAT simulation phantom,
respectively. The images on the right of the same figure show the reconstruction images
of 49 M true events after 20 MLEM iterations. A lower cut on the intensity scale was
performed, as well as on the following reconstructed images, in order to remove the very-
low intensity from voxels filled with the tails of the Gaussian TOF kernel. Coronal and
sagittal views of the brain are also included in fig. 5.17 demonstrating the capabilities
of RPC-PET to reveal the detailed structures of the brain.
Fig. 5.18 a) presents the coronal and sagittal views of the TOF-based backprojection
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Figure 5.17: Comparison between NCAT anthropomorphic phantom brain simulated
(left) and reconstructed (right) image. A very good agreement between cerebellum and
other activated regions of the brain is observed, revealing detailed structural information
of the brain.
a) b)
Figure 5.18: a) Coronal and sagittal view of a TOF-based backprojection of all detected
data. A median filter was applied to denoise the image. All organs aforementioned are
already visible. Potential real-time visualization feasibility. b) Reconstructed image of
half of the events hitherto considered. A degradation on the homogeneity of the organs is
notorious, inducing possible false lesions.
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of 49 M true events, after applying a median filter. This image calls for the potential
real-time visualization capability in RPC-PET scans, due to the TOF benefit.
A reconstruction of half of the events considered hitherto was performed to compare
with the images of fig. 5.16. The same image slices are displayed in fig. 5.18 b). All
organs, particularly the stomach and the kidney, become less homogeneous, noisier,
hindering the possibility of detecting a lesion. This shows that a predominant variable
for improving image quality is the number of events, which takes us to the conclusion
that the increase of sensitivity is one of the main achievements of RPC-PET.
5.2.3 Scatter rejection fraction
As can be seen in fig. 5.19, with an increasing TOF resolution, the probability of the
calculated annihilation scatter point being within the human body decreases exponen-
tially, leading to an increase in the scatter rejection fraction (SRF). For 2.5 ns, which
corresponds almost to the non-TOF case, there are still scattered LORs that do not
cross the NCAT phantom and contribute to the SRF.
SRF =
scattered events rejected with TOF
total scattered events detected
(5.7)
Since RPC-PET does not have energy resolution, although it has energy sensitiv-
ity [210], even for a poorer TOF resolution, there is still a high SRF.
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Figure 5.19: Curve of the scatter rejection fraction (SRF) for a decreasing TOF resolu-
tion, calculated for the homogeneous cylindrical phantom (left) and for the NCAT phantom
(right). We observe that the SRF grows exponentially with an increasing TOF resolution.
For a 300 ps FWHM TOF resolution, the SRF is 60% and 63% for the homogeneous
cylindrical phantom and for the NCAT phantom, respectively. For a 600 ps FWHM TOF
resolution, these values decrease to 57% and 60%, respectively.
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5.2.4 Six lesions in anthropomorphic phantom: towards lesion de-
tectability
Fig. 5.20 shows two sets of 2 mm thick slice images, each presenting five simulated
lesions. We compare the images containing the original annihilation points with those
reconstructed from true events with a 300 ps FWHM TOF kernel, after 20 MLEM
iterations. All lesions are perfectly distinguishable. Figs. 5.20 and 5.21, as well as
all figures hereinafter presented containing the three views of the five lesions, were
normalized to 80% of the maximum intensity in the brain.
Figure 5.20: Whole-body 2 mm thick slice images showing five lesions: cervical, sub-
clavicular, knee, axillary, and inguinal. The reconstructed results were obtained after 20
MLEM iterations. A windowing on the intensity scale was performed to distinguish the
lesions. The left image shows the original annihilation points, while the right image presents
the reconstructed images of the trues events with a 300 ps FWHM TOF kernel. In both,
lesions are perfectly visible.
In fig. 5.21 we included the body-scattered events detected by an RPC-PET system
with 120 gaps (fig. 2.36 (right)) and compared the 300 ps and 600 ps FWHM TOF
kernels, after performing the TOF-based scatter rejection. The comparison with the
600 ps FWHM TOF case is in line with the state of the art commercial PET scanners
and with the work developed by the instrumentation group that created the LaBr3
PET scanner [323].
Comparing to the reconstructed images after performing the rejection cuts with a
600 ps FWHM TOF kernel (fig. 5.21, right), all lesions observed in the 300 ps FWHM
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Figure 5.21: Reconstructed images of the data detected by an RPC-PET system after
including the scattered events and performing the rejection cuts with a 300 ps (left) and a
600 ps (right) FWHM TOF kernel. The abdominal region is more contaminated by scatters,
however this region becomes cleaner due to the scatter rejection properties of RPC-PET.
The organs are still well separated: the heart from the stomach, and the right kidney from
the liver. The spleen is still visible. The visual contrast improves in all lesions for a 300 ps
FWHM TOF resolution (left), mainly the inguinal one, which is almost undistinguishable
with a 600 ps FWHM TOF resolution (right).
images (fig. 5.21, left) improve visual contrast, mainly the inguinal one, which is al-
most undistinguishable in the 600 ps FWHM TOF kernel case. The contribution of
the scatters in the abdomen region is highly suppressed and the organs appear well
separated and partly visible. The spleen is also visible and visually separated from
the left kidney. The stomach can be observed separated from the heart and the liver,
and the right kidney is also detached from the liver. Therefore, the combination of an
RPC-PET detector with a higher TOF resolution increases the detectability, mainly in
regions more sensitive to the contribution of the scattered events, such as those closer
to the abdomen.
To better distinguish each of the six lesions we display the corresponding axial slices
crossing the maximum intensity voxel of each lesion in fig. 5.22. The line profiles shown
in the images in the bottom of fig. 5.22 allow discriminating the presence of a lesion
in all six cases, including the inguinal one, which was more difficult to detect in the
coronal and sagittal views in fig. 5.21. This is due to its location in the outer region of
the abdomen, where contaminating background is less prone than in the center. The
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Figure 5.22: Axial views corresponding to 2 mm thick slices crossing the six lesions. On
the left column, it is exhibited the: foot (bottom); knee (middle); inguinal (top) lesions.
On the right column it is shown the: axillary (bottom); subclavicular (middle); cervical
(top) lesions. All lesions are well distinguished from background and have the expected
spherical shape with 10 mm diameter. The knee lesion has the highest contrast and the
axillary lesion is easily detected despite the presence of the heart. The inguinal lesion can
still be distinguishable, despite the contribution of the scattered events in the inner region
of the abdomen. All lesions have a similar maximum intensity, except the foot lesion, which
is not covered by the whole RPC-PET solid angle acceptance.
knee lesion has the best contrast, while the axillary lesion shows up with good contrast
despite the presence of the heart in the image. All images, except the one containing
the foot lesion, were normalized to the maximum activity in the heart walls. The foot
lesion loses activity due to its presence in the extremity of the RPC detection system
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and was then normalized to half of the maximum intensity in the heart walls.
In order to evaluate the influence of all aforementioned contributions to the recon-
struction image in the case of an inguinal lesion, which is the most critical, we present
a comparison concerning TOF resolution, scatter rejection by TOF, and image median
filtering influence. In fig. 5.23 (left) a distribution of the annihilation points after (top)
and before (middle) performing a median filter is shown. Median filter reduces the
Figure 5.23: Axial views corresponding to 2 mm thick slices containing the inguinal lesion.
On the left column, the original annihilation points after (top) and before (bottom) passing
through a median filter are shown. The profiles show the “salt-and-pepper” noise arising
from the lack of statistics, which are flattened with the median filter. On the right column,
the reconstruction of the true events with a 300 ps FWHM TOF resolution (top) and a
600 ps FWHM TOF resolution (middle) is shown. A TOF resolution of 300 ps FWHM
results in a more homogeneous image, gives more contrast to the lesion, and resolves the
non-activity region of the intestine.
so-called “salt-and-pepper” noise due to the lack of statistics and distorts the lesion
shape as a result of the non-uniform activity in the neighboring voxels of the lesion.
This effect (left images) vanishes in the reconstruction (right images) due to the sample
filling of the TOF kernel. Fig. 5.23 (right) presents the reconstruction of the true events
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with a TOF resolution of 300 ps FWHM (top) and 600 ps FWHM (middle). The top
image is more uniform, the lesion has a better visual contrast and the intestine region
is well resolved.
Fig. 5.24 illustrates the effectiveness of an RPC-PET system with a 300 ps FWHM
TOF resolution to remove the scatters and detect the inguinal and axillary lesions. For
Figure 5.24: Axial views of 2 mm thick slices containing the inguinal (left) and the
axillary (right) lesions. The profiles on the left column compare iteration 1, 20, and 50.
The images corresponding to iteration 20 (top right) and 50 (middle left) are very similar,
as well as their profiles (bottom left). The lesion is discernible from the neighbouring
regions, due to the decreasing contribution of the scattered events. Top and middle images
have their intensity normalized to 80% maximum in the heart. Profiles (bottom) were
normalized to the maximum intensity in the lesion (peak).
both lesions, the top and middle axial views of the right column correspond to a TOF
resolution of 300 ps FWHM and 600 ps FWHM, respectively (both at the 20th iteration).
As aforementioned, a 300 ps TOF resolution increases the lesion contrast. The number
of iterations are also compared to verify their influence on lesion detectability. There is
a convergence of the reconstructed image at iteration 20, with the heart becoming well
delimited and all structural information, including the one influenced by the scattered
events, stabilized. The lesion uptake value (peak) increases both with iterations and
improved TOF resolutions. The inguinal lesion, due to its presence in the outer region
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of the abdomen, is better distinguished from the scattered contaminated inner region
in the 300 ps FWHM TOF resolution case. The uptake value of this lesion is, however,
slightly reduced between iteration 20 and 50, while for the axillary lesion, it stabilizes
around 1.14 kBq/mL.
5.2.5 Performance
5.2.5.1 RMSE evolution
Fig. 5.25 presents the RMSE evolution for the MLEM reconstruction along 200 iter-
ations for the NCAT (left), and along 80 iterations for the spheres in a homogenous
background (right). The RMSE was calculated between the simulated or mathematical
Figure 5.25: Graph of the evolution of the RMSE along 200 iteration calculated be-
tween NCAT simulated image and the reconstructed true events image (left), and along
80 iteration calculated between the mathematical image of the spheres in a homogeneous
background and the reconstructed true events image (right). In both, the convergence is
reached after 20 iterations.
image and the reconstructed true events image. The metrics could take into account the
trues or the scattered events. Reconstruction with scattered events was not considered,
due to a consequent bias, unless a scatter correction would be proper implemented.
RMSE converges after 20 iterations, a fact that led us to the decision of stopping the
reconstruction at iteration 20 (in this study).
5.2.5.2 Image division
As an alternative approach to a whole-body reconstruction, we propose to divide
the reconstructed image, based on the data arising from nine different regions of the
body. Fig. 5.26 a) presents the results of the nine independent reconstructions after 20
MLEM iterations, whose resulting images are then summed and displayed as shown in
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Figure 5.26: a) Reconstruction method based on the division of the data through nine
different regions of the body. This image represents the nine independent reconstructions,
obtained after 20 MLEM iterations. This strategy allows for the full whole-body reconstruc-
tion to be performed in 4 minutes only, which compares with 21 minutes if the whole-body
is considered. b) Reconstructed image resulting from the sum of the nine independent
reconstructions depicted in a). There is no substantial difference to the whole-body recon-
struction shown in fig. 5.21 (left), except for the borders between each of the nine summed
images. This is a consequence of the median filter used between iterations to stabilize the
convergence of the algorithm. c) Reconstructed images of the legs (left) and the right foot
(right). Although the lack of activity in the inner part of the leg where the two images
sum, this does not affect greatly the lesion detectability. Doing an analysis of each of the
nine independent reconstructions, it is possible to detect a lesion in the foot, which could
go undetected in a whole-body reconstruction due to the lack of intensity in this region
in respect to the rest of the body, the latter being fully covered by the solid angle of the
RPC-PET system.
fig. 5.26 b). This method improves the reconstruction speed as presented in table 5.3.
A margin of 3σ has to be given in order to consider the events laying outside the image
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Table 5.3: Reconstruction time (minutes) for the presented images. Timing in bold
indicates largest computing time.
SRF (300 ps FWHM) - Body divided into nine regions
Body Region Head Head Torso Torso Abdominal Abdominal
Superior Inferior Superior Inferior Superior Inferior
P
re
-p
ro
ce
ss
in
g Scatter Rejection 0:06 0:02 0:05 0:04 0:03 0:03
Attenuation correction 0:06 0:03 0:05 0:04 0:04 0:03
Total 0:12 0:05 0:10 0:08 0:07 0:06
Backprojection 0:14 0:11 0:13 0:13 0:13 0:11
R
ec
o
n
st
ru
ct
io
n 16 CPUs - 20 iterations 7:16 4:52 6:55 6:16 5:51 5:16
16 CPUs - LUT (300 ps) 4:13 3:38 4:44 4:28 4:20 4:06
GPU - 20 iterations 4:39 3:29 4:23 4:01 4:02 3:46
GPU - LUT (300 ps) 3:30 2:48 3:33 3:14 3:04 2:51
Whole Body
SRF (300 ps FWHM) SRF SRF Trues Trues
Legs Legs 300 ps 600ps 300 ps 600 ps
Superior Inferior Feet FWHM FWHM FWHM FWHM
P
re
-p
ro
ce
ss
in
g Scatter Rejection 0:03 0:02 0:02 0:27 0:44 - -
Attenuation correction 0:03 0:02 0:02 0:41 0:52 0:25 0:25
Total 0:06 0:04 0:03 1:08 1:36 0:25 0:25
Backprojection 0:10 0:10 0:12 1:40 2:16 1:20 1:53
R
ec
o
n
st
ru
ct
io
n 16 CPUs - 20 iterations 4:37 4:05 4:14 41:33 1:05:10 34:07 50:57
16 CPUs - LUT (300 ps) 3:51 3:32 3:51 33:52 - 27:00 -
GPU - 20 iterations 3:17 2:51 3:08 24:15 28:04 22:03 22:49
GPU - LUT (300 ps) 2:36 2:22 2:40 21:11 - 17:03 -
while iterating on the TOF-kernel.
The images obtained from the image division approach, when summed, still lack of
some intensity in the borders between those images. This effect becomes more visible
the greater the number of iterations performed. It arises due to the median filter
applied between iterations to stabilize the reconstruction, avoiding instability of the
algorithm due to the so-called “salt-and-pepper” noise. This kind of filter tends to
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reduce the intensity in a voxel if several surrounding voxels are null, which actually
occurs in the borders of the divided images. Nevertheless, this lack of intensity in the
borders between divided images affect just two slices of 2 mm each, and mainly the
background. As depicted in fig 5.26 c) (left), the knee lesion positioned in the divided
image borders, despite the contrast loss, still preserves its shape and remains visible.
This image division method allows a quick detection of unexpected lesions, like the one
in the foot presented in fig. 5.26 c) (right). Even for this region, where the RPC-PET
detector is less sensitive, this lesion is well detected, mainly due to the absence of other
organs.
5.2.5.3 Constant Gaussian look-up-table
In order to improve even further the reconstruction speed, a different routine was imple-
mented to reconstruct the RPC-PET data. As aforementioned, instead of generating
random time uncertainty numbers, which is computationally time consuming, a LUT
was generated with the 300 ps FWHM TOF uncertainties transformed in the corre-
sponding space variables with their respective weights. As depicted in fig. 5.27 and
comparing with fig. 5.26 b), the two approaches produce similar images.
Figure 5.27: Reconstructed images resulting from a different reconstruction routine
adapted to speedup the convergence of the algorithm. In this approach, a LUT with
the space uncertainty associated to TOF and its corresponding weight is generated and
stored in the constant memory of the GPU, increasing the compute-to-memory access ra-
tio. The image is quite similar to the ones depicted in fig. 5.26 b) and fig. 5.21 (left) and
results from the sum of the nine divided reconstructed images.
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Fig. 5.28 compares the axial slices of the reconstructed images, containing the in-
guinal and axillary lesion, and obtained from the two proposed routines. On the left
Figure 5.28: Comparison between the axial views containing the inguinal (left) and ax-
illary (right) lesions for the two proposed routines, the one with a random filling of the
TOF kernel giving an equal weight to all samples (left) and the routine that resorts to the
previously defined LUT with the space uncertainties associated to TOF and their respec-
tive weight (right). They are quite similar and their profiles confirm it. The top images
were reconstructed with 16-threads CPUs while the bottom images resorts to the GPU to
increase the convergence speed. The four images resemble themselves and the difference
between the profiles of the sum of the divided images and the whole-body reconstruction
using the second routine is negligible. The same intensity normalization applied to the
images of fig. 5.24 was used here.
column the images resulting from the random sampling of the TOF kernel are dis-
played. On the right column, we show the images corresponding to the application of
the LUT containing the space uncertainty associated to TOF and its respective weight.
The top images arise from the 16-threads CPUs implementation of both routines, while
the bottom images result from the GPU assisted by 16-threads CPUs implementation
of those same routines. Because the second routine reproduce always the same output
image, the whole-body reconstruction and the sum of the divided images are virtually
identical. This can be observed on the superposition of the profiles of the right col-
umn. This confirms the reliability of the reconstructed image division method. The
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first routine also reproduces very similar images, regardless of the statistical variations
associated to the random sampling of the TOF kernel.
5.2.5.4 TOF-OSEM algorithm and independent reconstructions
Fig. 5.29 a) corresponds to the axial view containing the inguinal lesion. The difference
a) b)
Figure 5.29: a) Comparison between the MLEM and OSEM algorithms and evaluation
of the usefulness of performing similar independent reconstructions to improve system
specificity. The images in the middle row correspond to two similar independent OSEM
reconstructions. Some false hot spots are present in different locations from image to image
corresponding to statistical fluctuations that differ between the two images and that could
lead to false lesion triggers (false positives). The top right image results from the mean
of the middle images. It can be seen that the real lesion does not lose contrast, whereas
the intensity of the peaks due to statistical fluctuations is decreased. The bottom line
profiles corroborate this observation. b) Whole-body 2 mm thick slice images showing
the five lesions obtained from the implementation of the OSEM algorithm. Comparing
to fig. 5.21, the inguinal and knee lesion seem to improve contrast. However, by cause of
lack of statistics, the organs show up less homogeneous and the cervical, subclavicular and
axillary lesion appear to loose contrast.
between the images lies on the implementation of the MLEM (top left) and OSEM
(top right and middle) algorithm. While applying the MLEM algorithm to indepen-
dent reconstructions reproduces indistinguishable images, when adopting the OSEM
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algorithm, statistical fluctuations emerge in different places in similar independent re-
constructions (two middle images in fig. 5.29 a)). This effect arises from the random
sampling of the TOF kernel, which culminates in different reconstructed images, as
observed. The middle images exhibit two independent OSEM reconstructions. Some
regions were zoomed to observe that, on the top left of each image, some fluctua-
tions near the intestine do not appear in both independent reconstructions, while the
structural information about the intestine remains. The same happens for the lesion.
The top right image displays the mean of the two independent OSEM reconstructions.
Without correlation analysis, these hot spots present in just one of the two images
could trigger false positives, hence decreasing system specificity.
We observe, as well, that comparing to the MLEM algorithm, the OSEM algorithm
reduces the noise in the inner regions of abdomen contaminated by scattered events,
increasing lesion detectability. The contrast of this specific lesion is also improved and
the space between the arms and the body is better resolved. However, this behavior
is not regular for other lesions. Comparing fig. 5.29 b) with figs. 5.21 (left), 5.26 b),
and 5.27, the cervical, subclavicular, and axillary lesions loose contrast and the organs
become less homogeneous due to lack of statistics. Nevertheless, the inguinal lesion is
undoubtedly better perceptible and the knee lesion increases its visual contrast.
In conclusion, MLEM vs. OSEM results suggest that both approaches yield clini-
cally relevant information. Which algorithm performs better seems to be a matter of
the body region being imaged.
5.2.5.5 Contrast recovery coefficients
The CRC values for the six spheres in homogeneous phantom obtained from the recon-
struction of the true events, with a TOF resolution of 300 ps FWHM, and at iteration
20 (MLEM) are presented in table 5.4.
Analyzing the results from the reconstruction of the NCAT data presented in ta-
ble 5.5, we observe that there is a good agreement between the CRC values obtained
Table 5.4: CRC values for six spheres in homogeneous phantom (%)
Trues (300 ps)
Lesions 1 2 3 4 5 6
Iteration 20 18.1 ± 2.0 19.4 ± 2.1 24.3 ± 3.6 17.7 ± 2.0 22.0 ± 2.4 16.0 ± 1.4
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Table 5.5: CRC values for six lesions immersed in the NCAT phantom (%). Vertical time
values are presented in FWHM.
16 CPUs
Lesions Foot Knee Inguinal Axillary Subclavicular Cervical
T
ru
e
s
(3
0
0
p
s) Iteration 1 19.9 ± 3.3 18.5 ± 3.7 17.8 ± 3.4 18.5 ± 3.8 20.8 ± 4.6 18.9 ± 3.8
Iteration 20 32.5 ± 8.4 26.4 ± 7.2 23.5 ± 4.7 23.7 ± 6.9 30.3 ± 7.7 26.6 ± 7.5
LUT (Iter. 20) 28.0 ± 6.6 28.9 ± 7.4 28.0 ± 6.1 23.8 ± 6.5 32.9 ± 9.1 32.4 ± 8.5
Iteration 50 31.8 ± 8.0 27.3 ± 7.6 25.3 ± 5.6 23.9 ± 7.3 27.9 ± 7.5 28.0 ± 7.5
T
ru
e
s
(6
0
0
p
s) Iteration 1 15.9 ± 2.4 12.2 ± 2.0 10.7 ± 1.5 9.1 ± 1.4 10.5 ± 1.4 10.3 ± 1.5
Iteration 20 29.0 ± 6.7 23.6 ± 5.6 20.2 ± 3.6 18.8 ± 4.4 23.9 ± 5.4 21.6 ± 5.0
Iteration 50 27.9 ± 5.9 24.9 ± 5.4 19.2 ± 3.6 16.6 ± 4.2 23.4 ± 5.6 22.8 ± 5.2
S
R
F
(3
0
0
p
s)
Iteration 1 16.7 ± 2.3 15.3 ± 2.6 6.4 ± 0.8 7.5 ± 0.7 7.1 ± 1.0 7.5 ± 0.8
Iteration 20
Division Sum 27.1 ± 6.0 11.7 ± 1.8 11.6 ± 2.2 12.5 ± 1.9 10.5 ± 1.8 10.3 ± 1.5
Whole-Body 26.6 ± 5.5 22.7 ± 4.7 11.2 ± 1.8 12.0 ± 1.8 10.5 ± 1.7 10.4 ± 1.6
LUT (Iter. 20)
Division Sum 27.8 ± 6.0 12.5 ± 1.9 12.5 ± 2.5 14.1 ± 2.4 10.0 ± 1.8 10.9 ± 2.0
Whole-Body 27.8 ± 5.9 24.3 ± 4.7 12.5 ± 2.5 14.1 ± 2.4 10.0 ± 1.8 10.9 ± 2.0
Iteration 50 27.5 ± 6.3 23.2 ± 4.8 11.0 ± 1.6 12.4 ± 1.5 10.5 ± 1.8 11.1 ± 1.7
S
R
F
(6
0
0
p
s) Iteration 1 13.6 ± 1.7 9.6 ± 1.2 4.2 ± 0.3 4.2 ± 0.4 4.4 ± 0.3 4.1 ± 0.3
Iteration 20 23.1 ± 4.4 16.1 ± 2.9 10.2 ± 1.1 7.6 ± 1.0 8.4 ± 1.1 8.3 ± 0.9
Iteration 50 25.5 ± 5.0 17.3 ± 3.2 9.9 ± 1.1 7.7 ± 0.8 8.0 ± 1.1 8.6 ± 1.0
GPU
Lesions Foot Knee Inguinal Axillary Subclavicular Cervical
T
ru
e
s
(3
0
0
p
s) Iteration 1 19.5 ± 3.2 18.9 ± 3.9 17.6 ± 3.2 18.7 ± 3.6 21.6 ± 4.6 19.0 ± 4.0
Iteration 20 32.4 ± 7.4 28.0 ± 7.7 24.5 ± 5.7 23.9 ± 6.9 30.7 ± 9.3 29.0 ± 7.8
LUT (Iter. 20) 28.2 ± 6.9 28.1 ± 7.1 25.5 ± 5.7 19.9 ± 5.7 29.1 ± 7.8 28.8 ± 7.9
Iteration 50 29.7 ± 7.4 27.2 ± 6.8 24.9 ± 5.7 26.5 ± 7.8 31.7 ± 9.3 28.9 ± 7.4
S
R
F
(3
0
0
p
s)
Iteration 1 16.6 ± 2.3 14.9 ± 2.3 6.9 ± 0.9 7.6 ± 0.8 7.5 ± 1.0 7.3 ± 0.8
Iteration 20
Division Sum 26.6 ± 5.9 12.1 ± 1.8 11.4 ± 1.8 12.9 ± 1.7 10.2 ± 1.8 11.5 ± 1.6
Whole-Body 26.3 ± 6.0 23.6 ± 5.3 11.9 ± 1.9 12.7 ± 1.9 9.9 ± 1.7 11.1 ± 1.8
LUT (Iter. 20)
Division Sum 27.6 ± 5.7 11.0 ± 1.5 9.6 ± 1.4 12.7 ± 2.0 9.6 ± 1.5 9.9 ± 1.5
Whole-Body 27.8 ± 5.7 22.1 ± 4.4 9.6 ± 1.4 12.6 ± 2.0 9.6 ± 1.5 10.0 ± 1.5
Iteration 50 26.8 ± 5.5 22.1 ± 4.9 12.3 ± 1.8 12.2 ± 1.7 10.5 ± 1.8 10.0 ± 1.5
OSEM
Reconst. 1 55.2 ± 15.9 25.1 ± 6.7 17.0 ± 4.1 12.4 ± 2.5 7.8 ± 1.9 10.2 ± 2.1
Reconst. 2 54.2 ± 18.4 25.2 ± 5.8 14.6 ± 3.8 10.6 ± 2.1 9.1 ± 2.2 10.4 ± 1.7
Mean 54.7 ± 16.8 25.2 ± 6.1 15.8 ± 3.7 11.5 ± 2.2 8.4 ± 2.0 10.3 ± 1.8
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with the GPU and the 16-threads CPUs implementations of the reconstruction rou-
tines. Both reconstruction routines presented return similar values, as well. Fig. 5.30
plots the profiles taken along the 6 lesions and corresponding background. They were
obtained from the reconstruction of the simulated data with and without the inclusion
of the datasets of lesions. For all lesions, there is a large contribution of the TOF resolu-
Figure 5.30: Profiles taken along the 6 lesions and corresponding background for the
reconstructed images including trues and scatters and a TOF resolution of 300 ps FWHM.
The background region overlap in both independent reconstructions, conferring reliability
to the evaluation of the CRC values.
tion to the increase of CRC values, either considering only the true events (not shown)
or including also the scatters after performing a scatter rejection by TOF (fig. 5.30). If
taking into account only the trues, the foot and subclavicular lesions have the higher
values followed by the knee and cervical lesions, and the inguinal and axillary lesions
present the lower values. If we include the scattered events after the scatter rejection by
TOF, only the foot and the knee lesions maintain higher values, while the other lesions
suffer a major signal loss due to the contribution of the scattered events. The back-
ground in both reconstructions has a quantitatively conformity, conferring reliability
to the evaluation of the CRC values. The observed contrast agrees with the calculated
CRC values.
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As can be seen in fig. 5.31, there is a large gain between iterations (its.) 1 and 20
and a stabilization for increasing iterations. We present the CRCmean (top, left) and
Figure 5.31: Contrast recovery coefficients evolution with iterations for the images recon-
structed with true and scatter events. Top: CRCmean (left) and CRCmax (right) in foot,
knee and inguinal lesions (MLEM, SRF (300 ps FWHM)). Middle: comparison between a
TOF resolution of 300 and 600 ps FWHM for the inguinal (left) and axillary (right) lesions
(MLEM). Bottom: CRCmean in the six lesions with OSEM (left), and comparison between
CRCmean in foot and inguinal using MLEM (80 it.) and OSEM (5 it., 16 subsets) (right).
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CRCmax (top, right) in the foot, knee and inguinal lesions. The CRCmax considers
the maximum voxel value in each lesion, while the CRCmean takes into account the
region average for each lesion. The latter metric has a smoother performance, thus
being chosen for table 5.5. The CRC values in other lesions evolve similarly, i.e., they
stabilize after iteration 20.
The advantage of a TOF resolution of 300 ps FWHM is clear for the axillary lesion
(middle, right), however, the CRCmean values for the inguinal lesion are not so distant
for both resolutions, despite the almost constant higher values for a 300 ps FWHM
TOF resolution. The OSEM reconstruction increases largely the CRCmean of the foot
lesion (bottom, left) and provides a constant better value for the inguinal lesion in
respect to the MLEM reconstruction (bottom, right), as already observed. The OSEM
algorithm, despite the fact of increasing the image noise by reason of lack of statistics,
has a considerable impact on the contrast of the inguinal lesion.
In table 5.5, we also observe that the proposed image division method kept the CRC
values, when comparing to a whole-body reconstruction, except for the knee lesion,
where a decreasing factor two is noticed, resulting from its location in the boarders of
two independent images. This was expected and has already been perceived by image
visualization.
5.2.5.6 Speed
For the pre-processing and the starting backprojection which feeds the reconstruction
routines, we opted for employing the 16-threads CPUs alone, since the time gain for
the GPU implementation of those routines was not remarkable. The values for the
reconstruction times presented in fig. 5.3 already include the contribution of the pre-
processing and backprojection time. Both reconstruction routines run faster with the
GPU plus 16-threads CPUs implementation than with the 16-threads CPUs alone.
Table 5.3 also presents the reconstruction time for the presented images, considering
the two different approaches: whole-body and division method. For the whole-body,
GPU takes 24:15 to perform the reconstruction of the data for the SRF (300 ps FWHM)
case. Considering the image division approach, a performance of 4:39 was achieved for
the superior head region, where most of the events come from. The implementation
of the second routine, which accesses to the LUT containing the space uncertainties
associated to TOF and their respective weight, supports the access to constant memory
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resources of the GPU, pushing even further the reconstruction speed. A performance
time below 4 minutes (3:33, 20 iterations) for the superior torso region was reached,
the worst case in terms of computation burden. This time includes the total image
reconstruction process.
5.3 Discussion
The large AFOV and the 300 ps FWHM TOF resolution combine in RPC-PET to
make this detector relevant for low injection doses and short scan periods. We expect
to obtain the images presented in this chapter with a 7 minutes scan and an injected
activity of 2 mCi, a value well below the activities currently administered to patients
(10 to 20 mCi). A reconstruction routine capable of providing images for RPC-PET
technology was materialized. A direct TOF implementation of the MLEM and OSEM
algorithms allows for all events to be directly processed and inserted inside the object
image by means of a TOF kernel, while handling list-mode data iteratively. A proper
attenuation correction was successfully implemented and a study on the TOF kernel
sampling was carried out, leading to a RMSE minimum for 20 samples inside the kernel.
Nevertheless, by considering image improvement stabilization, a TOF kernel with 30
samples inside the Gaussian was taken into account to obtain the reconstructed images.
Concerning only the true events, the presented reconstructed images showed a con-
siderable agreement (both qualitatively and quantitatively) with the simulation phan-
tom, with almost all organs showing up with acceptable homogeneity and well sepa-
rated from each other. The image statistics revealed to be a determinant variable for
improving image quality, confirming that the increase of sensitivity is one of the main
achievements of RPC-PET.
A method of rejection of the scattered events was presented, leading to a scatter
rejection fraction of 63% for a 300 ps FWHM TOF resolution expected for a whole-body
RPC-PET.
To study the potential of TOF resolution on lesion detectability, we evaluated its
impact on the detection of six simulated lesions spread over the anthropomorphic phan-
tom in critical regions. Lesions close to abdomen, such as the inguinal one, are harder to
detect. In comparison to a 600 ps FWHM TOF detector (typical for present commercial
crystal-based PET scanners), the 300 ps FWHM whole-body RPC-PET represents a
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detector with increasing detectability potential. Furthermore, we confirmed that TOF
resolution is the prevailing variable for lesion detectability.
As an alternative approach to whole-body reconstruction, a method based on the
division of the data through nine different regions was proposed, resulting in an en-
hancement in the reconstruction performance. The proposed method provided a six
times faster reconstruction. Making use of GPUs assisted by 16-threads CPUs, we
expect to reach a reconstructed image from a 300 ps FWHM RPC-PET scanner in
less than 4 minutes after the end of data acquisition. To achieve this reconstruction
performance, an alternative routine was accomplished to handle the time uncertainty
associated to TOF. By virtue of GPU constant memory, all uncertainty TOF variables
were stored in a LUT, reducing the compute-to-memory access ratio, thus enhancing
the computational performance. Comparing to our first attempt to reconstruct the
whole-body data, which took approximately 90 hours, this represents a huge progress.
We also concluded that images generated using CPU and GPU are essentially identical.
An analysis of the RMSE took us to stop the reconstruction at iteration 20 of
MLEM algorithm, with image visualization corroborating this choice. Despite the fact
that the reconstruction routine deals with a random filling of the TOF kernel, thus gen-
erating different images in similar but independent reconstructions, the MLEM based
reconstruction routine concluded with nearly identical images. OSEM-based indepen-
dent reconstructions generate images susceptible to statistical fluctuations which can
be correlated with each other, thus eventually increasing system specificity.
A CRC analysis corroborates the conclusions we have drawn so far: the inner lesions
in the body have a higher loss of contrast due to the contribution of the scattered events
in those regions; the TOF resolution dictates the largest contribution to contrast gain;
the CRC stabilizes at iteration 20; the OSEM reconstruction performs better than the
MLEM reconstruction for the inguinal lesion; and there is no substantial difference
between GPU and CPU reconstructions.
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6Conclusion
6.1 Summary and conclusions
Two main objectives were pursued within the present work: the determination of the
image spatial resolution of a small-animal RPC-PET prototype; and the development
of a reconstruction routine capable of providing images from a whole-body single-bed
RPC-PET scanner.
6.1.1 Small-animal RPC-PET
An experimental setup was assembled for testing the ability of two small-animal RPC-
PET modules to image and distinguish two small sources closely located. The detector
modules were constructed and placed at a distance of 4 cm from each other, and a
custom-made needle-like source was positioned between them. A step-motor allowed
moving the source in the vertical direction. The joint reconstruction of the data from
both positions produced images where the two points are clearly distinguished. A fit by
the sum of gaussian functions to the reconstructed activity profile along a line crossing
the most active voxel in each source position yielded a spatial resolution close to 0.4 mm
FWHM.
The first goal of this work was to produce 40 RPC detector modules, 10 for each
of the heads of the scanner. This task lasted for several months, since each detector
needs at least 3-4 hours to be assembled and around 12 hours to let the resin dry. As
a matter of fact, we were able to assemble one detector per day. Additional time to
glass cleaning, setup disassembly, painting and insulation was required. The learning
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time to refine the technique has also to be taken into account, because the processes
involved were very delicate and prone to glass break. So far, we assembled around 70
such detectors, 40 of which reached their final stage and have just been fitted into the
scanner, and the remaining were kept as spare detectors.
The second goal of this research was to assemble an experimental setup with two
modules parallel to each other, separated by 4 cm, and image a source placed between
them. A base made of PVC ensured the alignement between the detector modules.
The latter were mounted on a scanner head and carefully positioned each at 2 cm from
the source. We tested the proper operation of the detector modules in what concerns
counting rate capabilities and electric current consumed as a function of the voltage
applied to the electrodes. We adopted the detectors painted with resistive ink instead
of the ones epoxied with SEMITRON, because of their consumed current stability
and the steady multiplicity in all detectors channels along the time. The aluminium
box container, sealed against gas leakage, worked perfectly as a Faraday cage to avoid
environment RF noise from reaching the charge amplifiers.
The third goal was to outline a processing chain capable of providing the charge
and time signal information for coincidence events. Software to decode the raw data
provided by the DAQ system was created, serving as an input for the digital pulse
processing of the charge collected by each ADC channel. The decoder ran in the DAQ
server, and the output was sent to the GRID to be processed. The processor was able
to remove most of the random events from data and provide the coincidences between
the detector pairs. A joint decoding and processing time below 30 s was reached for
approximately 20k triggered events. From these, approximately 30% were accepted as
valid coincidences. A maximum coincidence trigger rate of approximately 1 kHz was
achieved. This value is within the present DAQ capabilities, considering the number of
ADC samples defined (32).
The fourth goal was to develop an event analysis capable of identifying the gap
where the avalanche developed and its fine positioning in the detector. The gap identi-
fication was achieved by means of multivariate (principal component analysis) and clus-
tering (“k-means” algorithm) statistical techniques. The events were analysed based
on classes defined by the strip with largest charge signal. For each strip, we identified
the gap where each avalanche developed, thus providing a fine measurement of the
depth of interaction. The data included LORs inclined up to 58◦, demonstrating the
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parallax-free property inherent to RPC-PET. To determine the photon hits position in
the detector, we made use of the variable, α, obtained from the principal component
analysis, verifying that a relationship exists between α and the relative position of the
avalanche to the center of the strip with largest charge signal [19]. To calculate the
fine coordinate position of the avalanche in the detector, we took into consideration the
calculated induction functions generated by the induced charge on the read-out-strips.
In order to determine the most likely position of the photon hit in the detector, we
followed a least-squares method partially similar to [20, 21]. We observed the presence
of shadows (lines) in the hitmap corresponding to the 0.35 mm spacers used to define
the gap width and some differential non-linearity (DNL) in the X and Y coordinates
of both detectors.
The fifth goal was to develop a reconstruction routine tailored to the needs of
the small-animal RPC-PET scanner and determine its image spatial resolution. A
MLEM-based reconstruction was developed to provide PET images of the sources.
The algorithm was validated with Monte Carlo simulated data, reproducing very well
the original simulated phantoms. A performance test to the parallelized code yielded
a reconstruction time of 16 minutes for 23 million events, after 20 MLEM iterations.
Images were reconstructed from the collected LORs considering all LOR angles (“full
3D mode”), all gas gaps and the full pulse-height spectrum. The ultimate target of the
experimental part of this work has been successfully achieved: we obtained images from
two 22Na radioactive sources (planar and needle-like shaped); and we demonstrated
sub-millimeter image spatial resolution. We can conclude that a MLEM-based image
reconstruction of PET data obtained on a realistic prototype of an RPC-PET small-
animal imager demonstrated world-class resolutions close to, respectively, 0.4 mm and
0.5 mm FWHM for needle-like and planar 22Na radioactive sources. It should be noted
that, for the 0.4 mm FWHM value, no deconvolution of the source size was performed.
6.1.2 Human RPC-PET
The large AFOV and the 300 ps FWHM TOF resolution combine in RPC-PET to
make this detector relevant for low injection doses and short scan periods. We expect
to obtain the images presented in chapter 5 with a 7 minutes scan and an injected
activity of 2 mCi, a value well below the activities currently administered to patients
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(10 to 20 mCi). The final goal of this thesis has been largely fulfilled. A reconstruc-
tion routine capable of providing images for RPC-PET technology was materialized. A
direct TOF implementation of the MLEM and OSEM algorithms allows for all events
to be directly processed and inserted inside the object image by means of a TOF kernel,
while handling list-mode data iteratively. A proper attenuation correction was success-
fully implemented and a study on the TOF kernel sampling was carried out, leading
to a RMSE minimum for 20 samples inside the kernel. Nevertheless, by considering
image improvement stabilization, a TOF kernel with 30 samples inside the Gaussian
was taken into account to obtain the reconstructed images.
Concerning only the true events, the presented reconstructed images showed a con-
siderable agreement (both qualitatively and quantitatively) with the simulation phan-
tom, with almost all organs showing up with acceptable homogeneity and well sepa-
rated from each other. The image statistics revealed to be a determinant variable for
improving image quality, confirming that the increase of sensitivity is one of the main
achievements of RPC-PET.
A method of rejection of the scattered events was presented, leading to a scatter
rejection fraction of 63% for a 300 ps FWHM TOF resolution expected for a whole-body
RPC-PET.
To study the potential of TOF resolution on lesion detectability, we evaluated its
impact on the detection of six simulated lesions spread over the anthropomorphic phan-
tom in critical regions. Lesions close to abdomen, such as the inguinal one, are harder to
detect. In comparison to a 600 ps FWHM TOF detector (typical for present commercial
crystal-based PET scanners), the 300 ps FWHM whole-body RPC-PET represents a
detector with increasing detectability potential. Furthermore, we confirmed that TOF
resolution is the prevailing variable for lesion detectability.
As an alternative approach to whole-body reconstruction, a method based on the
division of the data through nine different regions was proposed, resulting in an en-
hancement in the reconstruction performance. The proposed method provided a six
times faster reconstruction. Making use of GPUs assisted by 16-threads CPUs, we
expect to reach a reconstructed image from a 300 ps FWHM RPC-PET scanner in
less than 4 minutes after the end of data acquisition. To achieve this reconstruction
performance, an alternative routine was accomplished to handle the time uncertainty
associated to TOF. By virtue of GPU constant memory, all uncertainty TOF variables
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were stored in a LUT, reducing the compute-to-memory access ratio, thus enhancing
the computational performance. Comparing to our first attempt to reconstruct the
whole-body data, which took approximately 90 hours, this represents a huge progress.
We also concluded that images generated using CPU and GPU are essentially identical.
An analysis of the RMSE took us to stop the reconstruction at iteration 20 of
MLEM algorithm, with image visualization corroborating this choice. Despite the fact
that the reconstruction routine deals with a random filling of the TOF kernel, thus gen-
erating different images in similar but independent reconstructions, the MLEM based
reconstruction routine concluded with nearly identical images. OSEM-based indepen-
dent reconstructions generate images susceptible to statistical fluctuations which can
be correlated with each other, thus eventually increasing system specificity.
A CRC analysis corroborates the conclusions we have drawn so far: the inner lesions
in the body have a higher loss of contrast due to the contribution of the scattered events
in those regions; the TOF resolution dictates the largest contribution to contrast gain;
the CRC stabilizes at iteration 20; the OSEM reconstruction performs better than the
MLEM reconstruction for the inguinal lesion; and there is no substantial difference
between GPU and CPU reconstructions.
6.2 Future work
Since the full small-animal scanner is totally assembled, further work with the small-
animal RPC-PET prototype will now focus on the imaging of mice with the full scanner
totally assembled. Meanwhile, several imaging tests with the sources reported in this
work will be accomplished. To deal with the expected trigger rate (1.5 × 104 Hz)
resulting from the imaging of a mouse injected with 100 µCi, we have to improve
the acquisition performance. Meanwhile, the trigger efficiency has been increased and
the number of sums of samples per ADC channel reduced. The digital processing
stage may be performed in the FPGA, saving time and storage needs. A local farm is
being prepared to process the data and reconstruct the images in a short time. The
reconstruction algorithm has to be improved with attenuation, scatter and positron
modeling enabled. A possible implementation of the algorithm on the GPUs will be
considered. A performance evaluation of the RPC-PET with the NEMA NU-4 protocol
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will be accomplished in order to make a standard comparison with other commercial
small-animal PET scanners.
Differential non-linearity patent in the position distribution maps of the triggered
events seems to have a strong impact on the measured image spatial resolution. A
possible way to solve this issue has been pointed out in section 4.8, nevertheless a
deeper study is required. The contribution of the non-collinearity effect to the image
spatial resolution has been investigated, but the results are not yet conclusive. An
experiment with more detector modules and a larger distance separating the two heads
will be carried out. The inclusion of detectors painted with resistive ink will make the
results more comparable with those presented for the inner detectors.
Future work with the whole-body single-bed RPC-PET reconstruction will include
an appropriate scatter correction. Improvements in the reconstruction speed are still
possible with a broad range of optimization strategies to be implemented in the GPUs.
Reconstruction with multi-GPUs are also an option. Contrast recovery will be ad-
dressed for smaller lesions and lower lesion to background activity concentration ratios.
A more quantitative analysis will be performed, including other numerical observables
to quantify lesion detectability. Background noise can be quantified by using several
figures of merit (e.g., image roughness and background variability). Other metrics used
to evaluate the quantitation performance (SNR for quantitation) and to measure the
detection task performance (SNR non-prewhitening filter) are an option too. These
metrics are meant to be computed for a single realization. Conversely, other metrics
(e.g., ensemble noise and standard deviation image) are measured across independent
realizations. Therefore, they may be appropriate for the evaluation of the background
noise properties of the averaged images obtained from independent reconstructions.
We expect in the future to integrate the simulated detector contributions into the
reconstruction and assess the figures of merit mentioned above. A complete recon-
struction with all data corrections (random, normalization, dead time, scatter and
attenuation) will provide an assessment of RPC-PET system performance.
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Appendix A
Clinical applications of a true
whole-body PET
The applications of PET/CT are fundamentally concentrated in the oncologic medical
field. Despite the increasing contribution of this instrument for the study of neurologi-
cal, psychiatric and cardiac diseases, the vast majority of the examinations are focused
on finding lesions associated to several kinds of cancer. PET with 18F-FDG is used
to diagnose and stage many cases of cancer. The accuracy ranges from 80% to 90%
and is often better than of anatomic imaging [324]. This accuracy associated to the
anatomic information provided by the CT has rendered PET/CT the most important
cancer imaging modality in present time [325].
PET/CT has been advocated as a first-line imaging technique for whole-body tumor
staging, restaging, and assessing response to therapy. It is also applied in recurrence
suspicion, follow-up and radiotherapy (RT) planning. Numerous studies have shown
that whole-body multimodality imaging is better than PET or CT alone for staging
and restaging most cases of cancer [325].
The request of a PET/CT examination depends on the cancer type and correspond-
ing clinical application. It may be classified as appropriate, potentially appropriate,
possibly appropriate, or inappropriate. For instance, FDG-PET is appropriate for the
diagnosis and staging of non-small-cell lung carcinoma (NSCLC), however it is inap-
propriate for the diagnosis and follow-up of lymphoma. Concerning the RT planning of
head and neck cancer, it is potentially appropriate, since it may help in the modification
of the dose and target volumes.
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The term whole-body used in PET/CT is misleading because the most commonly
used FOV (160 cm), for arms up PET/CT whole-body protocols, covers only the base
of the skull to the upper tights, or the head to the pelvic floor, commonly referred
to as eyes-to-thighs or lips-to-hips [226, 326]. Such FOV may underestimate the true
extent of the malignancy, because it does not include the brain, skull, or significant
portions of the upper and lower extremities. Therefore, it became necessary to include
the term “true whole-body” for a scan range from the top of the head to bottom of feet
(193cm) [227, 228]. Fig. A.1 shows the five FOV categories of anatomic scan lengths,
Figure A.1: FOV categories of five anatomical scan lengths. Adapted from [228].
and table A.1 presents the current procedural terminology codes of the centers for
Medicaid and Medicare services of the USA.
The need of a true whole-body scan has been argued between several groups, on
the basis of large population studies. In fig. A.2, we present three cases where the
true whole-body PET/CT yielded benefits: a) a patient with inconclusive results of
biopsy of a lung mass. PET/CT revealed an asymptomatic soft-tissue lesion in the
distal right thigh. Biopsy of the lesion revealed metastatic carcinoma consistent with a
lung primary, precluding repeated lung biopsy; inclusion of the lower extremities in the
PET/CT FOV helped in location of a more accessible biopsy site, facilitated diagnosis,
and improved staging accuracy for this patient; b) for a patient with a known history
of melanoma, a true whole-body PET/CT helped identifying coexisting metastatic
thyroid cancer, the biopsy specimen of which was performed on the right distal femur;
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Code Description Physician Fee HOP
78811 Tumor-imaging PET; limited area (e.g., chest, head/neck) $80.96 $1,310.60
78812 Tumor-imaging PET; skull base to mid thigh $97.44 $1,310.60
78813 Tumor-imaging PET; whole body $102.45 $1,310.60
78814 Tumor-imaging PET; with concurrently acquired CT for attenuation $112.84 $1,310.60
correction and anatomical localization; limited area (e.g., chest, head/neck)
78815 Tumor-imaging PET; with concurrently acquired CT for attenuation $124.31 $1,310.60
correction and anatomical localization; skull base to mid thigh
78816 Tumor-imaging PET; with concurrently acquired CT for attenuation $125.38 $1,310.60
correction and anatomical localization; whole body
Table A.1: 2014 Current Procedural Terminology (CPT) coding, description and Medi-
care payment rates (hospital outpatient payment - HOP) for Oncology PET protocols in
USA.
Figure A.2: Coronal true whole-body maximum-intensity projection PET images for
patients with lesions outside of the typical FOV. Adapted from [228].
c) an unexpected skin cancer was diagnosed from a right lower leg biopsy of a patient
with rectal cancer [227].
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Compared to the limited FOV imaging, the true whole-body imaging may increase
the staging accuracy, modify the treatment planning, and help on the selection of more
accessible biopsy locations, thus avoiding the need of unnecessary surgical and imaging
procedures. It may also provide an overview of the extension of the disease, once a
considerable number of metastases occur outside the limited FOV [229].
A study with 1000 patients concluded that the true whole-body PET/CT may have
a crucial role in lung cancer. The accuracy in the detection of bone metastases in pa-
tients with NSCLC was superior with PET/CT in comparison with scintigraphy [327].
Another study with 556 patients evaluated the number of examinations detecting a
lesion outside the limited FOV, and from those, the ones that modify the treatment
plan. It detected metastases outside the FOV in 8.6% of the cases and modified the
staging in one patient and the treatment in six others [328].
The main shortcomings are the increased scanning time of 30-40% that may require
an adjustment of the daily clinic schedule and creates discomfort to the patient. The
additional radiation dose to the patient from the CT of supplementary portions of the
body has also to be considered. Nevertheless, a chest, abdomen and pelvis CT which
delivers a dose of 14.8-53 mSv may be exchanged by a low-dose whole body PET/CT
which delivers a dose < 20 mSv. For instance, by including the brain in the PET/CT
imaging of patients with lung cancer, the brain CT can be avoided.
There are studies that show that true whole-body PET imaging does not add consid-
erable information to justify its choice. They conclude that for patients with melanoma
with unknown or unsuspicious primary lesion/metastases in the brain or upper/lower
limbs, a limited FOV examination should be more adequate [329, 330].
Brain imaging is not routinely performed and is reserved for patients with changes
in mental statues, neurologic deficits, or both [227]. Nevertheless, it is accepted that
MRI is more efficient in the detection of brain metastases than CT. The brain is often
excluded from PET/CT imaging, by reason of the lower sensitivity to the detection
of brain metastases. Nonetheless, two studies with 8431 and 2502 patients concluded
that the inclusion of the head in the PET/CT imaging detected brain metastases in
∼1% of the patients with cancer [331, 332]. A study on 16,210 patients showed that
approximately one half of the patients with metastases developed brain metastases
(9.6% of total). They are more frequent in patients with lung (19.9%), kidney (6.5%),
breast (5.1%) and gastrointestinal (1.8%) cancer, and melanoma (6.9%) [333].
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A study on the sensitivity and specificity of the PET imaging for the detection of
brain metastases showed that from 40 patients, MRI detected 16 patients with brain
metastases and PET identified 12 true positives, 4 false positives, 20 true negatives and
4 false positives. Thus, the calculated sensitivity and specificity of the PET imaging
was 75% and 83%, respectively. The main reason for the lower lesion detectability of the
PET system was related with the size of the lesions [230]. The RPC-PET system may
provide an increasing lesion detectability as we will show in chapter 5, thus increasing
the RPC-PET sensitivity and specificity.
The acquisition and reconstruction times can also be dramatically reduced with an
RPC-PET system covering an AFOV of 2.4 m. In old PET/CT scanners, emission data
were acquired for 12-13 bed positions (coaxial scan range of 193 cm), at 3 minutes per
bed position, resulting in a total scan time of 36-39 mins. Nowadays, for instance, at
ICNAS, the acquisition takes 20 minutes and the reconstruction needs approximately
15 minutes do display the image. The time required for true whole-body acquisitions
and processing will continue to decrease and the co-axial scan range will continue to
expand. It is therefore expected that RPC-PET will contribute to push even further
the acquisition and reconstruction times (see chapter 5).
In Coimbra, we have two PET scanners: a Philips Gemini GXL operating in ICNAS
and a GE Discovery ST4 operating in CHUC. In ICNAS are executed approximately
6-8 PET examinations per day. The imaging FOV covers the top of the head to
middle thighs (including the brain). A true whole body imaging is performed for
tumors of unknown origin. Sometimes, it is necessary to carry out an imaging at later
stages to solve any doubts arising from first examination. In a population of 1500
patients, ∼22% required an imaging at later stages, and ∼16% of the imaging scans
were true whole-body covering the top of the head to bottom of feat. In CHUC, there
are approximately 1800 examinations per year. The imaging FOV is also from the top
of the head to middle thighs. Each examination takes ∼30 minutes (3 min/bed, 10-13
beds). Imaging scans at later stages are also performed in 33% of the cases, 40-60 mins
after the first examination. The pathologic uptake has its maximum peak after 3 hours,
but the physiologic uptake maximum peak appears much earlier. The true whole-body
imaging represents 13% of the total PET examinations and is mainly advised for lung
cancer and mandatory for melanoma. For patients taller than 1.60 m, the examination
is interrupted and the bed position is inverted. PET imaging with NaF is also an option
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for the substitution of bone scintigraphy. Approximately 3% of the PET examinations
carried out in CHUC use 11C-Choline for prostate imaging. The uptake time peak
occurs within 2-3 mins and the FOV is limited to 15 cm. A dynamic study usually
takes 25 min. Then, the patient urine and the true whole-body is imaged.
To conclude, the true and limited whole-body imaging have equal technical fees with
a negligible difference in professional fees [228]. The additional costs may be caused by
the additional time required by a true whole-body examination, leading to a reduced
number of examinations, thus constraining clinical schedule planning. The amount of
data to process contributes to the total time as well. The discomfort for the patient is
also increased and the extra dose of the CT constitutes an additional source of radiation.
The trade-off between the time and the relevance of the extended FOV examination
must be carefully evaluated by the clinicians. True whole-body examinations allows
detecting lesion outside typical FOV. It is essential to detect the maximum number
of lesions in order to provide the best patient staging and treatment. It has been
shown that true whole-body imaging increase the accuracy of staging, change treatment
of cancer patients, and help in the selection of more accessible locations for biopsy,
avoiding unnecessary invasive surgical procedures and eliminates irrelevant imaging
and its additional cost in time and money.
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Applications in small-animal PET
The development of tumors in mice represents virtually all major human cancers,
including those of the lung, gastrointestinal system, nervous system, breast, liver,
prostate, pancreas, reproductive system, and metastases. Glucose metabolism mon-
itored with the 18F-FDG is the most widely used technique. Many other targeted
mechanisms are still object of study, such as tumor cell proliferation, gene expression,
tumor angiogenesis, tumor hypoxia, and tumor apoptosis.
Cardiovascular research of animals permits studying the hormonal pathways in-
volved in the regulation of hypertension and hypertension therapy, cardiac electro-
physiology, mechanisms of apoptosis, effects of exercise, lipid metabolism and insulin
sensitivity, atherosclerosis, and angiogenesis [261]. Electrocardiogram-gated data ac-
quisitions can be used on rat or mouse imaging to minimize wall motion effects. It
is possible to assess myocardial wall thickness and irrigation, distinguishing a normal
heart from an infarcted one [260]. One may also distinguish the right ventricle, which
statistically has much lower signal strength than the left ventricle. Quantitative gated
SPECT (QGS) [334], a quantitative analysis package, is used to reorient the gated im-
age sequences and obtain quantitative cardiac function parameters such as end-diastolic
(ED) and end-systolic (ES) ventricular volumes, stroke volume, left ventricular ejection
fraction (EF), polar maps of ED and ES tracer distribution, wall thickening, and wall
motion (see fig. B.1).
Several PET radiotracers have been developed for brain imaging, such as 15O-
H2O for measuring cerebral blood flow,
18F-FDG for measuring glucose metabolism,
11C-raclopride for quantifying the postsynaptic D2 receptor level,
11C-Pittsburgh com-
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Figure B.1: Example of an electrocardigram-gated 18F-FDG study in normal and in-
farcted rats. Adapted from [260] after [335].
pound B for imaging β-amyloid deposition. Through these tracers, we may study the
pathophisiology, pharmacology an drug mechanisms of the brain [336].
Transgenic and knock-out mice play a significant role in biomedical research. Trans-
genic animals (mice and rats) can be designed and created with unlimited possibilities
for addressing questions concerning the genetic, molecular, and cellular basis of biol-
ogy and disease. Biologists can now tailor animal models that accurately fit biologic
and biochemical processes in the human through the manipulation of the genome in
small-animals [261].
The greatest advantages of imaging techniques are the reduction of biological vari-
ability (each animal works as its own control), thus reducing substantially the number
of animal required for a particular study [231]. Complex interactions between the
physiological/biochemical processes that occur in biological systems is only possible
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with intact animals in which variables related to immunological, nutritional, or hor-
monal aspects are present, as well as systemic responses [232]. Ex vivo systems, such
as vitro autoradiography, despite its exquisite spatial resolution, are time consuming,
labor intensive and invasive. Furthermore, small-animal PET techniques can be easily
translated to humans.
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Reconstruction algorithms
Fully 3D PET imaging differs from 2D in what concerns spatially-varying scanner
response and data redundancy. The 3D counterpart of 2D imaging would be a spherical
scanner surrounding the object, however most PET scanners are cylindrical and the
projections are truncated in the axial direction, resulting in a spatially-variant scanner
response. Fully 3D PET data contains detections from both transverse and oblique
planes, resulting in data redundancy, which can be utilized to improve signal-to-noise
performance [269].
Rebinning methods convert 3D data to decoupled sets of 2D data and apply 2D
reconstruction algorithms. Among the rebinning methods, the most straightforward is
single-slice rebinning (SSRB) [337]. It calculates the average axial position of a coinci-
dence event, and places the event in the sinogram closest to that average position. A
more accurate algorithm is the Fourier rebinning (FORE) [338]. It relates the Fourier
transform of oblique sinograms to the Fourier transform of transverse sinograms. The
reconstruction of rebinned 3D PET data may be accomplished either with analytic or
iterative 2D reconstruction algorithms. The FBP algorithm can be extended to 3D
reconstruction, but spatial variance of 3D PET data complicates the analytic recon-
struction. The 3D reprojection algorithm [339] overcomes this issue, thus restoring the
spatial invariance by taking advantage of data redundancy. Further details of imple-
mentation can be found in [340]. This algorithm can improve significantly the signal-
to-noise performance in respect to the 3D FBP algorithm, allowing a higher spatial
resolution.
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Among iterative algorithms, the algebraic reconstruction techniques (ART) make
use of constraints (e.g., non-negative pixels) as prior knowledge to the image recon-
struction [341]. However, they are incompatible with statistical modeling of PET data,
and become useless in the presence of statistical noise. Maximum a posteriori (MAP)
reconstruction incorporates a statistical model both for data and image, thus look-
ing for a maximization of the posterior probability density, instead of maximizing the
likelihood function. An a priori model of the image distribution is required, usually
a smoothness constraint [342], or even an anatomical information from other imaging
modalities such as CT and MRI [343, 344]. The priors in MAP reconstruction can be
considered as a penalty on solutions to carry out desirable properties. The penalized
weighted least square algorithm [343] is the extension of penalization formulation to
traditional least square methods.
Fessler has defined the desired properties of an iterative reconstruction algorithm:
(i) stable and convergent (xn converges to x∗ if run indefinitely); (ii) converges quickly
(xn gets “close” to x∗ in just a few iterations); (iii) globally convergent (limn xn inde-
pendent of starting image x0); (iv) fast (requires minimal computation per iteration);
(v) robust (insensitive to finite numerical precision); (vi) parallelizable (multi-core and
GPU friendly); (vii) flexible (accommodates any type of system model); (viii) user
friendly (nothing to adjust); (ix) easy to program and debug [288].
In what concerns TOF reconstruction, the combination of list-mode acquisition and
iterative reconstruction of 3D data is today widely accepted, as list-mode acquisition
preserves the intrinsic spatial and temporal information of the data. Additionally, the
list-mode storage is more efficient than the binned format for 3D data due to the large
number of possible LORs with respect to the number of detected events [101]. List-
mode reconstruction methods have greatly developed [345, 346], as well as the inclusion
of both TOF and other physical effects in the system model [116, 320, 347]. Despite the
computational challenges introduced by list-mode reconstruction, its practical imple-
mentation is already well-established and becoming increasingly more attractive with
the advent of fast computers and parallelization [348, 349, 350, 351].
One important component of the physics modeling in iterative image reconstruction
is the detector PSF [269]. This can be achieved through analytical derivations [352],
Monte Carlo simulations [353], experimental measurements [354, 355], or directly per-
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formed in the reconstructed image space [356]. This usually leads to an improved
spatial resolution [353, 354], contrast recovery [357] and lesion detectability [358].
An extensive research study about the compensation for non-rigid cardiac and res-
piratory motion within NCAT phantom has been developed by Segars [28]. Correc-
tion methods for patient motion (head, cardiac and respiratory) include: registering
images obtained at different frames [359]; using forward-projected data for motion de-
tection [360]; using deconvolution algorithms in postprocessing [361]; employing gating
methods, with each gate representing a particular cardiac or respiratory cycle [362].
Dynamic PET imaging is currently used to image the activity distribution in a
specific time frame, thus allowing for an estimation of the changing activity over time.
This method has applications in the evaluation of metabolic rate and tissue perfusion
for a selected region of the body, with the help of tracer kinetic models [363]. List-
mode acquisitions are here very useful for the specification of time frames. There are
alternatives to the frame-by-frame approach, by including temporal modeling in the
4D reconstruction.
Among the challenges of image reconstruction is its contribution for a better quan-
titative accuracy of PET. An accurate and precise estimation of tracer distribution,
regardless of feature size, shape and location, accompanied with advances in instrumen-
tation and data processing is driving the growth of PET/CT and PET/MRI imaging
in the study of pathophysiology and therapeutics.
There is a fast expanding universe of methods for image reconstruction, e.g., semi-
norm penalties (total variance, TV), pre-conditioning, coordinate descent, scaled gra-
dient projection, augmented lagrangian, variable splitting and Bregmans’s algorithm,
Cambolle and Pock algorithm, iterative shrinkage/thresholding algorithm (ISTA) and
fast ISTA (FISTA), and alternate direction of minimization method (ADMM). An in-
depth analysis of these methods is though out of the scope of this work.
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Appendix D
Principal component analysis
D.1 Algebraic formulation
We will follow the definition and derivation of principal components given by [312].
Supposing that x is a vector of p random variables and we want to know the variance
(a measure of the dispersion of values around the mean) of the p random variables
and the structure of the covariances or correlation, we can derive a few variables that
preserve most of the information given by these variances and correlations or covariances
through PCA.
We search a linear function α
′
1x of the elements of x having maximum variance,
where α1 is a vector of p constants, so that α
′
1x =
∑p
j=1 α1jxj . Next, we look for a
linear function α
′
2x, uncorrelated with α
′
1x having maximum variance, and so on. We
find a linear α
′
kx at kth stage that has maximum variance that must be uncorrelated
with α
′
1x, α
′
2x, ..., α
′
k−1x. The kth derived variable, α
′
kx is the kth PC. Although
p PCs can be found, usually, most of the variation in x is explained by few PCs. If
a set of p variables has substantial correlations among them, then the first few PCs
will account for most of the variation in the original variables. Conversely, the last
few PCs identify directions in which there is very little variation; that is, they identify
near-constant linear relationships among the original variables.
If a vector of random variables x has a known covariance matrix Σ, it turns out
that for k = 1, 2, ..., p, the kth PC is given by yk = α
′
kx where α
′
k is an eigenvector
of Σ corresponding to the kth largest eigenvalue λk. In addition, if αk is normalized,
so it has unit length, i.e., α
′
kαk = 1, then var(yk)= λk. The kth PC, yk, represents
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the PC with the kth largest variance. The PCs are defined by a orthonormal linear
transformation of x, y = A′x, where y is the vector whose kth element is yk, A is
the orthogonal matrix whose kth column, αk, is the kth eigenvector of the covariance
matrix Σ. PCA is based on the diagonalisation of Σ,
ΣA = AΛ, (D.1)
where Λ is a diagonal matrix (r × r) with the r non-null eigenvalues of Σ (Λ =
diag(λ1, λ2, ..., λr)) sorted in decreasing order (λ1 > λ2 > ... > λr > 0) and A contains
the r associated orthonormal eigenvectors. Two alternative ways of expressing (D.1)
are A′ΣA = Λ and Σ = AΛA′.
When dealing with the statistical properties of PCs from a sample covariance (or
correlation) matrix, rather than from a population covariance (or correlation) matrix,
a different notation is established. Let y˜i1 = a
′
1xi, where x is is the p−element ran-
dom vector and x1, x2, ..., xn are independent n observations, we choose the vector of
coefficients a
′
1 that maximizes the sample variance
1
n− 1
n∑
i=1
(y˜i1 − y1)2 (D.2)
normalized to a
′
1a1 = 1. Then, we have y˜i2 = a
′
2xi, where a
′
2 maximizes the sample
variance of y˜i2, a
′
2a2 = 1, and y˜i2 is uncorrelated with y˜i1 in the sample. Thus a
′
kx
is defined as the kth sample PC and y˜ik is the score for the ith observation of the
kth PC. The sample variance of the PC scores for the kth sample PC is lk, the kth
largest eigenvalue of the sample covariance matrix S for x1, x2, ..., xn, and ak is the
corresponding eigenvector. The matrix S can be written as S = 1n−1X
′
X, where X
is a (n × p) matrix with (i, j)th element (x˜ij − xj). The matrix of PC scores is given
by Y = XA, and will have zero means, rather than means yk.
D.2 Geometrical interpretation
PCA is relevant if at least some of the variables in the data set are inter-correlated.
If none of the p variables is correlated with any other, there exists already a set of
uncorrelated axes, and performing a PCA becomes meaningless. Correlation determines
the association between two variables - the amount they covary. The Pearson’s product
moment correlation coefficient is given by
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ρ =
Cov(X1, X2)
sd(X1)sdX2
=
σX1X2
σX1 · σX2
(−1 ≤ ρX1,X2 ≤ 1) (D.3)
If there are two uncorrelated variables, with a bivariate normal distribution, then the
equiprobability contours (concentric lines indicating equal probability of occurrence)
are circular (see fig. D.1, left). If the two variables are correlated, the contours of
equiprobability are elliptic, and the cosine of the acute angle of intersection is equal to
the correlation coefficient, ρ, (fig. D.1, middle). If the correlation is perfect (ρ = ±1),
the ellipse contracts to a straight line, where the members of the population are located,
and consequently one variable is totally characterized by the other (fig. D.1, right).
Figure D.1: Equiprobability contours for: two uncorrelated variables (left); two correlated
variables (middle); two perfectly correlated variables (right).
Three correlated variables may be represented by ellipsoidal equiprobability sur-
faces. Considering the data plotted in fig D.2, left, there is an ellipsoidal equiprobability
surface, defined by three vectors whose cosines of the angles of intersection relates to
the correlation coefficients (fig. D.2, middle). Fig. D.2, right, shows the three principal
components of the ellipsoid, where the first component corresponds to longest axis (the
one that express the maximum possible proportion of the total variance). The second
component refers to the second longest axis at right angles to the first axis (explaining
the maximum proportion of the remaining variance), and the third component is the
one at right angles to the other two (describing the remaining variance).
Fig D.3 illustrates the relationship between the variable axes and the principal
components, in the case of two variables. The original coordinates of point D (x1, y2)
are transformed into coordinates of the two principal components (y1, y2). The relation
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Figure D.2: Random data for three variables (left) and the corresponding equiprobability
surface (middle). The three principal components (right) account for most of the variation
in the original variables, while being at right angles to each other.
between the axesX1, X2 and Y1,Y2 is defined by the angle between them, (θ). Therefore,
we have [
y1
y2
]
=
[
cos(θ) sin(θ)
−sin(θ) cos(θ)
] [
x1
x2
]
or [
y
]
=
[
A
] [
x
]
Since matrix A is orthogonal it follows
AT = A−1 =
[
cos(θ) −sin(θ)
sin(θ) cos(θ)
]
When the variances of the individual variables are widely different some problems on
the behavior of PCs for a covariance matrix may arise. It can happen that the PCs are
Figure D.3: Transformation of coordinate systems for two variables into the coordinates
of the two principal components. Adapted from [364].
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pretty similar to the original variables, just rearranged in decreasing order of the size
of their variances. In such circumstances, transformations to PCs are useless. Usually,
it is undesirable to use PCs on a covariance matrix when x consists of measurements
of different types. The covariance matrix will not provide useful PCs if the variables
have large contrasting variances. Conversely, for correlation matrices, the standardized
variates are all dimensionless and can be combined to give PC scores [365]. Additionally,
patterns of coefficients in PCs can be compared for different correlation matrices to
check if both matrices give identical PCs, whereas comparisons for covariance matrices
are more complex. Standardizing the variables is a way of removing the problem
of scale dependence from PCA. Deriving the PCs from the correlation matrix hold
other interesting properties: the PCs depend not on the absolute values of correlations,
but only on their ratios [366]; and instead of the normalization α
′
kαk = 1, Hotelling
suggests to use α˜
′
kα˜k = λk, so then, α˜
′
kj is the correlation between the jth standardized
variable x∗j and the kth PC [311].
Adapting equation D.1, the variance-covariance matrix of the principal components
can also be written as
Λ = A
′
RA, (D.4)
where Λ will have different λi from the matrix in equation D.1, and tr(Λ) = tr(R) = p,
the number of variables. R is the correlation matrix. Equation D.4 can also be written
as
A
′
R = ΛA
′
, (D.5)
which for a non-zero solution for the aik to exist must satisfy the condition for each of
the λk that ∣∣R− λk(I)∣∣ = 0 (D.6)
The solution of the characteristic equation of the matrix R (eq. D.6) gives us the
latent roots of R, or its eingenvalues, λk. The eigenvectors associated with each eigen-
value are the columns of matrix A. This matrix relates the principal components to the
original variables. The components have variances described by Λ, consequently, the
product of the matrices A and Λ
1
2 , known as the matrix of component loadings, L, rep-
resent the weighted contribution of the principal components to the original variables.
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As Hotelling suggested, the elements of the matrix L are the correlation coefficients
between the ith variable and the kth component. Therefore, they represent the cosines
of the angles between the ith unit vector and the kth component, and can be visualized
as the projections of the variables onto the principal components. The square of any lik
is the proportion of the variance of the ith variable explained by the kth component,
thus
∑
k
l2ik = 1 and
∑
i
l2ik = λk.
The aforementioned definition Y = XA expresses that the coordinates of any
point measured on the variable axes multiplied by the matrix of eigenvectors gives that
point measured on the component axes. The so-called component scores, yik, will be
uncorrelated with the scores on any other component.
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Appendix E
The k-means clustering technique
An efficient and effective cluster tool should use as few clusters as possible, but at the
same time being able of classifying all statistically relevant clusters. The term similarity
in cluster analysis corresponds to the proximity of the points, how closer are them to
each other in the input space. To calculate the distance between the points, one can use
different metrics. We adopted the Minkowski distance, L1 (also known as Manhattan
or city block distance), which is given by
d1(c,x) =
k∑
i=1
|ci − xi|, (E.1)
where c is the cluster center, x is the case it is compared to, i is the dimension of x (or c)
being compared and k is total number of dimensions. The k-means technique partitions
a set of n data points x1, ..., xn into a fixed known number of non-empty disjoint classes
(clusters) c1, ..., ck, say, that are “homogeneous as possible” with respect to some given
data [367]. This technique is considered a variance minimization technique, since it
tries to minimize the sum of the variances within the clusters. Given n data points x1,
..., xn in Rp and a k-partition C = {C1, ..., Ck} of the set O = {1, ..., n} of underlying
“objects” with non-empty classes Ci ⊂ O, the discrete variance criterion (also termed
sum-of-squares (SSQ) criterion) is given by
gn(C) :=
k∑
i=1
∑
l∈Ci
|xl − x¯Ci | → min
C
, (E.2)
where x¯Ci denotes the centroid of the data points xl “belonging” to class Ci. We look
for a k-partition of O with minimum criterion value gn(C) [367].
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In MATLAB, the kmeans function partitions data into k mutually exclusive clus-
ters. It implements the k-means clustering technique using a batch (also called offline)
algorithm in a first phase, and an iterative algorithm in a second phase. Batch algo-
rithms are algorithms where a transformative step is applied to all cases at once, being
well suited to analyse large data sets [306]. In this way, the first phase of kmeans is
closer to the Lloyd algorithm [368] and the second phase is nearer to the MacQueen
algorithm [305]. The latter is an iterative (also called online) algorithm and differs
from the Lloyd algorithm in the sense that the centroids are recalculated every time a
case change cluster and also after each pass through all cases. Both algorithms have an
initial similar procedure. The first step is to choose the k initial centroids. In our work,
we knew previously the number of expected clusters corresponding to each gap (which
is 5), but sometimes, this information is not available and several attempts are needed
to achieve the best result, which we will define later on. Once the initial centroids
have been chosen, each case is assigned to each cluster based on its L1 distance from
the cluster centroids. Then, the value of the centroid is updated using the component-
wise median of the points in each cluster. As a coordinate-wise order-statistic, the
coordinate-wise median together with L1 distance in the assignment step, is inherently
more appropriate for discrete than continuous data [369]. In the MacQueen algorithm,
for each case, if the centroid of the cluster it currently belongs to is the nearest, nothing
is done. Otherwise, if a centroid of other cluster is closest, the case is reassigned to
that centroid and the component-wise median of the points on both old and new cluster
centroids are recalculated. This algorithm usually needs to perform one complete pass
through the cases to converge on a solution and it is more efficient than Lloyd algorithm
as it performs more centroid updates [306]. The online phase guarantees to find a local
minimum, by moving points between cluster until the total sum of distances cannot be
further reduced. Nevertheless, there may be other local minima with lower total sum of
distances. The batch mode may provide points inside a cluster that moved to a different
cluster, thus increasing the total sum of distances, this being more likely for small data
sets. As said before, the batch mode is fast, but potentially approximates a solution as
a starting point for the online phase. The kmeans function provided by MATLAB will
always converge, but it is liable to find a local minimum instead of a global one, and as
such may not find the optimal partition. It is common to consider heuristics based on
local search, in which centers are swapped in and out of an existing solution. Therefore,
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k-means algorithms are sensitive to the initial chosen centroids [369]. Exhaustive (or
clever, or lucky) choice of starting points for multiple applications (replicates) typically
results in a solution that is a global minimum, or at least a more stable solution.
The k-means algorithm has a bias to create clusters of equal size, thus working
better for clusters that are globular in shape, have equivalent size and equivalent data
densities [306, 369]. In our study, we deal with such conditions with the five clusters
being similar in shape, size and density.
Finally, there are some indices capable of evaluating the quality of the achieved
solution. The Dunn index [370] corresponds to the ratio of the inter-cluster similar-
ity (distance between cluster centroids) over the intra-cluster similarity (inner cluster
variation) and should be as high as possible for compact clusters. The Davies-Bouldin
index [371] presenting lower values indicate the existence of compact clusters with their
centers far away from each other. The C-index [372] compares the sum of smallest
and largest distances over all pair of data points forming the same cluster and should
be also minimized. The Jaccard index [373] compares the obtained solution with a
previous reliable classification, by intersecting the cases present in the same clusters in
both solutions and dividing by all the cases from both subsets. A silhouette plot [374]
displays a measure of how close each point in one cluster is to points in the neighboring
clusters. A good classification provides a silhouette plot with similar high silhouette
values.
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